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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

.This report is the.third and final phase of a longitudinal
-study of disabled 1978 freshmen. Funded by the Off-ice of Special
Education and conducted by the Higher Education Research Institute,
-the first phase of this study described respondents to the 1978
Cooperative Institutional ResearCh Program annual freshmen survey
who indicated they were handicapped (Lawrence, Kent, and Henson,
1981). The second phase of the'study comprised a series otnorms
tables.displaying data from 1978 and 1980 disabled and nondisabled

'freshmen (Henson, Kent, and Richardson, 1981.). 'The present report,
based on data from a 1981 follow-up survey of a weighted sub-
sample of the 1978 disabled freshman grOurf (N=3,338), relates
findings for the total sample and according to their particular
disability area (orthopedic, visual, multiple, hearing or health-
related).

The findings from this follow-up study of disabled college
students should reassure those concerned that.either the handi-
capped or the U.S. higher education system might shirk their .
responsibilities once access to college is gained. The majority
of respondents to the 1981 follow,up questionnaire had persisted
in college, earned good grades, retained high degree aspirationsl
were satisfied with college, maNifested high self-esteem, and
looked forward to being married,\having children, and to pursuing
full-time careers., Further, they were much more likely to'have uti-
lized regular support services at college than special or adaptive
ones, and relatively few reaorted encounterin%attitudinal barriers
or experiencing difficulty with college functtbning because of having
a disability. In short; the mutual investment of handicapped in-
dividuals and of higher education institutions has positive 1363/-
offs, and this bodes well for the nation as more handicapped in-
dividuals enter college and universities under the federal mandate
of Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. Indeed, the
major policy implication of these data is obvious: Give the dig-
abled access to colleges and universities, and they will match
the h6ndisabled in their performance,-1progress, and promise.

Differences between the disability groups lead to a'second
policy implication: People with different types of,handicaps must
be'accommodated differently. For instance, these data suggest that
anticipatory interventions or support would be especially valuable
to those with more,than one 'd-NAbility, since the multiply handi-0°
capped seem' to be'more at risk than other groups. Even though
those with health-related problems are more likely than others to
have stopped out of college temporarily and to transfer from one
institution to another, the same recommendation does not apply to
them: They return to college, make oftstandingorades, and generally
have such a positive self-image that the only sPecial accommodation
they require is the process of temporarily stopping,out
less cumbersome.

4
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Nonetheless, within each disabili
said ther.needed support services or a
available, who,encountered barri,ers fr
than seldom or never, oe who:simply dr
fore, a third implication of this stud
In other words, we must recognize that
require.more accommodation on the part
'(both,physical and human) than others.

A fourth implication is that redil tions in financial aid to
collee students will adversely affect thedisable'd even more than
their able-bodied counterparts. Roth the disabled,and the non-'
disabled finance their college education chiefly through parental )
support-and self-stIpport.. However, because the,handicapped 5o Aten_
have expenses associated with their-disability, and.because some of
them are unable to.work'at outside jobs-or to find employers willing
to hire them, they and tkir families fare-especially ibgaVy financial
demands. Thus, the potential behefits of balancing the4federal
budget, returning responsibility heretofOre assumed by the federal
government to-the individual, and so forth, must be weighed.,against
the possibility that many disabled young people will no longer be
able to attend college. Not only will ?this represent a loss to the c
individuals involved, but also it will carry socjaliicosts as a- greater
number of disabled individuals remain dependent and unable to ful!fill
their aspirations.

a

As regards further research, the data from this study'offer a
wealth of further analyses, as well as suggesting additional studies.
These include questions of the incidence agj nature Of disability,
in order to better understand the extent to which the handicapped
realize equal opportunity in all aspects of society. More funda--
mental, of course, is the need to develop standarazed, addquate,
and relevant definitions, categories, measures, and distinctions
in order to promote data-based understanding about the disabled
and about how their disability affects'their college and other life
experiences and to compwre findings about the disabled from study
to study.. Much more needs to be known about how various college
characteristics affect persistence among the handicapped, perhaps
by examining these follow-up data in combination with institutional
data (e.g., size,.location, selectivity). Some of the research
implicit in these data, or wkiting for urther a collection,
include studies of sex differences, career chol e, the effects of
earlier education interventions, matched sample comparison studies
of disable arid nondisabled (or labeled as such) n cKildhood, in
adoleacence, or as an adult.

group, were some people who
commodations that were not
quently or occasionally rather
pped out of tollege. There-
isythat individuals differ.

some hahdicapped indviduals
of their college envirönment

...
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Chapter 1

Overview

. This report represents'the third and final phase of a project, funded

by the Office of Special Education of the Department of Education and-conducted

by the Higher Education Research Institute (HERI), on handicapped stawdents in

U.S. colleges and universities. The report from the first phae (Lawrence,

-Ken/, & Henson, 1981) described a national sample of disabled students who had

entereckcol)ege as freshmen in 1978, analyzing them according to their area,of

disability (speech, orthopedic, visual, hearing, learning, other, multiple, and

unknown) and the type of institution in Which they initially enrblled (public

university, Private university, public four-year college, private four-year

college, public'two-year college, private two-year college) and comparing them

wjth fheir nondisabled counterparts. The report from the second phase of the

project (Henson, Kent & Richardson, 1981) comprised a series of norms tables

displayinl data on 1978 and 1980 disabled and nondisabled freshmen, for the

total groups and separately by sex. Comparisons of these groups can help one ,

to discern trends over time in the characteristics of disabled fneshmen, as

well as to identify simillarities and diffenences between disabled and nondisabled

men and women.

The present report is a longitudinal analysis, based on data from a

1981 follow-up survey of a subsample of the 1978 disabled freshmen,. Its

purpose is to giye some sense of the current status,,educational progress, and

college experiences of these handicapped individuals, with the hope that this

information will prove useful to governmentcLinsttutional policy makers who

'are concerned with givinj the disqh0d in our society greater access to and ,x'

within postsecondaryreducation and with making our academic institutions more
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responsive to theic- needs. Much progress has been made toward these goals in

recent years. Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (Public Law

93-112), which prohibits discrimination against "otherwise qualified" handicapped

persons in any Program or activity that receives federal funds, has lecOto the

.
delineation Of program requirementscovering admissions and reAuitment,

treatment of students, academic adjustments, housing; financial aid, employment

assistance, and nonacademic .semiceswith which the'majority of colleges and

universities in this..country have made.some effort to comply. .Moreover, the

academic community--students, faculty, and administration--has become more

aWare of the strengths and aspfrations-df the disabled and more sensitive to

their requirements. Special services and a6commddations have been introduced

on/many campuses. Information has been lacking:however, about-the effective-
_

peess of such measures. This report attempts to fill that inforniation gap and

to provide some insight into the nature of the attitudindl and'behavioral

barriers that the disabled may encounter.

The report is divided into four major sections. Section I (ChaPters

1-) is introductory. Chapter 2, "Sanple and Methodology," describes the

Cooperative Institutional Research Progran (C1RP) and its annual freshman

survey, the identification of the respondent sample, the follow-up survey

instrument, the response rate, and tlie weighting proceduresi' used. Chapter 3

sketches a general profile of the total respondent group (all of whom were

identified as disabled, according to the procedures discussed in Chapter 2),

comparing their'freshmen dharacteristics with those of the nondisabled 1978

/freshmen and summarizing their responses to the follow-up questionnaire.

12



Section II (Chpters 4-9) gives a more detailed picture of the 1981_

follow-up respondents, cgmparing them by disability area. For reasons outlined

in Chapter 2, the discussion focuses on the five largest (and most statistically

reliable), disability groups: ,thase With orthopedic, visual, multiple, hearing;

and health-related disabilities. Data on the four remaining disabiliU groups

identified in the 1981 follow-up survey (those with learning, speech, emotional,

and "other" disabilities) are included in the tables,.but thkse groups are not

discussed in the text. Chapter 4 deals with-background characteristics:

demographic and family background (gender, racial/ethnic identity,,age and 1978

enrollment status, 1978 3nd 1981 religious preference, marital and veteren

status) and educational background (type of high school attended, high school

grades and program, special interventions in(elementery, junior(..high, and high

school).° Chapter 5 defines four groups according to 1981 status (continuous

persisters, former stopouts, current stopouts, and-dropouts); indicates the

reastns given for' withdrawing from college temporarily or permapently; discusses

transfer students and reasons given for changing institutions; and discaSses

college performance (college class, grades, remediation) and exOeriences

(living arrangements, employment, finances, mentors, and 'behaviors). Chaptker

6 focuses on degree ,lansmajor field, and career choice, with special

attention to stability and change over the\three-year period between initial

assessment and follow-up. Disability-related issues--including age of onset',

visibility, effecton college functianing, attitudinal and behavioral barriers,

r'
and utilization of services and accommodations--are the subject of Chapter 7.

Chapter 8 deals with more personal issues, including political orientation,

life goals, self-rati,ngs, and preferred life patterns. Finally, Chapter 9

presents summary profiles of the five main disability groups.



Section III (Chapter 10) presents the results of a series of regression

Lir

analy.es performed to identify the personal and envirnomental fact,prs associated

with three outcomes of interest to policy-makers: performance (as measured by

college grades), satisfaction with college: and persistence (as measured by

current college class and by 1981 enrollment status). The specific college

envirnomental factors examined included support services and acCommodations,

sources of finance, instltutional type, and a variety of other experiential ,

variAble$ such_es residential arrangements and employment.

The final section (Chapter 11) draws out the policy implications of the

study, outlines other areas of needed research, and makes recommendations.



Chapter 2

Sample and Methodology

The analyses presented in this report are based On weighted responses to

a follow-up survey conducted in 1981 and completed by 760 disabled participants

in the 1978 CooperativesInstftutional R search Program (CIRP). This chapter

describes the CIRP, .pe identification of the target respondent,sample, the

follow-up survey instrument, the respclnse rate to the follow-up survey, and the

weighting procedures used'in.these dAta analyses. If also briefly discusses

the respondent group in terms of thefr reported disability area(s) In 1978,
.4*

compared with 1981, as preparation for the discussion and comparisons in

Section II of this rtport.

The P Annual Freshman Survey

ach fafl, the Student Information Form (SIF) is administyred to the

entire entering freshman class at each institution participating in the CIRP.

This survey instrument is designed to serve two functions: first, to collect

student input data for longitudinal research; and second, to collect descrip-

tive and normative data for the purpose of providing genei-al information to

interested persons and agencies.

The results of each annual freshman survey are published in a national

norms report. The national norms are based only on data from institutions

where the coverage of entering freshmen is judged to be represent,ative. This

judgment is based on the proportion Of first-time freshmen who completed the

SIF and on the procedures used in administering it. Four-year colleges are
7

included in the national norms if over 85 percent of their first-time, full-

time freshmen completed the SIF, universities must have over 75,percent partici-

pation, and two-year colleges must have at.least 50 percent participation. The
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data geeting these minimal quality requirements for inclusion in the norms are

-weighted to represent the population orentering freshmen at all higner educa-

tional institutia6 in the United States.1

,

Part-time students and those who are not first-time college students

(i.e., transfers and former enrollees) are excluded from the normative sample.

All students who do ndt identify themselves asPbeing enrblled on a part-time

basis are included in the ndO'sample if they either graduated from high

school in the year of the survey or havetiever attended any collegiate iristitu-

tion for credit..

Identification'of the 1978 Responden't Group

Since 1978, the SIF has included two items designed to perMit the identi-

fication of college freshmen who are disabled, based on self-reports. The

first asks partilipants to answer yes or no to the question, "Do you cOnsider

yourself to be physically handicapped?" The second reads, "If yes, what type

of handicap do you have? (Mark all that apply)" and lists the -knowing
,

disability areas: hearina, speech, orthopedic, visual, learning, and other.

Responses to these two items are in some.instances inconsistent. A

number of respondents answer the first item negatively but then mark one or

more disability areas.- Conversely, some-respondents indicate tnat they consider

themselves physically handicapped but then fail to mark a specific,disability

area. -Therefore, for purposes of identifying as large a potential pool of

1. A distinction should be made between higher education and postsecon-
dary education. The normative data exclude students attending most proprietary,
special vocational, and semiprofessional institutions; the'y include thos#
attending two-year colleges with terminal occupational as well as transf:kr

programs.

16
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respondenn'ac`possible, all 1978 freshmen who either indicated that they

considered themselves physically handicapped or marked a specific disability

area (or areas) were defined as disabled, as were all those who did both.

Also included in the roster for the follow-up survey were part-time 4d return-

ing 1978 disabled CIRP participAts. In this way, a total of 6,259 disabled

1978 CIRP participants were identified as potential respondents; addresses were

available for 5,875. In short, every effort wa's made to identify as large a

group of disabled 1978 students as possible to resuryey in 1981. As a result,

the potential follow-up group4was larger than that dugribed in an earlier

phase Of this research effort, which resulted in a report based on weighted

random sample of their nondisabled counterparts (Lawrence, Kent, and

responses from 5,401 disabled 1978 freshmen and comparing them with a 15

Hen n, 1981).

The Follow-up Survey Instrument

The final Version of the instrument 'used in the 1981 follow-up survey of

()

1978 disabled freshmen was developed after a review of the literature on

disabled college students and conversations with disabled students at California

State University at Northridge and Santa Monica College,. The follow-up survey

f')/ instrument on wh ch most of the anaTyses in this report are based is inc,lUded

in Appendix A.

A number of items on the 1981 survey were identical to those on thej978

fresnman SIF (Appendix B). This replication of items served two "purpotes:

first, to identify continuitiesCind changes over the three years since these

disabled students entered college; and second, to assess the extent to which

(

7



their initial expectations and plans had been realized. The items repeated to

k

-serve the first purpose include wKether Sthdents had transferre'd from one .

institutiori to another, the extent of their concern about financing their

college educationy degree- plans and aspirations, political orientation, marital

%

stttus, choices of major ahd career; residential plans and preferences re-

eP'4'1°-.--

ligious preferencend life goals. The items repeated to serve the second

purpose concerned having had remediation ortutring in selected suAct area&

and having done (or still expecting to do) a variety of things irvcollege

Ps

(e.g., getting a j00 torelp pay foir college expenses, makihg'at least a "B"

r

ave.rage, and feeliRg satisfied with college).

The fbllow-up instrument also coltitained two items which have apeared

iritermittently.on the SIF, but which were not inclUded on the 1978 version:

The first asked respbhdents to rate themselves, compared-with the average

person of their own'age, on a list of 22 traits. The second asked them to

,e

indicate whih life patterns (marriage,. children,rand employmea.t) they would

prefer ten to fifteen years from now.

Since the SIF is not specqically geared to the disabled college student

population, the 1981 follow-up survey instrument asked questiOns designed to

fi1144ome important gaps. For instance, respondents were asked whether they

had received speci'al education at different.leve?kof their earl' hooliRg. j

To learn more about the nature and extent of their disabilities, two other

response options--health?related (e.g.:respirator , heart) and effletr nal--were

added to the original list of six disability areas.

asked the age at which their diSa6iAlity was diagnosV and the extent to which

their disability affected their functioning at college in five areas: academie,

Re6poOdents wer'e also
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social, rec'reational/extracurricular, psychological/emotional, and other.

Two lengthy items on the 1981 fallow-up'instrument wei.e designed to

elicit information about facilitators of and barriers to the disabled student's

progres and performance'in college.. The first of these (#28) lirsted 29

servides, some of which are provided 4 all students at most dolleges (e.g.,
0 os

adaderilic and vocational counseling) and others of which,repreent special

1

accommodations for the disabled (e.g., registration priority, support service

personnel, repair services for assistive devices); respondents were asked to .

indicate whether they used each servfte, would have used it if it had been

available, ordid not Use it because it was irrelevant. The second of these items

(#29) asked abourthe attitudes and behaviors of fellow students, instructors/

c' it

faculty, and staff toward the disabled student; this item was based on informa-

tion reported through the American Association fOr the Advancmnent of Science's .

Project on the'Handicapped in Scie-Rce (Redden, Davis,'& Brown, 1978):

4
Finally, the 1981 follow-up survey instrument included questions on

,college behaviors and experiences which have previously been examined in

,studies of the nondisabled college, student population:, for example, employment

while in college, overall grade-point average, reasons for transferring,

stop,ng out, or dropping out, and income sources.

Response Rate

-

rEp

The 1981 follpw-up survey was mailed out in two waves to the-roster of

5,875 disabled respondents for'ônLddresses were.available: during the first',

t

0

week of July', and durtig the second week of Septembet.. BY the-deadline for

return of the questionnaire on November.2, 1,464 forms had been returned as



__,

"nondeliverable," thus reducing the potential respondent group to 4,441 disabled

L.
-0 1978 freshmen. Of this group, 1245 (28 percent) returried usable questionnaires.

4v

An additional 57 survey recipients returned uncompleted forms, explaining that

et

_)

they were not handicapped. Moreover,.485 of the 1,245 who completed the

*follow-up survey said they were not handicapped. Thus, the follow-up survey

collected information from 760 disabled persons.

Several explanations marbe offered for the inclusion of a large propor-

tion of nondisabled perSons on, the survey\mailing roster. First,,about 1,400

of those targeted to b'elollowed up had 'indicated on the 1978, freshman SIF that

the considered themselves physically hanqicapped but then had failed to

ify\a disability area. (In:the report from Part 1 of thi project, this

oup was t7et,ed as having an "601lown" It'seem likely that '

many of these respondents had simply.erred in filling out the freshman 'questidli-

naire. Others hid indicated on the 1978 freshman SIF that they-1W not cons4der

th-emselvetphysically handicapped but then bad check& one of\ the disability

area. For instance, about three in ten of the sample d scussed in the first

report said they colli-d-q-red thern-SOves to be visually handicepped, but their

40- profile was virtually identical,to that of the nondisabled group; thus, it was

surmised that many of the "visually disabled" were not in fact disabled in a

clinical or legal sense but simply had less-than-perfect vision that r-equired

correction. Similarly, many Of those who were identified in the first report,

as having speech disabilities may have beenstudents who experienced difficul-

ties in speaking English because they came from other language backgrounds

(e.g., Hispanics, Asians). Many of the "4.earning-disabled" may have been

freshmen who lacked confidence i their-own a ademic abilities anipwere worried

20
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. ,
, .

.

( that they'would not do well in college. All of these possibilittes are discussed

in the first report (Lawrente, Kent, & Henson, 1981).
.

-7 The low reSponse,rate mtp in part be.attrjbutable to.the fact that the-

follow-up survey was mailed out iH the summerwhen many potential resOondents

were not available. Moreover, experience withsurvey research indicates-that
,.

/A

individuals who have dropped out of college, or who have completed their'

II

lan6ed program, frequently fail 'to respond to follow-up surveys, in parr,
.

.
. _

because their-college experiences seem unimportant to them now.

Finally, because of the way in'which- the SIF is administered, the CIRP
it

,

probably fails to fdentify many freshmen who have particular types op handicaps
.

(such as blindness or ataxia) or who are so sevvely 'impaired that they have
.

.,

trouble marldrig a sunyey for optical scanning. Similarly, some potential

foflow-up\-espondents May have been unable to fill out the questionnaire
.1

because yey lacked necessary aid or iTecause it w6uld have required a substan-

tial investment of time and effort.

At'"

Weighting Procedures '"

The data from respondents were dtfferentially weighted to compensate fOr

differential response rates. Table 1 shows the sample si'zes and weights used

A
in generating.the data in this report by institutional type and by disability

area. The institutional type refers to the institution the student entered in

the fall of 1978. The disability area is based on the,student's response to

,

the item on the 1978 SI (see Appendix B).
.,

These weighting p F ocedures produced data that represents the distribution

of disabled students in the original sample (as reported in Part 1, Lawrence,
c.

Kent, & Henson, 1981), by disability area and by freshman institutional type.

21
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Table 1

1981 Follow1Up Survey Sample and Weights

Stratificipon Used for
Correcting Sample Bias

Number of - Wei9hted
Respondents Weight\ Tptala

Public university:

Hearing disability

Speech disability

Orthopedic disability

Visual.disability

Learning disability

Other disability

Multiple disabilities

Unknown disabillityl

Private univer:

Hearing disability

Speech disability

Orthopedic disability

Visual_Osability

Learning disability

Other disability

Multiple disabilitie

Unknown disability,

Public four-year college:

Hearing disability

Speech disability

Orthopedic disability

Visual disability

Learning disability

Other disability

Multiple disabilitlies

Unkflown disability

9 2

32 2.72 87 .

4, 6.75 27 1

50 A 3.44 172

91 5.30 482

5 4.20 21

.. 30 4.77 113

11 4.73 52

, 48 k8.50 408

17 2.58, 44

1
013.00 13

e3.91 9-0
(

-9 7.17 208

3 5.00 15

11 5.91 65

4 6.25. 25

22 8.32 183

16 4.38 70

2 11.00 22'

32 ,4 3.63 116

65
r,

4.75 3-
6 3.83 23

24 4.83 116

13 2.62 34- $

39 7.15 279
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Table 1--Concluded

Stratification Used for
Correcting SpIple Bias

Number of
Respondents

Private four-year college:

Hearing disability 59

Speech disability 9 1

Orthopedic disability 77

Vlsual disibility 119
%

Learning disability 18

Other disability 75 s

Multiple disabilities 34

Unknown disability 55

Public two-year college:

Jlearing disability 22

Speech disability 3

Orthopedic disability
0

38

Visuel disability . 38

Learning disability 6

Other disability '--

.
28

Multiple disabilities . 9

Unknown dlisability 20

Private two-year college:

Hearing disability 3

Speech disability

Orthopedic disability 8

Visual disability 6

Learning disability 3

Other disability 6

Multiple disabilities 2'

-Unknown disabilities ) 6

Weighted
Weight 0-Totala

2.81 166

4.45 40

3.88 299

5.70 679

4.17 75

3.80 285

3.18 108

9.35 514

%

3.23 71

6.33 19

4.l1 1.56

'550 209

:6.83 35

529 148

:5.11 46

1'8;85 , 177

6.00

3,13 25

9.67 58

5.33 16

6.00 36

8.00 16

8.67 52

c,

a
The weighted total is the produce of the number of respondents and the weight.
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About the Respondent Sample and the Subsequen naly es

(

comprehensive picture of the disabled respondents follows in Chapter 3

which summarizes findings for the totai group, and in Section II of this

report, which discusses the data by disability area.

Table 2 compares the disability area marked by the respondents in 1978

with the disability area marked on the follow-up questionnaire in 1981. The

addition of two categories (Malth-related and emotional) to the 1978 list of

six response, optians (heeing, speech, orthope?c, visual, learning, and other)

resulted in the reClassification of some individAls. Thus,.if we exclude the

speech-impaired group because of its small size (84 individuals) and,the

multiply disabled because they marked more than one disability area in 1978 or

in 1981 or at both,times, we find that the most reliable self-r-eports (in the

sense that they oarked the same ,c`ategory in 1978 and in 1981) Came from the

hearing-impaired group (87 percent), followed by the visually impaired (84

percent), and,those with orthopedi.e. impairments (72 percent). Lowest relta-

bility rates were found for the learning-disabled (69 percent) and those with

"other" disabilities (53 percent).

A substantial'622 respondents indicated they have more than one disability

and thus were grouped together as being multiply handicapped, Table 3 shows

the proportions marking eath specific diSability area. The largest proportion

marked "visual" (39 percent) or "orthopedic" (38 percent) as one,of their areas

of impairment.

Perhaps the most important point to emerge from these data is the diffi

culty of determining the incidence or nature of disability/handiCavin_a

consistent manner. Therefore, when data are analyzed by disability area of the



41 Table 2

Rel i ability of Self-Reports of DiSability Area(s)

(percentages; N in parentheses)

1

1978 Disabilty Area

1981 Disabi 1 ity Area

Orthopedic Vi sual Multiple
a

Hearing

Health-
Related Other Learning Speech EmOttonal . Total

,
. .

/

Orthopedic 72 0 18 0 2 14 0 0 0 21

(539) (4) (113) (8) (41)

VisuaI 3. 84 10 1 13 18 16 6 34 24

.

(.21) (569 ,1 (65)* (5) (42)
a--
(50)' (26) - (5) (11)

- Multiplea 3 , 2 . 23 ,8 2 3 2 0 15

.(24) '(11) (143) (39) (8) (8) (3) (5)

Hearing 0 0 '12 87 .0 2 , 0 ,0, 0 13

(3)
..... .:

(76) i, (339) (6)

Other 17 2 '. 18 . 0 68 53 . 2 0 29 19

(1Z9). (13) (114) -(225) .(149) (4) '(10)

Learning 0 0 6 ,.0 0 .
2 69 0 0 5'

(0): (4) : (115) ,

Speech 0 0 2 0 0 0 94

(13)
(79)

Unknownb .

.

5 12 9' 5 15

r
9 , 11 0 , 21 8

(35) (79) (58) (18) .
(49) (25) '(19) (7)

N 750 .'
6.71 622 ' 392 331 283 166 84, 33 3,338

aRe5poiident5 marking more than one disability area.

b
Respondents indicating handicap but not specifying area (1978 SIF). I
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Table 3

Number and Proportion of Multiply Handicapped
1981 Follow-Up Respondents

Indicating Each Disability Area

(N=622)

Disability Area

Visual 2.44 39

Orthopedic 239 38

Hearing 208 ,33

Health-related 208 33

Speech 175
.

28

Learning 174. , 28

Emotional 157 5

Other 142



1981 respondents who entered college in 1978, the discussion will be restricted

to the jergest and most reliable categories: the orthopedically, visually, and

hearing-impaired, those with multiple disabilities, and those with health-related

disabilities (68 percent of whom marked the "other" response option in 1978).

Thus, those respondents who indicated in 1981 that they had "other" or learning

disabilities are excluded, as are those with speech and emotional disabilities

(becau e of the small size of these.groups).

98



Chapter 3

Summari Profile of the Total Respondent Group

This chapter summarizes the major findings for the total group of dis-

abled college students who were surveyed in 1978 by the Cooperative Institu-

tional Research Program in its annual freshman survey and were followed up by

questionnaire in 1981. Eighty-six.percedt.of the 3,338 respondents described

in this report were first-time, full-time freshmen in 1978. Twelve percent

held advanced standing when they answered the SIF in 1978, and 1 percent were

freshmen enrolled for part-time study. All respondents, however, entered

colleges and universities where the response rates were judged to be represen-

tative.

Few data are presented here in tabular form. Rather, ttie percentage

rK)onses are shown in Appe.ndix C for the nondisabled respondents to the 1978

SIF survey, in Appendix D for the disabled respondents to the 1978 SIF survey,

and in Opendix E for the disabled respondents to the 1981 follow-up survey.

This chapter is divided into four sections. The.first reviews informa-

tion about the backgrounds of the 3,338 disabled 1978 fresnmen who are the

focus of this report. The second uses data from the 1981 follow-up survey to

update their college tatus. The third section covers follow-up survey items

that addressed disability. Tne final section summarizes data of a more personal

nature, including self-ratings, life goals, and preferred life patterns.

Although this summary does not gliscuss every item on the 1978 or 1981

surveys, it ofCers a general profile of the disabled three years after entering

college and thus provides a useful frame of reference for the major analyses in

this report, which compare and describe the disabled according to their area of

impairment.
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Background Characteristics

This section describes the demographicharacteristics and family back-

grounds of the total disabled group;'their hie school backgrounds and perfor-

mance; their earlier educational programs with respect to special education

interventions; their college choices and living arrangements; and their degree,

major, and career aspirations .as freshmen and three years later.

Demographic Characteristics and Family Background (1978 SIF': sex #1;

race #21; age #3; parental income #30; marital status #20; veteran status #2.

1981 follow-up survey: marital status #33; children #34).1 Information

regarding the demographic characteristics and family backgrounds of tilpe total

1981 respondent group comes primarily from the 1978 SIF.

There were more women (53 percent) than men (47 percent). The majority '

of respondents were white (87 percent): came from middle or upper-middle-class

homes (49 percent estimated their parents' 1977 income to be between $12,500

and $29,999); were of traditional college age (86 percent were 22 years old or

youn er wnen resurveyed in 1981); were single when they entered college (94

per ent) and remained so three years later (.89 percent). By 1981, only 7

rcent had children.

On the other hand, it should be noted that slightly larget --proportions of

the disabled than of their 1978 nondisabled counterparts were "xontraditional"

college students. For instance, slightly,more came from low-income homes (31

percent of the disabled, compared with 24 percent of the nondisabled, estimated

their parents' 1977 income to be $12,499 or less). And probably because the

disabled tended to be slightly older when they entered college (61 percent of

the disabled were 17-18 years old in 1978, compared with 79 percent of the

1. Parenthetical material indicates the content and item number and the
questionnaire form (1978 SIF oF 1981 follow-up survey).
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9,7

nondisabled), more were married at collegentry (6 percent of the disabled; 1

percent of the nondisabled). The disabled were also more likely to be veterans

of military service (4 percent, Compared with 1 percent of the nondisabl ).

IcSex differences among the follow-up respondents are in expected di ections.

A larger proportion of men (17 percent) than of women (12 perfent) viere age 23,

or older in 1981, but slightly more women (10 percdnt) than men (7'percent)

were married. The proportions of men and women with children were about equal

(7 percent of the men, 8 percent of the women); but the women were more likely

to have only one child, and the men to have two or more children.

High School Background and Performance (1978 SIF: college track #5; high

school GPA #6; high school rank #23; adequacy of preparation in high school in

selected subjects #7. 1981 follow-up survey: control of high khool #4). The

majority of disabled respOndents described i s study (86 percent) took

college preparatory programs in high school.. More than one-fourth (27 percent,

compared with 23 percent of the nandisabled) earned A grade averages in

high school, and over half (52 percent, compared with 46 percent of the nondis-

abled) ranked in the top quarter of their high school graduating class. These

differences are consistent with the larger proportion of women among the

respondents to the 1981 follow-up questionnaire. Further, their outstanding

high school records are consistent with,their assessmentt of the adequacy of

their high school preparation in academic subjects (see #7 in Appendices C and

D). For instance, 35 percent felt "very well" prepared and 53 percent felt

"fairly well" prepared in science when surveyed in 1978.

One item not included on the 1978 version of the SIF (#4 on the 1981

follow-up survey) was the type of high school attended. The majority of

disabled respondents (79 percent) attended public high schools; 15 percent
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attended religious high schools; and 6 percent attended private nondenomina-

tional high schools. By way of comparison, 86 percent of all first-time,

full-time freshmen in 1979 attended public high schools, 11 percent attended

religious high schools, and 3 percent attended private nondenominational high

schools (Astin, King, & Richardson, 1979). Thus,owe can infer that the dis-

abled are somewhat more likely than are students-in-general to attend private

high schools.

Earlien Educational Preparation and Background (1978 SIF: remedi'ation

taken in high school #11; 1981 follow-up survey: educational program #5 and

#5b). The 1978 IF asked freshmen to indicate if they had had tutoring or

4

remediation in ac of six subject areas (English,
readingw

, mathe tics, social

studies, science and foreign language) during high school. Ieall subjects listed,

slightly more disabled (8-14 percent) than nondisabled (6'-10 percent) had'

remediation or tutoring.

To learn more about the earlier educational interventions for the dis-
,

abled, the 1981 follow-up survey (i5a) asked respondents to, indicate what type

of educational program they had taken at the elementary, :junior high school,

high' school, and college levels. The response options covered the continuum of

services offered to the handicapped: regular academic'program with nondisabled

peers (often called "mainstreaming"); regular academic program with sPecial

classes or services as needed (often called a "resource" intervention); regular

school but segregated in special academic Classes (often called a "self-contained"

program); special school for the disabled; and "other". program. The majority

of follow-up respondents had been "mainstreamed" in elementary school (82

percent), junior high school.(80 percent), high school (78 percent) and college

(83 percent) forptheir academic classes. The next most common type of interven-
,

32
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tion experi-enced by the disabled was resource help (i.e., taking regular

academic classes but receiving special classes or services as needed). In-
A

terestingly, the proportions receiving resource help increased steadily over

time, with 8 percent reporting this intervention in elementary school, 10

ercent in junior high, 12 percent in high school, and 13 percent in college.

T us, relatively fewliere either Segregated in special academic classes ($e

percent in elementary school, 6 percent in junior high school, 8 percent in

1

high school) or enrolled in-a special school for the disabled (4 percent in

elementary school, 3 percent in junior high school, and only 1 percent in-high

school). 4

Similarly, the majority of follow-up respondents (83 percent) had 6een

enrolled in regular gym classes ttiroughout their educationarcareers (1 5b);'

4 percent had tken adaptive physical education in elementary school, 6 percent

in junior high school; 9 percent in high school; and 8 percent in college.

Level and Control of Freshman Institution, College Choice, and Residence

(1978 SIF: college choice #14; reasons for going to college #27; reasons for

choosing freshman institution #33; planned freshman residence #13. %1981

follow-up survey: college residence most of the time #15; college roommates

most of the time #16). Table 4 shows the distributions of nondisabled 1978

freshmen and of 1981 follow-up respondents anong different types of higher*

education institutions. Consistent with the outstanding high school records of

the follow-up group, they were underrepresented among entrants to public

two-year olleges and public four-year colleges, whereas they were overrepre-

sented among entrants to private four-year colleges and, to:a lesser extent,

private univers,ities. Like theii- nondisabled counterparts, more than three-

fourths (78 percent) said their freshman institution was their first-choice

college.
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Table 4

GT

Institutional 4listribution of Nondisabled and Disabled 1978 Freshmen

(percentages)

Level and Control
of Institutioc 1;londi sabl ed Dis.abled

University:

Publ ic 19 18

Private 6 9

Four-ywr college:

Publ ic 22 16

Priv/ate 17 38

4

Two-year college:
1

Public 34 "16

Private 4 3

N 1,626,569 3,338,

IL

3,1

4



The reasons cited as very important in 1978 for going to college (#27)

and for choOsing their particular college (#33) were similar for nondisabled

1978 freshmen and for 1981 follow-up respondents. Thus, the most common

reasons for going to college were to be able to get a betteejob (cited by

74-75 percent), to learn more about things that interest them (73-76 percent),

and to gain a general education and appreciation of ideas (68-71 percent).

Howekr, consistent with their overrepresentation at private four-year colleges,

the follow-up espondents were more likely than were the nondisabled 1978

freshmen to say that they had chosen their particular college 6ecause of its

good academic reputation (62 percent of the disabled, 50 percent of the non-

disabled) and that they were attending college to prepare for graduate or

professional school (48 percent of the disabled, 44 percent of the nondisabled).

Conversely, they were less likely to cite being able to make more money (50

percent of the disabled, 61 percent at the nondisbled) as a very important

Consideration in going to college.

Clearly reflecting the residential nature of the colleges in which they

had enrolled in 1978, two-thirds of the 198:f follow-up respondents (compared
A

0

with 56 percent of the nondisabled 1978 freshmen) had planned to spend their

freshman year in a college dormitory; one-fourth had exPected to live with

their parents or with relatives. The actual college residence of the follow-up

respondents tended to be consistent with their plans. Almost three in five (58

4

percent) lived in on-campus housing, and 35 percent lived- in private housing.

The greatest proportion (59 percent) lived with noridisabled rommmates most of

the ti me they Were in college, 24 percent lived with parents or relatives, 10

percent lived alone, 4 percent lived with spouse, and only 2 percent lived with

disabled roommates.

S.
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108 Degree AspiratiOns, Planned Major, and Career Choice (1978 SIF:

. highest degree planned #25; p obable major field #36; career choice #3?). Not

unexpectedly in light,of thei academic backgrounds, and the types of colleges they

attended, the degree aspirati1bns of the disabled respondent group described in

this study were high, and t eir freshman, choices of major field and career were

relatively prestigious. At college entry, only 36 percent aimed no higher than

a baccalaureate (compared with 48 percent of the 1978 nondisabled freshmen);

three in ten (31 percent) aspired to a master's; 12 percent planned to earn a

doctorate, 10.percent a medical degree, and 5 percent a low degree.

As fable 5 shows, business was the most popular planned major among the

disabled (15 percent), though coifd<ablY less so than among the nondisabled

(24 percent). Other relatively populatk freshman-choices of major field among

the 1981 follow-up respondents were the health professions (11 percent),

engineering (10 percent), and education (8 percent). The disabled were more

lik'ely than the nondisabled to plan on majoring in fine arts (8 percent,

compered wi 5 percent of the nondisabled),-and the social sciences (8 percent,

compared wilth 5 percent of the nondisabled).

Freshman career choices were generally consistent with anticipated major

(Table 6), with ,business again being the most popular choice alMorg the disabled

(15 percent) but less so than among the nondisabled (19 F,ercent). A.larger

proportion of the dA§abled than of the no9disabled planned to become physicians,

high school teachers, and artists.

The stability of these degree aspirations and major field and career

choices over time is discussed in Chapter 6.
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Table 5

Intended Major Fields of 1978 Nondisabled arid Disabled Freshmen

(percentages)

Majora
Nondisabled Disabled

Agriculture
4 2

Biological sciences
4 6

Business-
24 15

Education
8 8 -

Engineering
10 10

English
1 ,

4i
$

.

2

Health professions
10 11

History, political science
3 5

Humanities (other)
2

. 3

Fine arts
5 . 8

Mathematics and statistks 1 2

Physical sciences
2 3

Social 'sciences
5 8

Other technical
8 5

Other nontechnical
8 8

Undecided
5 3

1,481,030 3,060

aSee Appendix F for the derivation of these categories

4



College StatUs Update

Based on the 1981 follow-up survey, this section provides information -

about the actual experiences of the disabled ln the three years since they'

par icipated in the SIF. The specific topics highlighted here include persis-

tence and transfer, college grades, employment, finances, and such experiences

as joining clubs and changing majors or career choices.

Enrollment Status and Progress (1981 follqw-up Survey: enrollment status

#1; full-time/part/Ttime #9; college class #7; number of colle es attended

#8a). The majority, of respondents were persisters: Two-thi (67 percent)

reported that, as of the late summer of 1981, they were currently enrolled in

tollege and had been since 1978. One-tenth reported they had stopped out of

college for a time but were enrolled again; 15 percent had withdrawn from

college but planned to return soon; and only 8 percent said they.had withdrawn

from college permanently.

.osistent with the high proportion of persisters in this group, nine in

ten had been enrolled full time whoile in college, with 48 percent being seniors,

28 percent being juniors, and 12 percent being sophomores. About seven in ten

(72 percent) had attended only one institution. As noted in Chapter 2, the

survey sample was not limited exclusively to those who were first-time, full-

time freshmen in 1978.

Reasons given for stopping out or dropping out permanently are discussed

in Chapter 5.

College Achievement and Experiences (1981 follow-up survey: college.GPA

#12; college employment #10; tutoring or remedial work taken in college #17;

mentor #19. 1978 SIF: anticipated need for remediation in college #11). The

reported college grede averages of the disabled were good: Only 31 percent



Tible 6,

Career Choices of 1978 Nondisabled and Disabled Freshmen

(percentages)

*

Career Choicea Nondisabled Disabled

Artist

Business

Clergy

College teacher

Doctor

Education (secondary)

Elementary teacher

Engineef

Farmer-rancher

Health professional

Lawyer

Nurse

Research sCientist

Other

Undecided :4

7

6 8

19 15

0 1.

o 1

4 7

2 4

4 14
40'.

9 10

3 1 .

7'

4 5

4 4

2 3

24 20

11 10

.1,498,640 3,060,

aSee Appendix F for'he.derivation of these categories

n

3
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'said their overall GPA wasp- or below. Five percent reported that their

cdllege grades averaged A or A+, 11 percent reported A- averages, 14,percent

reported B+ averages, 16 percent said their college grade average was B, and 23

percent had B- averages.

Most of the follow-up respondents had been employed at outside jobs while

in college, with the largest proportion (27 percent) work'ng in off-campus,

part-time jobj, 21 percent working part time in on-camp s jobs, and only 8

percent working full time either on or off campus. Few r than half (45 percent)

said they had not been employed while in college.

One item (#3) on the 1981 follow-up.survey part ally repeated a lAst of

anticipated behaviors from the 1978 SIF (#38), askin respondents to indicate

which they actually did while in college. Tab 7 compares the proportions

who, in 1978, estimated that there was a "very good" chance they would have a

given experience with the proportion who, in 1981, reported actually having the

experience. In most Cases, expectation fell short of actuality. Respondents

were best at predicting satisfaction with college: 56 percent expected to feel

satisfied, and 67 percent actually felt satisfied with college. On the dWer

hand, while only 11-12 percent expected to change either major fields or career

choices, about one-third had done so by three years later. Only 2 percent

thought they had a very good chance of f 'mg one or more courses, but 32

percent ultimately did so.

The 1978 SIF asked respondents to indicate subjept areas in which,they.

felt they would need extra tutoring or remediation (01), and the follow-up

survey asked them to indicate the subject areas iq-which they had remedial work

47' in college (#17). Substantial proportions of the disabled 1978 freshmen (15-29

percent) felt they would need special tutoring work in all subjects listed

4 o



Table 7

Anticipated and Actual College Behaviors, 1978 and 1981

(percentages)

Behavior

Anticipateda
1978

Actual
1981

Change Tjor field 12 35

Change career choice 11 33

'Fail one or more courses 2 32

Hold elective student office 3 14

Serve on a campus committee 29

Get a job to 'help pay for college expenses 36. 54

Join a social fraternity, sorority, or club 18 31

Make at least a "B" average 38 58

Participate in protests or demonstrations 4 11

Feel satisfied with coll9ge 56 67

aPercentage estimating there was a "very good chance."

b
Not included on 1978 Student Information Form.



except social studies, out in 1981, 73 percent of the disabled group described

in this study said they had not had remediation or tutoring in any subject.

The largest pro0Ortions had extra help in mathematics (13 percent) or writing/

composition .(11 percent). Only 6 percent or less Wad remediation or tutoring

in the remaining subjects listed: reading, sciende, foreign language, Ocial

studies, and "other."

Finally, about three in five follow-up respondents said there was

one person "whose support, encouragement, guidance, or confidence" in them was

central to their success in college (#19). One-fifth said this particular

person was a family member. Otherwise, the mentor was likely to 'come from the

college environment: 12 percent mentioned a college professor or teacher, and

11 percent cited a coll6e friend. Half the mentors were men and half were

women; the vast majority (93 percent), were not disabled and three-fifths were

age 30 or older.

College Finances (198 follow-up survey: income sources #37; current

income #38; extent of financial concern about dollege expenses #11; extent of

concern about disability-related expenses #24. 1978 SIF: extent of financial

concern about college expenses #28). Since most of the disabled persons

described in this study are still in college, their financial situation is

probably fairly typical of all college students. Most depend chiefly on their

families or themselves: Thus, 50 percent indicated that "parents, relatives,

inheritance, etc." was a major source of income, and 50 percent cited "earnings

from employment, savings, etc." as a major income source. Over half (53 percent)

Nsaid their annual income was below $5,000; 19 percent had incomes of $5,000-

9,999 per year; about one in ten said they had no income; another 10 percent

had an income of $10,000-19,999 per year; and only 5 percent reported an

annual income of $20,000 or more.

,12
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Considering the rather small annual incomes reported by the majority of

these disabled respondents, it is not surprisingchat, in 1981, 46 percent said

they felt mador concern about their ability to pay for college; in 1978, only

19 percent had expressed major concern. In addition, 14 percent of the follow-

up respondents felt very much concerned, and 31 percent felt somewhat concerned,

about expenses associated with their disability while they attended college.

Disability-Related Concerns

A group of items on the 1981 follow-up survey were designed to elicit

information about how the disabled experience college in relation to being

handicapped. More particularly, we wanted to know what support services and

accommodations they used or felt the need for in college and how they perceived

the attitudes and behaviors of others (e.g., faculty, students). Highlights from

these items for the total group are summarized below, with greater elaboration

according to disability area presented in Chapters 7 and 9.

Nature and. Effects of Disability (1981 follow-up survey: disability area

#20; extent to which particular disability affects college functioning #21; age

of onset of disability #22; visibility of handicap #23; accessibility of

college community facilities, activities #25; extent to which disability

affects experiences in particular areas of college life #27).

The weighted group of 3,338 follow-up respondentsscribed in this study

were distributed according to their area of impairment as follows:

Orthopedic
Visual

Multiple
Hearing
Health-related
Other
Learning
Speech
Emotional

22 percent
20 percent
19 percent
12 percent
10 percent
8 percent
54,percent

2 percent
1 percent

13



Differences in the size of the various dis'ability groups should be kept

in mind in interpreting the following results. Most likely to say that their

disability affected their college functioning "very much" (#21) were the
A

emotionally handiCapped (62 percent), followed by the learning-disabled (46

percent) and the speech-impaired (28 percent). Fewer than one-fifth of those

respondents with visual, hearing, orthopedic, or health-related disabilities

felt their functioning was very much affected, and three-fifths of those with

"other" disabilities said their college functioning was "not at all" affected.

A large proportion of these respondents had been disabled since birth or

early childhood, with 11 percent saying their disabilities were diagnosed

prenatally or at birth, and 27 percent before age 5. Twenty-seven percent

became handicapped between ages 6-12; 22 percent during adolescence (ages

13-17); and 15 percent were.adults (age 18 or older) when their disabilities

were diagnosed. Only 18 percent regarded their disability as visible or

clearly apparent to others. Most respondents (53 percent) felt their disability

was sometimes apparent and sometimes not obvious, and about three in ten (29

percent) considered their disability to be hidden or not o vious to others.

ikOnly 3 percent felt that the facilities and activities of .. ir college com-

munity were inaccessible to them, but 22 percent felt that their disabilities

"very much" affected their recreational and extracurricular experiences at

college. This Proportion was about twice as large as the proportion saying

, that their disabilities "very much" affected their academic experiences (12

percent), their social experiences (12 percent) or their psychological and

em.tonal experiences (11 percent).

/ Accommodations and Barriers (1981 follow-up survey: utilization, availa-

bility, and relevance of support services and accommodations at college #28;

4



-experience with barriers #29). One item (#28) on the 1981 follow-up surv,ey

listed 29 support services or accommodations and asked respondents to indicate

for each whether thgy had used the service, whether they would have used it if

it had been available, or whether they did not use it because it was not

relevant to them. In most cases, the largest proportions of respondents

checked the last of thtse alternatives. The services most frequently used were

those designed for and used by students-in-general; thus, 56 percent of the

follow-up respondents used financial aid for college expenses, 5 perCent utilized

academic advising; 48 percent used campus orientation; and 44 percent partici-

pated in nondisabled student organizations and clubs.

On the other hand, some respondents did use services and accommodations

specifically designed for the handicapped; thus,-11 percent used adaptive

architectural accommodations; 12 rcent used adaptive equipment and assistive

devices such as tape recorders and braille; and 12 percent utilized financial

aid for disability-related expenses. Moreover, some respondents indicated that

they would have used particular services if they had been available; examples

include instructional accommodations (10 percent), time accommodations (11

percent), performance evaluation accoffimodations (11 percent), adaptive physical

education (13 percent), disabled student organizations and clubs (11 percent),

disabled student office or advocate (12 percent), and registration priority (14

percent). Relatively few, however, expressed an unmet need for adaptive

architectural accommodations(2 percent), adaptive equipmeht and assistive

devices (5 percent), or support service personnel (5 percent). One conclusion

to be drawn from these findings is that most colleges and universities are

substantially in compliance with Public Law 93-112 (Section 504 of the Rehabili-

tation Act of 1973). Another conclusion is .piat some accommodations that might



lienefit disabled students (e.g., time and instructional accommodations, disabled

student clubs) could be introduced at relatiiely little cost to the institution.

Another item (#29) listed 20 items relating to the attitudes and behavior

of faculty, staff, and studenq that might be regarded as barriers to the

disabled. Respondents were asked to indicate whether they had experienced

these barriers frOuently, occasionally, or seldom or never. A large proportion

of the total disab.led group indicated that they encountered such barriers

infrequently or never. The only exceptions to this generalization is that 36

percent of the follow-up respondents checked "frequently" for the statement "I

can handle risk better and aril more independent than most people realize" and 16

percent indicated that people frequently assume, because of their disability,

that they are limited in what they can do physically.

Personal Issues

This final section covers follow-up survey items that are personal rather

than related directly to college experiences: self-ratings, life goals, and

preferred life patter.

Self-Ratings (1981 follow-up survey #30).. In some years, CIRP freshman

participants are asked to rate themselves "compared with the average person of

your own age" al each of a list of about 20 traits. Unfortunately, the 1978

SIF did not contain'this item; however, it was included on the 1981 follow-up

survey, with the response options being "above average," "average," and "below

average."

The results indicate that the self-esteem of disabled respondents is

healthy. For instance, 64 percent rated themselves above average on under-

standing of others; 56 percent, on drive to achieve; 53 percent, on academic
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ability; 51 percent, on sense of humor; 44 percent, on intellectual self-

confidence; 43 percent, on originality; 39 percent, on leadership abiltiy,

writing ability, and stubbornness. They were most likely to regard themselves

as below average on athletic ability (Wpercent).

Life Goals (1981 follow-up survey #31). The life goals most likely to be

regarded as essential by respondents to the follow-up survey were helping

others who are in difficulty (42 percent), devefoping a meaningful philosophy

of life (42 percent), raising a family (36 percent), and becoming an authority

in their field (32 percent). The life goals most likely to be regarded as not

important were becoming accomplished in a performing art (75 percent), writing

original works (65 percent), creating artisikic work (63 percent), and influencing '

the political structure (63 percent). Thus, the disabled seem to be altruistic

and concerned with personal development but relatively uninterested in artistic

pursuits. (Stability and change over time in life goals, as indicated by

comparisons of 1978 and 1981.responses, are discussed in Chapter 8 of this

report.)

Praferred Life Patterns Ten to Fifteen Years from Now (1981 follow-up

survey: #39). The overwhelming majority of follow-up respondents (87 percent)

want to be married, while 6 percent would prefer to be single, and 6 percent'

would prefer living with a person of the opposite sex but not married. Only 16

percent did not want children; about 'half (48 percent) wanted two children.

Finally, about four in five (79 percent) wanted a full-time career, while 19

percent would prefer to be employed part time.
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4PChapter 4

Background Differences by Disability Area

This chapter points out some of the distinctive characteristics of

the follow-up respondent gicoup according to disablity.. area. It covers demograph-

ic and family background and educational background, including the nature of

special interventions (e..q., resouce help in academics) that the respondents

may or may have experienced prior to college. Most of the tables show data for

all groups, including those with learnifig, speech, emotional, and "other"

1

handicaps. However, text descriptionocus primarily on the less ambFguous

and largest groups: those with orthopedic, visual, multiple, hearing, or

health-related disabilities.

Demographic and Family Background

The distribution of disabled 1978 freshmen surveyed three years later

as regards gender, race, age, marital status, religious preference, and v eran

status are discussed below. Although women slightly outnumber men in th total

group and although the majority of respondents in every disability area are

white, age 22 or younger, single and chlldless, nonveterans, and either Protestant

(38 percent) or Roman Catholic (30 percent), there were some notable differences

in these respects among the groups.

Gender Composition (Table 8). Women constitute 53 percer of the total

1

respondent follpw-up sample; they were also in the majority among those with

orthoOedic disabilities (58 percent), multiple handicaps (5,8,.percent), hearing

impairments (56 percent), an jlealth-related disabilities (52 percent). Only

among the visually impaired did men constitute the majority (53 percent).
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Table 8

Distribution of 1981 Follow-Up Respondents by Disability Area,
and Gender Composition of Each Disability Group

Percentage of Percentage Percentage

Disability Area Total Sample Men Women

Orthopedic

Visual

Multiple

Hearing \
'Health-related

Other

Learning

Speech

Emotional

Total

22 -42 58 750

20 53 47 677
,

19 42 58 622

12 44 56 392

10 48 52 331

8 57 . 43- 283

PN 5 38 62 166

2 81 19 84

1 27,, 73 33

100 47 53 3,338

10'
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Racial/Ethnic Identity (Tables 9, 10). Whites predominated in all five

of the major disability groups; the largest proportion of minorities was found

among tho'se with multiple handicaps (19 percent), and the smallest proportion

among those with health-related disabilities (6 percent) (Table 9). It is

worth POint.ing out that the racial/ethnic composition of the four disability

groups not explicitly discussed in this report suggests that; for many, theif'

self-reported handicappeO)Status reflects language or culture differences. For

instance, 12epercent of the learning-disabled were Blackg; 16 percent of the

speech-impaired-Were Asians; and 17 percent of the emotionally handicapped were

Hispanics. The inflated proportions in these last two categories also result

in part from the small (nonweighted) number of respondents in these subgroups.

'Table 10 shows the incidence of each category of abill* within

each of the five racial/ethnic groups defined by the survey. Since the great

majority (87 percent) of the follow-up respondents were white, it is not

surprising that the distribution for Whites resembles that for the total

sample. Blacks twere more likely than average to have visual and multiple

disabilities but less likely to be orthopedically handicapped. A larger-than-

average proportion of Hispanic respondents had health-related and orthopedic

disabilities, but relatively few had visual disabilities. Orientals were more

liktly than average to have visual disabilities but less likely to have hearing

impairments. About three in ten of those from "other" racial/ethnic backgrounds .

(compared with 19 percent of the total sample) had multiple handicaps.

Virtually none of the Orientals or "others" in the follow-up sample had

health-related disabilities.



Table 9

Racial/Ethnic Identity on 1981 Follow-up Respondents
(percentages)

Racial/Ethnic Identity

1981 Disability Area

Orthopedic Visual Multiplea Hearing
Health-

Related Other Learning Speech Emotional Total

4.01ite 91 86 81 89 94 83 88 74 83 87

Black/Negro/Afro-American 5 9 12 6 5 11 12 5 8

Hispanica 1 1 1
e 1 2 0 0 0 17 1

Asidnb 1 2 2 1 0 1 0 16 2

7ither 3 ,3 4 3 0 5 0 5 .

739 677 617 392 327 275 162 84 33 3,306

a
Includes Mexican-AmeriCans/Chicanos and Puerto Ricans but not other hispanic groups such as Cubans

b
Includes Pacific Islanders

c
Includes American Indians and "others"

5 2,
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Tablo 10

Proportion of Each Racial/Ethnic Group in Each Disability Area, 1981

Disability'Area

Racial/Ethnic Group

White Black Hispanic Oriental" Otherc Total

Orthopedic 23 13 25 15 21 22

Visual 20 24 16 22 20 20

Multiple .17. 28 15 24 29 19

Hearing 12 10 9' 6 12 12

Health-related 11 6 16 0 0 10

Other 8 11. 0 8 15 8

Le rning 5 7 0 0 0 5

-

Speech 2 2 0 26 5 2

EmotIonal 1 0 19 0 0 1

2,865 269 30 50. 93 3,306

a Ifludes Mexican-hnericans/Chicanos
panic groups such as Cubans.

b
Includes Pacific Islanders.

and Puerto Ricans but not ,otherHit-.

c Includes American Indians and "others:"

5 :3



Age and 1978 Enrollment StaluTables 11,,12). Although 86 percent

of the total group was, age 22 or younger in 1981, the,disability categories,

with the highest proportions in this tractitiohai undergraduate age group were

the hearing-impaired (95 percent), thosewith health-related disabilities (91

percent), and those with visual handicaps (90 percent). Nearly one-f9urth-of
' r

respondents with multiple handicao (23 percent),..and nearly one-fifth of the

orthopedically disabled (18 pef-cent) were age 23 or older at the time of the

follow-up survey.

. 'As Table 12 shows, the age distriOutions of the orthopediCally and the
6

multiply handicapped were consistent with their enrollment status in 1978:

16 percent in each category were not freshmen (i.e., had earned prior college

credits) when they cbmpleted theCIRP freshmen survey.

Marital Status and:Children (Tables 13, 14). Whereas only 5 percent

of the total disabled.group described here were married when they entered

college In 1978,,about one ijiten respondents was married by 1981 (Table 13).

The proportions who were married and had children (Table 14) correspond to the

age distributions of particular disabjlity groups. Thus, more respondents in

the younger groups we'i.-e single (86-92 percent of those with visual, hearing,

and health-related dlsabilities) and'had no chiTdren (95-96 percent of the

groups). That the orthopedicallY,ahd the multiply handicapped were more likely ,e'4

to be Mdrried and to have child ph is attributable not only to the large

proportion of oldetFgspondentln these categories but also to the preponderance

of i%rnen, who outnumbAed men by aliout three to two.

The othopedically ahd the multiply handicapped were also distinguiped

from the other three gtoups by including larger proportions (4-5 ,percent) who

were separated, divorced, or widowed. The two groups differedl however, in

5 4
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Table 11

Age of rollow-Up Respondents as of December 31, 1980, by Disability Area
(percentages)

(

Age L..
Health-

Orthopedic Visual Multiplea Hearing Related Other Learning Speech Emotional Total
,

1981 Disability Area

22 years or younger

23-29 years

30 years or older

82 90 77 95 91 82 89 100 63 86

., 7 .8 13 3 4 10 11 0 15 8

11 2 10 2 5 8 0 0 21 6

747 677 622 389 331 283 166 84 33 3,331

4=>



Table 12

1978 Enrollment Status of 1981 Follow-up Respondnets
(percentages)

1981 Disability Area

Orthopedic Visual Multiple Hearing
Health-
Related Other Learning Speech Emotional Total

First-time, full-time 82 91 83 86 90 85 92 100 85 86

First-time, part:time 2 0 0 5 0 0 2 0 0 1

Nonfreshman 16 9 16 9 10 15 6 0 15 12

N 750 677 622 392 331 283 166 84 -33 3,338



Table 13

Marital Status of 1981 Follow-Up Respondents, by Dtsability Area
(percentages)

Marital Status

1981 Disability Area

Orthopedic Visual Multiple Hearing
Health-

Related Other Learning Speech Emotional Total

Single 84 92 86 92 88 90 100 95 79 89

Married 12 7 9 7 12 7 0 5 21 9

Separated, widowed, divorced 4 1 5 1 0 3 0 0 0 2

747 672 622 389 326 283 156 84 33 3,311



Table 14

Number of Children of 1981 Follow-Up spondents, by Disability Area

(percentages)

No. of Children

1981 Disability Area

Orthopedic Visual Multiple Hearing

Health-
Related Other Learning Speech Emotional Total

No children 88 95 88 96 95 94 100 95 79 92

One child 3 3 6 4 2 3 0 5 0 3

More than one child 10 2 6 0 3 3 0 0 21 5

747 672 622 389 331 283 162 84 33 3,322



that 10 percent of the orthopedically handicapped, but only 6 percent of the

multiply handicapped (and no more than 3 percent of the other three groups) had

more than one child. In short, slightly more of the orthopedically and the

multiply impaired face demands and realities in their home lives not typical of

undergraduates.

Religious Pef/erence (Table 15). Religious preferences changed over

the three years between the freshmen survey and the follow-up. Though Protestants
. srs

were still in the majority, their proportion of the total group declined from

49 per ent in 1978 to 38 percent in 1981. Similarly, the proportion of

Catholics dropped slighily (from 32 to 30 percent). The proportion of Jews,

however, remained stable. The greatest gains were registered for the "other"

option: franfi percent in 1978 to 14 percent in 1981. Those saying they had

no religious preference increased slightly (from 8,percent to 9'percent).

Finally, 5 percent of the 1981 follow-up respondents said they were undedided

as to religious preference, a response option not included on the 1978 SIF.

In 1978, one-third of the total group considered themselves to be "reborn

Christians;" in 1981, only 26 percent said they were "born-again Christians."

The change in terminology may partially account for this difference.

As shown in Table 15, the five major disability groups differed slightly

in Vheir religious preferences. For instance, larger-than-average proportions

of rc:pondents with health-related and orthopedic handicaps were Protestant

(45-46 percent), while the multiply disabled were most likely to consider

themselves to be born-again Christians (32 percent). It is possible that such

differences between groups correspond to their racial/ethnic distributions.

The'health-related and orthopedic disability groups had the largest proportion

of Whites, while the multiply handicapped category had the large proportion

of Blacks. 7-
tt'')



Table 15

1981 Religious Preference of Follow-Up Respondents, by Disability Area

(percntages)

Orthopedic Visual

Protestant 45 33

Roman Catholic 21 29

Jewish 6 4

Other 15 16

Undecided 7 6

None 7 12

N 747 672

Do you consider yourself a
8orn-again Christian?

Yes 28 22

No 72 78

728 677

34

Multiple

35

31

3

17

5

8

622

32

63

614

1981 Disability Area

Hearing

Health-
Related Other Learning Speech Emotional Total

40 46 37 42 21 P 38

38 38 24 24 31 89 30

5 0 0 11 8 0 4

9 6 15 16 6 11 14

, 1 7 7 0 0 0 5 1

..P

oo

7 3 17 7 31 0 9 1

389 331 278 166 84 33 3,321

21 20 27 20 32 27 26

79 80 73 80 68 73 74

83 331" . 283 162 84 33 3,294



Veteran St-t-ti-44-able 16). Ohly.4 percent of all 1981 respondents

were veterans. Of the veteran group, 34 percent had orthopedic handicaps and

29 percent had. multiple disabilities. These figures are not surprising, in

view of the nature of the disabilities one may acquire in military service.

Moreover, these two disability groups 4luded a higher proportion of older

students.

Educational Background

The literature on college students attests to the.importance of earlier

education experiences in determining later outcomes. .For instance, high school

grades and rank in graduating class have consistently been found to predict

performance in college. Thus, it is not surprising that the majority of these

respondents gave earlier evidence of being college-bound: 86 percent had taken

college preparatory programs in high school; and half had earned high school

grade averages of B+ or better. Clearly, the follow-up sample of disabled

respondents was not, on the whole, educationally handicapped.

Following a brief comparison of the high school backgrounds of the five

major disability groups (orthopedic, visual, multiple, hearing, and health-related),

this section describts the extent to which these groups received special

education interventions in their earlier schooling. At least in the public

school sector the legal mandate to educate the handicapped has existed for many

years with great variation from state to state, however, until the passage of

P.L. 94-142 in 1975. Since that time, all states.that receive federal funds

are covered by that legislation. The range and types of services or accom-:

modatioms actually offered probably defies quantification.
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Table 16

Veteran Status.of 1981 Follow-Up Respondent, by Disability Area
(perCentages)

Percentage of
Veterans in Each
Disability Group

Percentage of
Veteran Group

Orthopedic 7 34

Visual 2 7

Multiple 7 29

Hearing 2 5

Health-related 2, 4

Other 10 18

Learning 0 0

Speech 0 0

Emotional 15 3

Total 4 100



High School Background (Tables 17,. 18, 19, 20). Tht majority of the total

samo1e:(79 percent) attended public high schools; the Majority (78 percent)

also took regular academic classes with nondisabled peers. As mentioned

earlier, the majority alsO earned high grades in college preparatory tracks.
( . (

. It was pointed out in Chapter 3 that the disabled were slightly more

likely than was the average freshman to attend a private high school. As Table

17 shows, this was especiAlly true for those with hearing and health-related

disabilities.--For instance, 18 percent of the hearing-impaired and 24 percent

of the health-impaired (compared with-12 percent of each of the other three

major disability groups) -attended religious high schools..

Almost twice as many respondents with orthopedic, multiple, and

health-relaled disabilities (17-18 percent) as those with visual and hearing

impairments (8-10 percent) took an other-than-college-preparatory program in

high school (Table 18).

Grade distributions are shown in Tible 19. Most likely to hy.Ae earned

A averages in high school were those with health-related disabilities (39

percent) and the visb,ally impaired (35 percent). Those with orthopedic and

multiple disabilities tended to make somewhat lower grades than others; this

kmay in part be attributable to the larger proportions of older students, and of

1

students who had not;taken college preparatory programs, in these disability

groups.

As Table 20'shows, type of academic program'in high school varied slightly

by disability areaThose witft,Thiultiple'handicaps were least likely to have

been mainstreamed With. their nondiSabled peers: A substantial one-
..



Table 17

Type of High School Atterided by 1981 Follow-Up Respondents, by Disability Area'

(percentages)

1981 Disability,Area

Type of HIgh School Orthopedic Visual Multiple Hearing

Health-
Related Other Levning Speech., Emotional Total

Public 83 83 82 72 74 78 67 , 89 54 79

Private; nondnominational 6 5 6 10 3 3 0 28 6

Priv'eite; religious 12 12 12 18 24 19 25.,;
11 18 15

750 677 619 392 331 274 166 84 33 3.326

01



Table 13

High School Program of 1981 Follow-Up Respondents, by Disability Area

(percentages)

High 9chool Program

1981 Disability Area

Orthopedic Visual Multiple Hearing

Health-
Related Other

..'

Learning Speech Emotional Total

0
College p,eparatory 82 92 83 90 83 ' 90 68 100 100 86

Other 18 8 17 10 17 10 32 0 0 14

738 677 616 392 325 267 162 79 33 . 3,290

4



Table 19

High School Grade Average of 1981 Follow-Up ASpondents, by Disabiiity Area

(percentages)

High Scool
Graie Average

1981 Disability Area

Orthopedic Visual Multiple Hearing

Health-
Related Other' Learning Speech Emotional Total

A or A+ 13 17 11 14 18 13 2 16 0' 13

A-

B+

14

24

21

ck,

18

26

16

9

21

25

15

26

18

21

24

24

16

22

29

2

16

35

5

22

31

39

0
.

44

14

24

23

1

B- 8 10 13 16 4 3 23 13 17 10 cri

1

C+ 6 8 9 7 6 11 12 13 0 8

\,

12 3 11 4 3 5 8 0 0 7

1 1 0 0 ,
0 0 0 0 0 0

747 672 609 388 326 279 166 84 33 3,303

II
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Table 20

Educational Interventions Experienced in High School
by 1981 Follow-Up Respondents, by Disability Area

(percentages)

Intervention

1981 Disability Area

Orthopedic Visual Multiple Hearing
Health-

Related Total

Regul'ar academic program
witn nondisabled peers 81 77 66 88 86 78

Regular academic program
with special classes or
services as needed 9 9 25 5 4 12

Regular school but segregated
in special academic classes 8 11 4 4 10 8

Spe,cial school for the
,eiS-abled
k

1 3 3 1

Other 1 0 1 0 1

665 24 503 349 292 292

ti
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fourth had "resource" support (i.e., attended regular academic classes

with special services as needed). On the other hand, 88 percent of the

hearing-impaired had been academically mainstreamed. Most likely to have

been segregated for academic classes in high school were -are visually

handicapped group (11 percent) and those with health-related disabilities

(10 percent).

Earlier Academic Programs (Table 21). Table 21 s s the nature of

the elementary and junior high programs for the five largest groups of dis-

abled respondents. Although the majority in each group were mainstreamed

throughout their earlier schooling, the multiply disabled were more likely

than other groups to have been expose1 to special education interventions

at both the elementary and junior h' levels. Respondents wtth health-

related handicaps, on the other hand, were the most likely to 'have attended

academic classes with nondisabled peers.



Table 21

Educational Interventions Experienced in Elementary and Junior High School

by 1981 Follow-Up Respondents, by Disability Area

(percentages)

Intervention

1981 Disabilitif Area

Orthopedic Visual Multiple Hearing

Health-
Related Total

Junior

Elenentary HIgh
,

junior

Elenentary High

Junior

Elenentary High

Junior

Elenentary High

Junior
. Junior

Elementary High Elementary High

Recular acadellc procram
with nonjisibled peers 87 83 84 78 66 69 83 86 91 92 82 80

Regu!ar a:ade-lc brJgra,1
hitn special classes or
services as needed 5 11 8 6 17 15 10 8 1 2 8 10

RecuIar school but segregated
in spoc7al acade-lic classes 4 3 2 10 9 7 2 4 6 4 ___5. 6

Special school for the

cils,1::d 4 0 6 5 6 4 4 1 2 0 4

Other 1 2 0 1 3 4 2 1 0 2 1 2

665 629 558 553 445 451 348 338 292 276 2,760 2,686



Chapter 5

College Update

This chapter presents findings on the activities and accomplishments

of the five main groups of disabled persons during the three years between

participation in the 1978 CIRP survey and in the 1981 f011ow-up survey. It

should De recalled at the outset that the largest proportion of follow-up

respondents (38 percent) had entered private four-year colleges. As shown in

Table 22, this was true for each of the five main disabled groups as well: The

range was from 35 percent of those with orthopedic handicaps to 44 percent of

those with visual handicaps. Consistent with earlier background findings, a

larger-than-average proportion of the orthopedic group (22 percent, compared

with 16 percent of the total follow-up sample) had entered publIc two-year

colleges. A larger-than-average proportion of those with health-related

disabilities (23 percent, comp'aredLwith 18 percent of the total group) had

enrolled at public universities in 1978. Nonetheless, it is clear that students

with every type of disability are represented at each type of U.S. higher

education institution.

This chapter first identifies persisters, stopouts, and dropouts; then

discusses the reasons given for withdrawkg from college temporarily or per-

manently and the anticipated behaviors of those remaining in college (or

planning to return). Transfer students are i.dentified, and their reasons for

changing institutions are analyzed. The second major section deals with

follow-up items relAting to college progress and performance: current college

residence, college finace, and various attitudes and behaviors. As in the

previous chapter, data on respondents with learning, speech, emotional,.and

61
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Table 22

1978 Institutional Distribution of Follow-Up Respondents, by Disability Area

. . (percentages)

1981 Disability Area

Level and Control
of institution Orthopedic Visual Multiple Hearing

Health-
Related Other Learning Speech Emotional Total

university:

Public 17 19 17 19. 23 23 5 14 0 18

L

Private 11 8 9 9 7 10
-.---> 3

16 0 9

Four-year college:

Public 12 16 15 15 17 27' 8 26 ,21

Private 35 44 40 37 38 23 55 21 45

Two-year college:

Public 22 12 17 16 14 11 14 23 15 16

Private .. 3 0 3, 3 2 6 16 0 18 3

750 677 622 391 331 283 166 84 33 3,338

elt

$.1 9

38

ls



"other" disabilities are included in the tables, but these groups,are not

qlscussed.

1981 Status

When these disabled repondents were surveyed in 1978,4 ()illy 4 percent

^

felt there was a very good chance they WQU drop out of college temporarily or

permanently. By 1981, however, only two-thirds of the total group had been

continuously enrolled ("continuous persi$ters"). Fifteen.percent were temporarily

not attending co'llege but planned to reerbll ("current stopouts"); 10 perCent

.b.ad stopped out earlier but wereburrently reenrolled ('Jformer stopouts"); and

8 percent had left college altog4her and had no plans to return ("dropouts").

Of course, there werpeproportionate differences by disability area, and'the

groups varied in their reasons for leaving-school temporarily or permanently.

Persisters, Stopouts, and. Dropouts (Tables 23, 24, 25). As,Table 23

:
shows, the Lp.rgest propvtions of continuous persisterS_were found among the

hearing-impaired (77 percent) and the visually hancicapped (74 percent). Most

likely to be forMer stopouts were those,with he'alth-related (19 percent) and

with multiple (15 percent) disabilities. The multiply disabled" group' also

included the largest proportion of current stopouts (21 percent). The orthope-

dically handicapped were most'likely to have left college altogether (10

percent).

Table 24 shows the- proportiops of former stopouts, current stopouts,

and dropouts citing as "very important" each of 24 reasons for interrupting or

terminatjng their college educaLion. The mo.st common rea$on for witMrawing

from school/Aere 'needing to earn more.money (cited as very important by,38

6.3



Table 23

1981 Status oi Follow-Up Respondents, by Disabtlity Area

(percentages)

1981 Status

1981 Disability A'rea

Orthopedic( Visual Multiplea Hearing

Health-
Related Other Learning Speech Emotional Total

Ijpm currently enrolled tn

tollege, ard have been

since 1973
t 63 74 56 77 63 64 70 92 68 67

I withdrew from colTege

temporarily'but am
dt.irreptly enrolled again )0 6 15 8 19 8 4 0 0 10

I am temporarily not in

college but plan 0
returIssoon 16 14 21 8 12 23 7 0 0 15

I have permanently withdrawn
from college or intend°

to do so " 10 7 7 6 6 5 10 8 .32 8

38 663 611 386 331 268 166. 84 27 3,275

\,

17

S5
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Table 24

Reasons for Leaving College'Temporarily or Permanently, as
Reported by 1981 Former Stopouts, Current Stopouts, and Dropouts

(percentages marking "very important")

Reason

College did not provide
adequate support services

I had completed my planned programs
I had to assume family responsibi i

I became ill/needed treatment
I got a good job offer
I needed to earn money
I (or my family) moved to a different.

location
I did not do as well academically as

I thought I would

My relatives/spouse discouraged me
from continuing

I decided I did not need a College degree
I.wanted time to,reconsider my goals and

interests
I changed my career plans f
I was tired of being a,student
I was unable to get the financiallitid

I needed
College expenses were too high
Expenses connected with my disability
were too ,high

I wanted to get practical experience
I felt that a college education would not

improve my job prospects
I didn't feel safe on campus
I had no place to 'study
I didn't "fit in" at college
I wanted to travel
I wanted to transfer to anOther institution
but could not 'enroll immediately

Other

1 a

Former
Stopout

Current
Stopout Dropoqt 'Total

12

8
12

47

8

'30

2

8

22
17

15

14

48
'

8

6

42

2,19
9

24

24

2

9

21

16

25

14

38

5
4

24 21 20 22

2 4 3 4

0 2 ,13 , 3

41 32 32 .35

20 10 21 15

16 11 10 12

30 29 3 25

29 37 9 29

9 7 2 7

14 9 21 13

1 1 10 2

1 3 2 2

2 5 0 . 3,

8 5 13 7

5' 6 8 6

16 12 2 12

33 26 39 31



percent of the total group) and needing time to reconsider goals and

interests (cited by 35 percent). Academic difficulties were cited by 22

percent of the total group. Relatively few respondents in any group said

10, that their relatives or spouse discouraged them from continuing, that they

didn't feel safe on campus, that they had no place to study, or that they

wanted to travel. Otherwise, former'stopouts, current stopouts, and dropouts

tended to cite slightly different reasons for their behavior.

Former stopouts were more likely than current stopouts or dropouts

to say they left college because they were ill/needed treatment (47 percent),

wanted time to reconsider their goals and interests (41 percent), were tired

of being students (16 percent), wanted to transfer to another institution but

could not enroll immediately (16 percent), or felt that the college did not

provide them with adequate su06-rt services (12 percent). Smaller-than-

average proportions cited family respon&ibilities or illness (12 percent),

completion of their planned program (g percent), or a good jobtoffer (8 per-

cent) as very important reasons for their temporary withdrawal from.college.

Current stopouts mentioned needing to earn more money (48 percent) and

finding college dxpenses too high (37 percent) more frequently than others.

In addition, 8 percent (compared with only 2 percent of former stopouts and of

dropouts) said that they or their families had moved to a different location.

Relatively few in this group wit4drew from college beca9s. they had changed

their career Plans (10 percent) or because they wanted to get practital

experience (9 percent).

Dropouts were distinguished from former and current stopouts in

several ways. For inst'ance, 42 percent said they left college because they

had completed,their plant:led program; thus, their Withdrawl does not rePresent
-



a failure to actualize earlier aspirations. They also appear to be more

vocationally oriented in that relatively large proportions dropped out

0 because they got a good job offer (24 percent), wanted to get practical

experience (21 percent), decided they did not need a 'college degree (13

percent), or felt that a tollege education would not improve their jOb

prospects (10 percent).. They also_had S tendency to feel they did not

"fit in" at college (13 percent). .However, they were less likely than

others to.withdraw from-college because they were ill/needed treatment

(9 percent), found college expenses'foo high. (9 percent), were,unable

to get needed finanCial aid (3 Percent), found disability expenses too

high (2 percent), or planned to ransfer to another college (2 percent

Table 25 shows the proportions of continuous persisters, former

.stopouts, ale current stopouts who expectedto engage in the future in,

each of 15 behaviors listed on tke 1.981'follow=up survey. The proportions

expecting to seek vocational counseling were about the Same for the three
e ,,

\ groups (14=16-percent), At otherwise they differed somewhat ip-their-
4

"

: expectations. For.instance, the'most common expectation involved6,getting

a job after college connected with one's major field of-study: 82 percent

of the former stopouts, 77 percent of the continuous persisters., but only

56 percent of the current stopouts indicated this expectation. Similarly,

over two-thirds of.those currently enrolled in"college, but only three-

fifths of the current stopouts, expec-Od to make at least a'B average.

Over half of the continuous,persisters arid current stopouts, but only 45

percent of the former stopouts, felt they would get a job after college for

Which a college degree is appropriate.

Contihuous persisters demonstrated greater optimism and"less Un-

_

certainty than.the other two groups. Thus, 10 percent (compared with only

I
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Table 25

Anticipated College Behaviors of
Former Stopouts, Current Stopouts, and Dropouts

(percentages marking "very important")

Behavior

Constant
Persister

Current
Stopout Dropout Total

Change major field 2 19 - 27 8

Change career choice 6 13 26 10

Fail one or more courses 2 4 4 3

Gra0.pate with hohors , , 27 26 15 25

Be elected to\a student office 10 2 1 7

Make at least K>Br"'/average 70 69 60 68

Need extra time to complete degree
requirements 24 36, 37 28

Get tutoring"help in specific courses ,10 12 24 13

Seek.vocational counseling 14 16 16 15

Seek individual couRseling on per onal .

groblems . . 6 17 21 10

'Pelicipate in protests. 'abd d onstrations 9 8 . 5 8

DrOp out 6if college temporarily 1 0 13',- 3

Transfer to another college.before
gradpatioh 2 13 ,20 6

Get a job after Collee cornected with
eajor field of study- - 77 82 56 74

Get. a job after college for which a
colle0e degree is appropriate 55 - 45 :58- , 54

n

'Le!)
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2 per-Cent of the former stopouts 4nd 1 percent of the current stopouts)

expected to be elected-to a student office. But smaller proportions than

of the other.two groups anticipated changing major field or career choice,

needing extra time to complete degree requirments, failing one or more

courses, seeking individual counseling for personal problems, or trans-

ferring to another college before graduation.

By way'of contrast, over one-fourth of the current stopouts expected

to change major field pr career choice, 24 percent expected to get tutoring

heTp tn specific courses, and one-fifth expected to seek individual counsel-

ing,and'to transferlo another.college before graduation. Relatively few

thought they would graduate with honors.

As might be expected, former stopouts tended to fall between the other

two groups. They resembled continuous persisters in the propcirtions expect-

ing to graduate with holors and to participate in demonstrations or protests;

but they were more simiJar to stopouts in the proportions expecting to need

extra time to 'complete the degree and to seek individual counseling for

personal problems. ,

It should be pointed out that the identification of particular students

as persisters, stopouts, or dropouts is tentative in that those who have been

enrolled continuously since 1978 or who have returned to college after a

'temporary withdrawal may, of course, become dropouts before completing the

baccalaureate; those who said on the 1981 follow-up questionnaire that they

were not currently in school but planned to return may not, in fact, ever

carry out these plans. Conversely, some of the'respondents who sa.i they have

dropped out permanently may in the years to come return to college to complete,

a degree. These uncertainities are characteristics of research on college

students.
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Transfer Students (Table 26). In 1978, only 9 percent of the

respondents to the 1981 follow-up survey had said they would probably

transfer to another institution prior to graduation. As Table 26 shows,

about three in ten had actually done so by 11i81. Most likely to have

attended more than one institution were those with multiple and with health-

related disabilities (34 percea in both groups); least likely were the

visually disabled (23 percent).

Table 26 also shows the reasons cited as "very important" in the

decision to transfer from one institution to another. -The most common

reason, cited by 37 percent of the total group, was wanting to pursue a

different type of program than was offered by the first institution. The

proportions saying they wanted to live in a different type of community

were about the same for all grou0s. Relatively few said they transferred

because they did not feel safe or had no place to study at their first

institution. To someextent, nowever, the five main disability groups were

diTtinguished by their reasons for transferring.

Consistent with their overrepresentation in public two-year colleges,

the orthopedically disabled were rellatively likely to say that they had

completed their planned program (26 percent). In 'addition, larger-than-

average prOportions transferred to pursue a particular program, to attend

a college with a better academic reputation, and to improve their social life.

Relatively few transferred because they were dissatisfied with the support

services at the r first institution or because they wanted to attend

a college either farther away or closer to their homes. In short, the

orthopedically impaired seem to be goal-directed in their decision.



Table 26

Namber of Institutions Attended, and Reasons for Transfering, by Fysability Area

Reasons Numte- of

Institutions

1981 Disability Area

Orthopedic

Health-

Visual Multiple Hearing Related Other Learning Speech Emotional Total

One
Two

Three
N

74

19

7

741

77

21

2

672

66

29

5

6______-

70 65 78 60

28 24 19 32

2 10 3 8

388 331 274 166

82

18

0

84

49

51

0

33

71

24

5

3,312

(percentage marking "very important")

My first college did not provide

adecuate sopoort services 6 13 26 13 8 0 27 0 0 13

I comPleted my planned program

0
at my first institution 26 22 10 24 9 18 - 0 29 78 18

I wanted a better social life 19 7 13 . 22 12 14 6 0 0 13

I wanted to :,.) to a larger
,-..xt,tot!cn

10 19 16 20 3 8 27 0 0 14

I wirted to ',.) to a smaller .

Institut'
11 20 5 7 4 0 6 0 0 8

I wdnted tc llve in a dif-
ferent tpe of coemonity 27 22 ' 27 24 26 22 35 0 0 27

I want,A t.) De father from
4

hOme (parents)
2 6 6 13 4 16 14 0 0 7

I wdnteu ',co te closer to

ho-e ;(e.ents) 2 11 17 5 7 20 6 0 0' 17-

I oe -y fx-ily moed to a
.

different ic:ation 4 0 8 3 0 0 0 ., 0 0 3

I wanted to uo to an insti-
totion_with a better

academic reputation
26 21 22 19 12 8 64 0 35 23

I wanted to td,e a different
te of progrxi than was
offe-ed at -ly first

institution 46 ' 43 38 25 19 54 36 71 0 37

I 4,1s ;crierdlly dissatisfied

witr my first institution 28 37 38 24 7 13 62 71 0 30

I needed to attend a less
expensive sonool 16 14 30 12 0 14 12 0 22 16

My f:nancil situation improved
so I cou'd attend a more

__,0.

ex

ext,ensivd scnool 2 7 1 0 0 8 9 0 0 3

I didn't teel safe on the cam-
pus of my first institution 2 3 5. 2 0 6 9 0 0 3

I had no place to study at my
first institution 0 3 3 0 3 0 0 0 0 2

I didn't "fit in" at my first
institution

10
34,--

18 10 3 7 67 0 0 9

Other
25 18 30 29 25' 1. 21 24 71 0 25

196 156 210 118 115 60 66 15 17 955

0:3



Those with visual disabilities were also inclined to say that they

transferred in order to pursue a program not offered by their first

institution. About one-fifth wanted to attend a larger institution, and

one-fifth wanted to attend esmaller institution. They were more likely than

average totransfer out of general dissatisfaction with their first institutiOn.

Seven percent (compared with 3 percent of the total group)4said that their ,

financial position had improved so they could attend a more expensive.school.

The visually impaired were less likely than others to say they transferred

because they wanted a better sOcial life or because theidid not "fit in" to

their first institution.

The multiply disabled were also likely to express general dissatis-'

faction with the first institution (38 percent). In addition, they gave

evidence of more severe incapacitation than others in that larg90-than-

average proportions had transferred because the support services-at the

fi*.rst college were inadequate, because they wanted to be closer to home,

because they ,didn't feel safe on campus, an&because they didn't fit in.

Thirty percent (compared with 16 percent of the total sample) wanted ta

attend a less expensive college. Reasons mentioned less frequently by,

the multiply disabled than by others were having completed their planned

program and wanting to attend a smaller institution.

The hearing-impaired were more likely than average to have com-

pleted their 'planned program. In addition, relatively large proportions sai'd

they changed colleges to improve their social life:6 attend a larger insti-

tution, and to get farther away, from home. Thus, this disability group mani-

fests a sociable and risk-taking propensity.

Though.respondents with health-related disabilities were, along with
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the multiply disabled, the most likely to have transferred college, they were

also distinguished by the smaller-thaa=av'erage proportions who cited such

reasorn as 'having completed their planned.programs; receiving inadequate

support services; wanting to attend a larger or smaller institution, an insti-

tution with a better academic reputation; Dr a less expensive institutiOn; feeTing

they did not fit il); or being generally dissatisfied. Generally, they were

more likely to cite a given reason as "somewhat important" than as 'very

important." It is helpful to note that 10 percent of this group had attended

three or more institutions since 1978; thus, Tany of the transfer studehts may

have had difficulty recalling their specific reasons for changing colleges.

College Progress, Performance, and Experiences

This section discusses the progress, performance, and experiences of 1981..

follow-up respondents, by disability area. Although the majoriiY 6f the.total

group had been enrolled on a full time basis durihg most of their college caree'r

(33 percent), were juniors r seniors (76ipercent), had earned grade aver/ages 6f B-

or better (69 percent), had noTfring or remediatiOn in college (73 -percent)$ worked
. .

while in college (55 percent), lived in on-canpus housing (58 percent),With.nondisa-

bled roomm,ates 59 percent), and had incomes Of less than $5,000 per year (63

perce44), the groups differed slightly in these regar:ds. These differences are:

highlighted 6elow. In addition, differences ivollege behaviors and in

sourceS Of income.are discaSsed.

In general.,!those with orthopedic aad multiple disabiities stand out as

less traditional,, while the.vi.sually and hearing impaired were)more successful.

Rate of. Progress ip C011ege (Tabte 27). Data on three areas relating to

coll eg e progress are presented in'Tablek7 for each disability group: ,1978



Table 27

Enrollment Status of Follow-Up Respondents in Fall 1978 and 1978-81, and Fall 1981 College Class, by Disability Area

(percentages)

1981 Disability Area

Orthopedic Visual Multiple Hearing
Health-
Related Other Learning Speech Emotional Total

1978 Enrollment Status:

First-t'me, full-time 82 91 -83. 86 90 85 92 100 85 86 ,

First-t ,e, part-time 2 0 0 5 0 0 2 0 0 1

Nonfresh n 16 9 16 9 10 15 6 0 15 12 ,

1978-1931 Enrollment Status:

Full-time 89 95 88 93 92 92 88 100 85 88

Part-time 7 4 9 4 6 '3 7 0 9

Not enrolled 5 1 3 3 2 5 5 15 3

Fall 1981 College Class:

Freshman') 10 3 11 7 12 6 t9 0 15 8,

Sophanore 13 11 16 8 5 20 9 8 29 12

JuniRr 28 21 32 , 27 32 24 34 48 17 28

Senior 44 62 38 55 .50 46 33 37 38 48

Other 5 4 2 4 2 4 6 8 o 4

741 671 622 389 '331 274 166 84 33 3,311

6

0 7



.

enrollment status; general enrollment status most of the time during the past

three years; and current or most recent college class (i.e., Fall 1981).

Sipce the visually impaired were most likely of any of the five main

groups to be first-time, full-time freshmen in 1978 (91 pertent) and to have

been enrolled full time between 1978 and 1981 (95 percent), it is not surprising

that th0 were also most likely to 117 entering,their senior year in college at

the time of the follow-up survey (62 percent). In short, this group progressed

"normally" through thein undergraduate careers. Fifty-five percent of the

hearing-impaired and 50 percent of the respondents with health-related disabili-

ties had achieved senior status. The hearing7impaired were the most liely

group to have been continuously enrolled in college during the previous three

years; 93 percent had been full-time students for most of that period. The

greater-than-average propensity of those with health-reiated disabilities to

have stopped out at some earlier point or to'have transferred from their first

institution probably accounts for the relatively large proportion (32 percent) ,

who were juniOnrs. The orthopedically and multiply disabled seem to have made

slightly slower progress. 'Even though 16 percent of each group had been admittbd

with advanced standing in 1978 (and thus presumably had earned some college

credits already), lower-than-average proportions of both groups had attained

senior status by 1981. This is consistent, however, with their lower-than-

average..proportions of continuous persisters (Tabfe 23), and of ful)-time

enrollees. That one-third of the multiply disabled had transferred between

1978 and 1981 is probably a *actor in their slower progress.

College Grades (Table 28). As was true. in high school (where, it should

A recalled, they were the least likely group to be mainstreamed for academic

classes), the multiply disabled group earned lower grades in college than did



Table 28

College Grade Average of 1981 Follow-Up Respondents, by Disabaity Area

4percentages1

College Grade Average

198i Disability Area

Orthopedic Visual Multiple Hearing

Health-
Related Other Learning Speech Emotional Total

'A or A+ 8 7 2 5 6 . 3 0 0 0 5

A- 10 12 6 10 15, 16 2 28 0 11

B+
13 12 14 * 15 29 9 10 0 t 0 14

19 19 11 18 14 21 2 14 17 16

B-
24 25 24 20 14 24, 12 37 68 23

C+
13 10 19 20 7 12 23 13 0 14

12 13 19 10 13 11 .: 40 .8 0 14

1 2 4
*

2 1 3 9 0 15 3

736 666 622 392 ' 331 274 166 84 33 3,303

9 9
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the four other main groups: 42 peecent earned college GPAs of C+ or below,

compared with 31 percent of the total sample. Those with hea.lth-related-

disabilities'earned slightly higher-than-averag grades, even. though 17 percent

of them had not taken college preparatory prograaS in high school. Two aspects

of their educationar backgrounds dikussed in Chapter 4 may have contributed to

their subsequent achievements in college: First,'one-four6 (compared with 15

percent of the total sample) attended religious high schools; and second,

slightly larger-than-average proprtions (86 percent, compared with 78 percent

ofthe total group) were mainstreamed foracademic classes, in high school.

R'emediation or Tut'dring* in College (Table 29). In 1978, 14 percent of

the total sample said there was a very ,good chance they would need to-have

tutoring.helP im col,-;ege; indeed,,three in,ten felt,they needed.extra help in

Mathethatics. Table 29 shows the proportions in each disability.area who did

not have remediation or tutoring, as well as those who had such help in reading,

..(wri'eting or composition, mathematics, so6ial studies, science, foreign language,

or some"other".subject. Except for respondents with multiple disabilities--

'about one in fiv,e of whom had extra help for writirig or composition and for

mathematics--no more than 14 percvit in any/of the main groups had tutoring or

remediation in any subject listed. As'anticipated, the largest' proportion in

all groups got extra-help in mathematircs.

Efiployment, in College (Table 30). In 1978, 36 percent of the total 1981

fo)low-up respondent grkp (compared with 41 percent of their hondisabled

counterparts) felt there was a "very good chance" they would get a job to help
41

pay for college expenses. By 1981, however 55 percent had been employed most

of the time in college. Not unexpectedly, tespondents'usually worked part

time, 27 percent on campus and 21 yercentoff campus (Table 30).

tui
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Table 29

Remediation or Tutoring Taken in College by 1981 Follow-up Respoadents

/
0 by Disability Area

(percentages)

1981 Disability Area

Orthopedic Visual Multiple Hearing

Health-
Related Other

,

Learning -Speech Emotional

0

,

Total

No 79 73 73 68 4 81 83 40 75 50 73

Yes, reading 2 5 12 5 5 3 24 11 6

Yes, writing or composition 6 8 22 9 5 5 46 5 0 11

...

Yes, mathematics 10 9 , 20
.

14 12 14 16 6 0 13

Yes, social studies 0 0 2 2 0 -'' 2 6 0 0 1

Yes, science 4 3 7 9 2 5 14 0 0 5

Yes, foreign language
0 3 1 6 2 1 2 0 0 38 3

Yes, others 2 2 7
5'

4 3 7 13 21 4

AN'

N 750 677 622 392 331 , 283 166 84. 33 3,338

F-)2 103



Table 30

College Employment of 1981 Follow-up Respondents

by Disability Area
(percentages)

1981 Disability Area

Orthopedic Visual Multiple Hearing

Health-
Related Other Learning Speech Emotional Total

Not enployed
53 45 47 '41 34 33

56 39 15 45

Full-time enployment
off campus

6 6 7 5 2 6 6 8 0 6

eir

Rart -time enployment
off campus

,

25 29- 15 27 46

%. ..

32 27 24 39 27

Full-time employment

IN

on campus
0 2 2 2 0 3

8 0

,

Part-time employment
on campus

15 18 29 - 25 18 26 8 22 45 21

4/

3

741 660 609 387 318 274
84 33 3,273

\s,
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-
In view of the positive relationship und between part-time employment

on campus and persistence for all students (see, for example, Astin, 1975), the

!indings for respondents with health-relatedkdisabilities are particularly

interesting: Obly one-third'had not been employed in college, and a substantlal*

46 percent worked in part-time, on-campus jobs. At the same time, this group

made higher-than-average grades; moreover, one in five hadstopped 'out at some

point but was currently reenrolled in college. Though no causal connection

can be proved, triese data suggest that such 'employment may have contributed to

the persistence'and performance of this group. It is also worth noting that

their disabijity is health-related rather than Modality:related ,(e.g., hearing,

vision).

As regards the four other main AisabiJity groups described-in this

report, Table 30 shows that the orthopedically handicapped were,most

likely to have had outside employment While in college (47 percent). A slightly

larger-than-average proportion of the multiply handicapped (29 percent) worked

at part-time off-campus jobs, which may help to expJain why only 56 percent

(compare qith 67 percent of the total respondent sample) had been continuously

enrolled in college since 1978.

College Residence: Actual-and Preferred (Table 31). Research shows

that, for the average college student, living on camOus contributes to persis-

Aence and achievement, largely because it facilitates gredter student involve-

ment with ail aspects of the college environment (Astin, 1975, f977; Chickering,

1971)..

The top half of'Table 31 shows where each disability group lived most of

the time while in college. Again, those with health-related dtsabilities stand

out; but in light of their general'success in college, their residential

1..) C.;



Table 31

Actual and Preferred College Residence Of 1981 Follow-Up Respondents, by Disability Area #

(percentages)

191 Disability Area

Residence Orthopedic Visual Multiple Hearing

Health-
Related Other Learning Speech Emotional ktistTotal

Actual residence:

College housing (dormi-
tory, fraternity or
sorority, other
college housing) 56 64 58 63 43 62 60 64 45 58

Off a;rpus (private

room, apartment,

or house) ,

34 33 35 32 50 32 30 28 55 35 I

Other
9 4

.
8 '5 7 '.

6 10 8 0-. 7
.4
CO
I

N 724 666 598 377 326 266 151 84 33 1,225

Preferred residence:

College housing (dormi-
tory; fraternity'or

r4y, other
collegk housing) 47 ' 37 32 48 40 40 40 36 59 41

------0-f-f--eam-pui.4p.r4v at e

room, apartment,
or house) 43 59

,

63 51

'

55 54 56 54 41 54

ther 1G , 4- 5 2. 4 6 03 0 0 5

,

N - 649 597 518 350 297 263 119 73 26 2,893

197
,4

A
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pattern runs somewhat contrary to expectation. Half lived off campus (compared

with 35 perceht of the total group); thus, fewer lived in college housing (43

percent, compared with 58 percent of all respondents). On the. other hand, the

visually impaired'and the hearing-impaired were most likely to live on campus;

this is consistent with their larger-than-average prop6ftions of cohtinuous

persisters, full-time students, and seniors: The distributions of the ortho-

pedically and multiply.disabled resemtiled the distribution for,the total-

sample: 56-58 percent lived on campus; 34-35 percent lived off campus; and 8-9

percent lived in some "other" setting.

The bottom half-of Table 31 shows preferred col-lege res4dences. All but

the orthapedically handicapped were more likely to prefer living off campus to

living on campus.

Actual and Preferred College Roommates (Table 32). Abou-three in five

of the total disabled sample lived with roommates most of the time they were in

college; about one-fourth lived with parents or relaties; and 10 percent lived

alone. These figures are consistent with the proportions .living op or off

campus shown in Table 31. CoMparing disability'groups with respect to actual

I .

ommates most Of the tithe in college, the top half of Table 32 shows similar

(::consistency. For instance, the heal-ing-impaired and the visually impaired (who

It re thg most likely to live on campus) were also the most likely to live with
..

roommates, while respondents with health-related disabilities (who were the

most likely to live off campus) were also the most likely to live with parents

or rel at i ves .

It is unclear why larger-than-average proportions of the multiply handi-

capped either lived alone (14 percent) or with disabled roommates (4 percent).

Moreover, their preferences as to roommates options were distinctive.



Table 32

Actual and Preferl-ed eo1)ege Roommates of 1981 Follow-up Respondents
by Disability Area

(percentages)

19S1 Disability Area

Orthopedic Visual Multiple Hearing
Health-
Related . Other Learnin Speech Emotional Total

Actual

,Parents or relatives -23 19 24 20 36 18 M 42 33 24-

Alone
-

9 7 14 11 11 12 10 0 17 10

Disabled roommate or roommates 0 2 4 2 2 1 3 0 0 2

Nondisabled roommate or roommates 56 68 54 65 46 66 49 58 28 59

Spouse 8 2 0 3 2 0 0 21 4,5

A COOther 3 \ 1 0 2 2 0- 0 ° 0 1

N 725 644 579 368 cl. 326, 258 134 73 33 3,140

Prefer:Yed.

i

Parents or relatives
.

13 10 8 6 6 ,

t
14 12 27 0 10

Alone , 25 25 37 25 3S 32 35 33 44 30
:

Disabled roommate or roommates 2 0 2 -'2 V 2 0 4 0 19 2

Nondisabled roommate or,,, roommates 48 52 38 59 46 45 46 33 36 48

Spouse 9 4 8 0 10 6 4 0 0 6

Other 3 8
-.6

7 0 3 0 6 0 5

N .
.

624 618 504 340 298 252 116 73 26 2,851
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.410

They were more likely than average to prefer livin alone '(37 percent versus ao

percent of the total sample); and they were less likely than average to prefer

\
living with a nondisabled roommate (38 percent), compared with 48 percent of All

espondents).

College Finances (Tables 33, 34, 35). The 1981 follow-up survey asked

ondents tofindicate their currsdftt-aftrall income (Table 33); to indicate,

frokNist of income sources, which were major, minor,'gr nonsources (Table 34

shows, Tftexroportions saying each source- was "major"); and to indicate their
...,

degree oiv:,,c*cetn Over their ability toi)ay for a college education (Table 35).

RegardleSs sability area, the dominant sour.Ces of-income:(ere parents and

relatives (5b%p ent of the total group), self-support such as earnings from

-employment and

such as grants an

As Table 33

(50 percent), and federal college-related financial aid
00

'4he majority of, respondents in each of Vie five main

diability gnoups re either 'fiking no income or an 'incoMe ot,less-than.

$5,000; the range was f 'percent of the multiply handicapped to 74 percent

ilities. At the other end of the spectrum,

eTed the most well-off: 15 percent

10 percent had incomes above $20,000.

they were very much concerned about

ei7e the mbltiply disabled (54

-01.t), (The fjnancial conCern

atIyely large proportion who

iere mit at ail

%jn, the orthopedi-

of those with health-relatb

those with orthopedic disabili

reported incomes of $10,000-$19,99

As Table 35 shows, mOst likely

their ability to pay fon a college eduC011

percent) and the orthopedically disabled (

of the latter group may be attributable to

are married,and hiave children.) Most likely td

concerned about finances were the hearing-impaire

cally impaired.



Table 33

Annual Income of 1981 Follow-up Respondents
by Disability Area

(percentages),

1981 pisdbility Area
I,

N

Oethopedic Visual Multiple

Health-

Hearing Related Other Learning Speech Emotional Total

No income

54,999 or below

$5,000 - 59,999.

$10,000 - $19,999

$20,000 or above

N .

c

12

48

.,_ . _

16

15

10

731

10

56

15

14

6

672

16

45

22

13

4

613

11

52

24

12

1

360

/

2

72

17

3

6

331

8

40-

32

13,

7,

269

15

17

7

0

152

0

0

87

5

8

0

84

0

45
,

15

39

0

33

10

53

19

12

5

3,246

c

co
na
1

4

1 1 3 1



Table 34

, *is Major Income Sources of 1981 Follow-up Respondents
by Disability Area

(percentages)

1981 Disability Area

1

1

Orthopedic °Visual Multiple Hearing
Health-
Related Other Learning Speech Emotional Total

Parents, relatives,
inheritance, etc.

Spouse

Self (earnings from ..j.

employment, savings, etc.

r'7'

-Social Security benefits

Veterans' benefits

Vocational Rehabilitation furids

Supplementary Support Income

Federal college-related
financial aid (loan,
grant, 'etc.)

Scholarship from college

47

7

r

y

51

12

2

17

6

36

12'

6

10-

50

6

45

5
\

1*

16

8

46

10

47.

5

48

15

4

.13

5

40

5

52

6.

52

6

2

17

3

39

12

52

9
A .

, 51

12

2

19

1

'36

13

46

'6

52

, 13

5

20/
,3

29

85

0

45

3

4

o

. 0'

8

0.

0.

42

6

81

8 .

0

a

'34

22

24

. o

49

21

.1,

44

0

21

0 )

0

34

0

0

48

50

6

50

10

3

15,
,

, 1

36

10,

1

Scholarship from outside
agency, organization

pther

4

0

3

7

8

6

6

6 8

0



Table 35

Extent of Contern Over Financing College Education as Reported by 1981 Follow-up Respondents_

by Disability Area
(percentages)

1981 Disability Area

Health- A 4

,
Orthopedic VisUal Multiple, Hearing Related Other Learning Speec Emotiongl Total

let V

Very much ) 50 46 54 40 46 43 27 13 35 46

Somewhat 30
-

40 34 37 37 30 23 so 28 35

Not at all. 21 14 13 22 T7 26 50 27 37 20

N 742 671 622 392 331 274 166 84 33 3,314

ta=s
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Behaviors. in College (Table 36). The 1978 freshman survey asked,respon=

dents to make a "best guesst' as to their chances of engaging in each of 24

a

behaviors'at college; the response options were "very good cnance," "some

chance," and "véiy little chance," and "nci chance." ,Nine of.these behavior

v.-)items were repeated on the follow-lp survey. Table 36 shows the p'rOportions
II

-indicating they had actuany engaged in a particular behavior; the jast column

S'hows the total proportion in 1978 saying there was a "very good chance" for

each.

In 1978, the three most commonly anticipated behavidrs of those included

on the f6Tlow-up list were feeling satisfied with college, earning at.least a B

average, and getting a job to help pay for college expenses. 'Three years

later, these were also the' most common-actlial behaviors for the total gcoup and

for each of the five main disability groups.

Consistent with their greater-than-average propensity to transfer, the

multiply handicaPped were less likely than others to feel satisfied with

college (59 percent, compared wi,th 67 percent of the total follow-up sample).

Their lower college grade averages are confirrged by the relatively small

proportions earning at least a B average (51 percent, compared with 58 percent

of the total group) and the relatively large proportion failing one or more

courses (48 percent, compared with '32 percent of the total group). They Were

also somewhat more likely than others to have changed career choices and to

have participated'in campus protests or demonstrations.

Those with hearing and health-related disabilities, whose progress and

achievement in llege were relatively high, evidence campus involvement in

that two-fifths of each group (compared with 32 percent of the total sample)

had joined fraternities, sdrbrities, or social clubs. In addition, the hearing-

1 fp
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Table 36

College Behaviors of 1981 Follow-Up Respondents, by Disability Area

19$1 Disability Area

Orthopedic Visual Multiple Hearing
Health-
Related Other Learning , Speech Emotional Total

Change major field 34 38 35 36 32 31 38 .30 32 35
Change career choice 33 30 39 36 36 30 20 32 49 33
Fai) one or more courses 26 30 48 20 28 33 44 41 49 32
Wes elected to student office 13 14 13 22 14 20 2 11 0 14
Served on a campus committee 23 36 30 , 23 28 30 13 32 17 29
Bot a job to help pay for

.

college expenses. 48 64 52 60 50 57 30 61 61 54
Joined a social fraternity,
sorority, or club 32 28 29 41 40 25 -25 39 0 32

Made at least A "B" average 57 %60 51 61 68 65 ?S 85 44 58
Participated in protests or
, demonstrations 7 16 14 8 4 12 2 11 tA4 34 11 I

Felt satisfied with college
N

72

750

71

677
59

622
68

392
70

331
60
283

52

166
G 87
84.

68
33

67
3,338

co
cn
i

12u

4

121



impaired were more likely than others to have been elected to a student office.

Relatively large proportions got a job to help pay for college expenses, and ,

relatively few failed one or more courses. Those with health-related disabili-
.

ties were most likely to have earned at least a B average and least likely to

have participated in protests or demonstrations.

A larger proportion of the orthopedically impaired than of any other

group expressed satisfaction with college, but a smaller proportion served on a

campus committee. Finally, thelivisually impaired were distinguished by the

relatively large proportions who felt satisfied with college, got a job to help

pay fox college expenses, changed major field, served on a campus committee,

and participated in protests or demonstrations.

College Mentors (Table 37). Some particularly interesting findings from

the follow-up survey are shown in Table 37. Over three in five of the total

group (62,percent) identified one person whose guidance, support, or confidence

in them was central to their success in college. The largest proportion

(one-fifth) named a family m'ember, 12 percent cited a college professor, and 11

percent said a college friend had given them support and guidance. Only 7

percent of those identifying a mentor said that mentor was.disabled, and three

in five-indicated their mentor.was age 30 or.older. It is somewhat surprising

that no one cited a high school advisor or counselor as a support person for

their college success, particularly when one considers that high school counse-

lors often play a major role in advising about college.

The five main disability groups differed slightly with respect to the

college mentor. Those with multiple handicaps were least likely to say they .

had no mentor (31 percent) and most likely to indicate that a college professor,

was the person who took a special interest in them (17 percent, compared with

1
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:Table 37

Characteristics of College Mentor, as Reported by 1981 Follow-Up Respondents, by Disability Area

(percentages)

Characteristic

1981.
Disability Area

Orthopedic Visual Multiple;tt Hearing

Health-
Related Other Learning Speech Epotional Total

Identity of mentor:

No mentor 40 46 31 35 38 46 26 .
40 15 38

Personal friend (outside
of school) 7 6 6 8 9

t4o.
5 8 0 7'

Family menber (e.g.,
parent-or spouse) 23 *t, 21 21 20 15 17 39 0

2.,

18 21

High school friend 1 1 2 2 0 2 0 0 0 1

High school teacher
High school advisor,

2
.
0 0 0 2 0 8 0 0 N 1

counselor 0 .0 0 *0 0 0 0 0 0 0

College friend 11 11 10 12 14 10 3 18 11 11

College professor, teacher 9 8 17 13 15, 10 13 20 17 12

College advisor,
counselor 4 4 . 9, 7 8 5 0 0 38 .6

Other 4 3 4 3 0 v 5 '5 13 0 4

N 741 671 610 386 324 283 162 84 33 3,294

Gender of mentor: .

Male 54 43 \ 45 42 63 58 27 65 100 50

Fenale 46 57 55 58 37 42 73 35 0 0

N 443 346 418 252 202 152 106 50 28 1,998

Status of mentor:

Dis4bled 4 12 7 8 ,10 '3 8 0 13 7

Not disabled 96 88 1 93 92 90 97 92 100 87 93

N 427 345 402 249 199 136 107 50 28 1,942

.

.-
Age of mentor

22 years or younger 25 27 24 26 29 30 18 57 13 , 26

23 to 29 years 13 17 13 12 18 . 12 13
f 9 20 14

''.:60

30 years or ol,der 62 56 .1/4 63 61 53 58 69 34 66

N 443 361 417 252 202 152 112 .- 56 2a 2,017

123



12 percent of the total group). Conversely, the visually handicapped were most

likOy to say they had no particular support person (46 percent); only 8

percent mentioned a college professor astaking a special interest in.them.

Considering that the multiply disabled are least likely and the visu'ally h-andicapped

most likely to be continuous persisters, these differences seem surprising.

However, as will be clear in Chapter 7, the multiply disabled stand out in a

variety of ways which suggests that their disabilities restrict and challenge,,

them more than is the case with their counterpart's. Moreover, as was clear

from the background data discussed in Chapter 2, the visualfy disabled and the

multiply handicapped stand in sharp contrast on measures of traditionality

(e.g.; age, enrollment, status) and high school preparation and achievement

(e.g., high school track, grade average).

Even though women outnumbered men in the follow-up sample, 50 percent of

the respondents identifying mentors said those mentors were men. Especially

likely to have male mentors were those with health-related disabilities (63

percent) and those with orthopedic handicaps (54 percent): Femalementors were

cited more frequently by the three other main groups. Most likely to say that

their mentors were disabled were.the visually impaired (12 percent) and those

with health-related disabilities (10 percent).
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Chapter 6

Degree Plans; Major Field; and Career Choice

In both 1978 and 1981, disabled respondents were asked,to indicatvthe

,highest degree they planned to,gettheir major field (intenCled in 1978 and

actual in 1981), and their career choice. Appendix F shows how the specific

major fields listed on the questionnaires were collapsed into a smaller list

of categories; Appendix G gives the same information for career choices.

This chapter discusses the degree aspirations, college majors, and career

choices of the five main disability groups (orthopedic, visual, multiple,

hearing,,and health-related), comparing 1981 responses with 1978 responses

in order to assess stability and change over time. Tabular data cover all

nine disability groups.

Highest Degree Planned (Table 38)

In view of the outstanding educational backgrounds and generally suc-

cessful college performance of the total sample, it is not surprising that

they tended tO raise their degree aspirations during the undergraduate years,

in that the proportion'planning to get only a baccalaureate decreased (from

31 percent in 1978 to 20 percent in 1981), whereas the proportion planning

to get a master's degree increased (from 31 percent to 40 percent), as did

the proportion planning to get a doctorate4{from 12 percent to 16 percent).

On the other hand, the proportion aiming for a professional degree (i.e., in

medicine, law, or divinity) dropped slightly (from 16 percent in 1978 to

11 percent in 1981).
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Table 38

1981 Degree Aspirations of Follow-Up Respondents, by Disability Area,

Compared with 1978 Degree Aspirations of the Total Sample and of the Five Main Groups

(percentages)

1981 Disability Area

Highest Ortho- Mul- Health-

Degree Planned pedic Visual tiple Hearing Related Other Learning Speech

None 1 2 4 0 1 2 5

High schooi
diploma or GED 0 1 2 2 0 3 5

Vocational diploma/
certificate 2 1 2 1 0 0 0

Associate (A.A.
or equivalent) 4 1 4 4 5 0 4

Baccalaureate
(B.A., B.S., etc.) 17 18 17 21 25 27 24

Teaching credential 2 4 5 4 2 3 0

Master's (M.A.,
M.S., etc.) 46 46 41 38 34 28 32

Doctorate (Ph,D.
or Ed.D) 14 18 14 17 21 17 13,

Professional degree
(e.g., M.D.,
D.O.S. D.V.M.,
LL.B., J.D.,
B.D., M.Div.) 11 8 8 14 11 18 12

Other 2 2 2 1 0 2 5

N 643 611 536 358 306 248 117

110

0

0

8

26
0

36

16

14

0

79

Emo-
tional Total

Total
Sample

Ortho-
pedic Visual

Mul-
tiple Hearing

Health-
Related

,

22 2 2 2 1 3 3 1

0 1 a

0 1 a

.

0 3 3 6 0 4 4 1

t

30 20 31 30 31 31 30 36

0 3 a .- - - I

0 40. 31 28
.

33 29 40 31

24 16 12 14 12 13 8 10

..

24 11 16' 15
b

19
b

16
b

15
b

0 2 5 5 4 4 1 5

24 2,291 2,763 637 578 489 -340 272

aNot included on 1978 SIF as a degree category.

bSum of percentages marking M.D., D.O., D.D.S., D.V.M., LL. B. or J.D. (Law) and B.D. or M. Div. (Divinity) in 1978.

1 97
12s
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'Thus, in 1981, one-fifth of all respondents planned to get a baccalaureate,

two-fifths planned to get a master's degree, one-sixth aspired to a doctorate,

.and slightly over one-tenth aimed for a professional degree. Differences by

disability area were generally consistent with differences in background,

high schooi preparation, and undergraduate,performance; thOse with visual,

hearing, and health-related disabilities tended to have higher degree aspirations

in 1981 tha'n did those with multiple and'ofthopedit

In 1981, the orthopedically handicapped were more likely than average to

aim for.a master's degree but less likely to aim for either a baccalaureate or

a doctorhate. Moreover, the decrease between 1978 and 1981 in the proportion
4,

planning to get a baccalaureate 'd the increase in the proportion planning to

get a master's Were greater for group than for most others.

The multiply h'andicapped resembled the orthopedically disabled both in

changes in degree aspirations over the three-year period and'in their 1981

distribution, except that fewer aimed for either,a master's or a professional

degree. Moreover, the multiply handicapped were most likely of any of the five

61)main disa lity groups to indicate in 1981 that they wanted no more than an

associate degree: 6 percent (compared with 3 percent of the total sample)

planned to earn no,degree beyond the high school diploma, 2 percent (compared

with 1 percent of the total sample) wanted a vocational diploma or certificate,

and 4 percent (compared with 3 percent of the total sple) planned to get an

associate degree! They were also most likely to aspire to a teaching credential

(5 percent, compared with 3 percent of the total sample).

By way of contrast, the visually disabled were less likely than any other

of the five main disability groups to aim no highet than an associate degree

and were more likely than average to aspire to an advanced academic degree

(master's or doctorate). Looking at changes over the three-year interval, we

*
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find that the proportions wanting a profession-al degree dropped more than

was the case for other groups: from 19 percent in 1978 to only 8 percent in

1981. Apparently, many of the visually impaired lost interest in a professional

career during the undergraduate years.

Such wa's not the case with the hearing-impaired, whose aspirations for

a professional degree remained fairly stable over the three-year period (15

percent in 1978, 14 percent in 1981) and who were thus more likely than any

other group to plan on a professional degree. Otherwise, their distribution

with respect to 1981 degree aspirations resewbled the norm. Contrary to the

general trend, the proportion planning to get a master's degree fell slightly;

the proportion planning to get a doctorate increased from 8 percent in 1978

to 17 percent in 1981.

Respondents with health-related disabilities were more likely than others

to aspire to a doctorate, a baccalaureate, or an associate degree in 1981 and

less likely to aim for a master's degree. The proportions planntng to get an

associate degree or a doctorate increased over the three-year period.

College Major (Table 39)

The most popular major field was business, named by 15 percent of the

total sample in both 1978 and1981. In 1978, the health professions ranked

second in popularity, named by 11 percent as an intended major; by 1981, however,

only 6 percent of the total sample had actually majoi-ed in health professions.

On the'other hand, only 8 percent of the freshman respondents intended to

-major in social sciences, but 13 percent ended up doing so. Otherwise, major

field choices were fairly stable for the total sample.

The orthopedically disabled were more likely thin average to major in

engineering, English, and "other" humanities and less likely to major in "other"
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Table 39

Actual (1981) Majors of Follow-UP Respondents, by Disability Area,
Compared with Intended (1978) Majors of the Total Sample and of the Five Main Groups

(percentages)

OOrtho-
Major Field" pedic

1981 Disability Area 1978 Sample

Visual
Mul-
tiple Hearing

Health-
Related Other Learning Speech

Emo-
tional

Total
Totar-1 Sample

Ortho-
pedic \Visual

Mul-
tiple Hearing

Health-
Related

Agriculture 2 2 2 3 '2 0 3 0 2 2/ 2 4 2' . 1 0
Biological

sciences 6 4 8 10 6 3 0 -5 6 6 9 8 4 9 7 4
Business 16 15 12 19 14 10 20 26 1 15 15 16 13 13 14 22
Eduation 8 7 13 14 1 2 12 0 8 8 7 5 14 12 2
Engineering 12 13 2 7 '10 13 3 0 9 10 11 16 3 13 8
English 3 4 1 0 0 4 0 0

-\).

2 2 4 2 1 0 2
Health pro-

fessions
History, politi-

5 6

1

8 4 8 1 4 0 6 11 11Q,,.. 9 13 13 12

cal science 7 9 5 4 7 6 9 0 0 6 5 4 9 2 ,5 4
Humanities (other) 4 6 3 2 1 7 0 5 0 4 3 3 3 3 0 2
Fine arts 7 7 7 6 9 10 15 13 0 8 8. 4 8. 7 7 13
Mathematics and

-

statl'stics

Physical science
1

3

1

1

2

2

2

4 3

4

3

0

8

0

16

15

0

2

3

2

3

2

2

2

5

2

1

4

3

1

4
Social science 12 12 16 12 14 14 16 0 50 13 8 9 7 9 7 9
Other technical 4 5 12 7 11 7 3 20 0 8 5 4 4 9 3 6
Other nontechnical 7 6 6 5 15 6 6 li 17 8 8 9 8 11 8 5
Undecided 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 1 3 5 5 1 4 3

676 607 564 380 303 259 152 84 33 3,058 3,060 689 623 571 345 316

a
See Appendi4....?'1 r derivation of these categories.

9
0..4
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technical fields and in the health. professions. Their actual majors tended

to be consistent with the-H. intended majors, though the three-year interval

witnessed some changes: Most notable were increases in the proportiOns naming

history/political scienceand fine arts (from 4 percent in 1978 O 7 percent

in 1981 for both fields).

The multiply handicapped were also fairly stable in-their major field

. choices, except that almost twice as many actually)Majored in social science .

(16 Percent) as had planned to ,do so (9 percent). In additiOn, larger-than-

average proportions majored in Oological sCience, health professions, "other"

technical fields, and education; but relatively few Majoredin business and

engineering.

Like the orthopedically handicapped, those with visual disabilities were

somewhat overrepresented in engineering,,English, and "other" humanities; in

addition, a relatively large proportion majored in history/political science.

Smaller-than-average proportions majored in the biological or physical sciences

or in "other" technical fields. The major fields gaining "recruits" from among

the visually impaired over the three-year span were the social sciences, "other"

technical fields, and "other" humanitjes; the major fields from which_ they

"defected" between 1978 and 1981 included engineering, the health professions,

and physical science.

Both the hearing-impaired and those with health-rerated disabilities were

rather unstable in their major field choices. Among the hearing-impaired, the

most dramatic changes were an increase fa. busines ard decreases for engineering

and the health professiohs. Thus, by 1981, larger-than-average proportions of-

this group reported majoring in business, education, biological science,
gu.

physical science; and agriculture; relatively.few, however, majored in health

professions, history/political science, fine arts, or "other" technical fields.

, 133



The most dramatic changes among those with health-related disabilities involved

defections from business (from 22 percent in 1978 to 14 percent in 1981) and

recruitment to "other" nontechnical fields (from 5 percent in 1978 to 15

percent in 1981, a threefold increase). Thus, respondents with health-related

bisabilities were more likely than average to major in "other" technical fields,

"other" nontechnical fields, and fine arts. Only 1 percent (compared with 8

percent of the total sample) majored in education, and virtually none majored

in English or mathematics/statistics.

Career Choice (Table 40)

Consistent With the findinp for major field, businessperson was the most

common career choice (named by 15 percent of the total sample in 1978 andby

17 percent in 1981). Other popular choices included engineer (10 percent in

1978, 8 percent in 1981), artist (8 percent in 1978, 6 percent in 1981), and

elementary/secondary school teacher (8 percent in 1978, 9 percent in 1981).

Careers that became less attractive during the undergraduate years (in addition

to engineer and artist) were doctor (from 7 percent in 1978 to 4 percent in

1981), health profes.sional (from 8 percent to 4 percent), lawyer (from 5 per-

cent to 3 percent4,, and nurse (from 4 percent to 3 percent). The loss of

in these fields corresponds to the decrease in the proport-411115of

respondents planning to get professional degrees. 'The proportions choosing

"other" careers increased from one-fifth to one-third over the three-year

interval, whereas the proportion who were undecided decreased (from 10 percent

to 8 percent).

Looking at the five main disability groups, we find that those with ortho-

pedic, visual, and hearing disabil.ities were relatively stable in their career

choices, whereas those with multiple and with health-related disabilities had

a tendency to change their choices.
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Table 40

1981 Career.Choices of Follow-Up Respondents, by Disability Area,
Compared,with 1978 Career Choices of the Total Sample and of the Five Main Groups

Career Choicea

1981 Disability Area
1978 Sample

Ortno-

pedic Visua)
Mul-
tiple Hearing

health-
Related Other Learning Speech

Emo-
tional Total

Total

Sample.
Ortho-
pedic Visual

Mul-
tiple Hearing

Health-
Related

Artist 10 6 6 1 8 5 8 0 .11 6 8 8 7 11 2 10
Business 17 14 14 19 21 1 13 '22 30 18 17 15 18 12 12 14 20
Clergyman 2 1 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 1 1 2 1 1 0 1

College teacher 0 1 0 1 0 4 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
Doctor 2 4 5 7 1 5 3 6 0 4 7 6 6 10 6 8
Educator

.(secondary) 3 6 4 4 5 2 0 0 0 4 4 3 5 4 4 1
Educator

(elenentary) 6 5 6 6 1 2 6 0 0 5 4. 5 3 6 4 2
Engineer 11 12 3 6 5 11 3 0 0 8 10 13 12 4 12 .8
Farmer/forester 1 2 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 '1 1 2 1 2 0
Health pro-

fes"slonal 5 4 3 3 3 10 6 7 0

,

4 8 6 7 6 12 8
Lawyer 2 3 1 3 5 6 0 0 17 3 5 5 9 4 4. 4
Nurse 3 5 3 3 6 2 0 0 0 .3 4 5 3 6 3 6
Research scientist 3 0 3 5 8 1 0 26 0 3 3 4 3 2 4 2

her 30 31 41 32 30 28 38 15 38 33 20 15 18 21 26 18
Undeciddd 6 7 8 9 4 9 15 15 17 8 10 9 10 10 8 13

,

N 732 667 610 374 321 274 158 73 0,0 33 3,242 3,060 697 602 586 351 327

a
See Appendix G for derivation of these categories.
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The orthopedically disabled were most likely to name artist and health

.professional as their 1981 career choice; in addition, relatively large

proportions planned to become engineers, but relatively few wanted to be

doctors or high school teachers. Reversing the general trend, the propor-

tion naming artist as their career choice rose over the three-year,interval,

whereas the proportion naming businessperson dropped.

Comparatively popular 1981 career choices among the visually impaired

were elementary/secondary school teacher, engineer, college teacher, health

professional, and nurse. The last of these choices gained in popularity

between 1978 and 1981, whereas the choices of lawyer and research scientist

became less popular among those with visual impairments. Smaller-than-average

proportions in 1981 planned to become businesspersons or research scientists.

The multiply disabled were more likely than'others to plan on becoming

farmers; in addition, relatively large proportions named doctor or "other"

career choices in .1981, whereas relatively few wanted to go into business,

engineering, law, or the cfergy. The most substantial changes in career

choice among the multiply disabled occurred for artist ( m 11 percent in

1978 to 6 percent in 1981), doctor (from 10 percent to 5 percent), and

"other" (from 21 percent to 41 percent).

Those with hearing impairments were more likely than was any other

group to plan on becoming doctors; reversing the trend among other groups,

this choice ipecame more popular between 1978 and 1981, as did the choice of

businessperson. The career choices of engineer and health professional

bec me less popular. In 4981, larger-than-average proportions of the hearing-

impaired wanted to become businesspersons, college teachers, and research

Scientists, while smaller-than-average proportions opted for the careers

13
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of artist and clergy. Somewhat surprisingly, a slightly larger proportion

(9 percent) were undeci dt;in 1981 than in 1978 (8 percent).

The career choices of respondents with health-related disabilities k

fluctuated considerably between 1978 and 1981. Thkmost dramatic changes

included increases in the proportions choosing clergy,,high school teacher,

and research scientist, and decreases in the proportions choosing doctor,

farmer, and health professional. In 1981, relatively large proportions in

this group planned to become artists, businesspersons, clergy, lawyers,

nurses, and research scientists; relatively few planned to become doctors

or elementary school teachers. Only 4 percent (compared with 8 percent of

the total sample) were undecided about their future careers.



Chapter 7

Disability-Related Concerns

This chapter discusses responses to the follow-up survey items which

asked the disabled some specific questions about the handicap (age of onset,

visibility of their condition) and its effects on their functioning. Other

areas covered include attitudinal and behavioral barriers and college support

serviceV and accommodations. Once again, highlights are 'presented for the five

main disability groups: orthopedic, vibal, multiple, hearing, and health-

related. Data are presented in the tables for respondents with learning,*

speech, emotional, and "other" handicaps as well.

About the Disability

Respondents were asked in the follow-up survey to indicate-when their

disability was disagnosed_ Table 41 shows considerable variation w)thin each

of the main disability groups as to age of onset. Also covered here are

differences by disability area in the extent to which respondents considered

their condition to be apparent to others (Table 42).

Age of Onset (Table 41). The largest group, the orthopedically disabled

were slightly more likely than average to have been born handicapped (15

percent, compared with 11 percent of the total group) or to have become disabled

as teenagers (27 percent, compared with 22 percent of the total group) or

,adults (22 percent, compared with 14 percent of the total group). Similarly,

larger-than-average proportions of those with health-related disabilities said

that their problem had been diagnosed either at birth (14 percent) or during

adulthood (21 percent). In contrast, relatively few of those with visual or

hearing impairments said their condition had been diagnosed prenatally'or at

13f)



Table 41

Age When Disability was Diagnosed, as Reported by 1981 Follow-up Respondents

by Disability Area
(percentages)

1981 Disability Area

Orthopedic Visual Multiple Hearing

Health-
Related Other Learning Speech Emotional Total

Prenatally or at birth 15 9 12 5 14 13 3 0 0 11

Before age 5
e

26 35 .21 40 27 14 8 39 0 27

Between ages 6-12 10 37 28 38 16 25 47 36 15 27

Between ages 13-17 27 15 21 13 23 26 33 25 18 22
1

Age 18 or older 22 4 17 4 21 22 8 , 0. 67 14 CD

N 739 663 622 392 331 283 162 84 33 3,306

14
1 11



birth or during adulthood; about three-fourths of both groups had become

disabled between birth and age 12. The range in age of diagnosis was wider for

the multiply handicapped: One-third were handicapped by age 5, 28 percent as

preadoleScents, one-fifth as teenagers, and 17 percent at age 18 or older.

Visibility (Table 42). As would be expected, the disabled varied when

asked whether they consider their handicaps to be visible/apparent to others

sometimes apparent and sometzes hidden, or hidden/not obvious. Thus, the

orthopedically disabled were almost twice as likely as average (34 percent,

compared with 18 percent of the total sample) to say their handicap was obvious.

In conte.ast, almost half of those with health-related.disabilities (47 percent,

compared with 29 percent of the total sample) felt their condition was not

obvious to others. However,'46 percent of the orthopedically disabled, and over

half of the remaining major groups, considered the visibility of their handicap

to vary, being sometimes hidden and sometimes obvious to others; the hearing-

impared were most likely to check this alternative (65 percent).

Effects and Experiences of Being Disabled

One item on the follow-up survey asked respondents to indicate the extent

to which their particular disablity affected thCir overall functioning in

college; the response options were "very much," YSomewhat," and "not at all."

Similarly, drawing on distictions made in a conference report from the Project

on the Handicapped in Science (Redden, Davis, & Brown, 1978), another item asked

repondents to indicate the extent to which their disability affected their

functioaing in five different areas: academic, social, recreational/

extracurricular, psychologaal/emotional, and "other." The same report inden-

tifies and discusses attitudes and behaviors which the disabled often encounter

in college and which may act as barriers to their participation in science;
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Table 42

Visibility of Handicapping Condition, as Reported by 1981 Follow-up Respondents
by Disability Area

(percentages)

V

1981 Disability Area

Orthopedic Visual Multiple Hearing

Health-
Related Other Learning Speech Emotional Total

Visible/apparent 34 13 19 5 2 36 6 13 11 18

Sometimes apparent/sometimes
not obvious 46 55 57 65 52 34 54 72 52 53

Hfdden/not obvious ' 19 32 24 30 47 31 40 16 37 29

N 743 663 618 392 331 283 166 84 33 3,312

CJJ



this information was used to construct a third item on the follow-up survey

asking respondents whether they experienced each of a list of 20 attitudes and

behaviors "frequently," "occasionally," or "not at all." Responses to these

three items are discussed in thi§ section.

Effects on College Functioning (Table 43). Only one-fifth of the total

sample felt that their disability "very much" affected their college functioning;

slightly more than half (54 percent) checked "somewhat"; and the remaining

one-quarter felt that their particular disability had virtually no effect on

their functioning in college.

As to differences between the mafili disability groups, the orthopedically

and the visually handicapped were more likely than others to say that their

disability did not affect their college functioning at all. Over..two-thirds of

those with health-related disabilities indicated that their disability had16me

effect on their functioning; but this group was less likely than others to say

that it affected them either "very much" or "not at all." (Note that the

multiply disabled have been excluded from this analysis beause of ,difficulties

with coding their responses.)

Effects on Different Areas (Table 44). Table 44 demonstrates the value

of distinguishing among different areas of functioning and among differ t types)

of disability. For instance, the total sample was three times as likel to say

the disability very Tuch affected the recreational/extracurricular area
\

'(

percent) as the academic, social, or psychological/emptional area (11-1

percent). Yet only 4 percent of the hearing-impared said that their functioning,

in extracurricular/recreational activities at college was very much affected by

their impairment. On the other hand,.the multiply handicapped were at least

. twice as likely as average to report that their disabilities very much affected



Table 43

Extent to Which Disability Affcted Functioning in College,

as Reported by 1981 Follow-up Respondents, by Disability Area
(percentages)

.1981 Disability Area

Health-

Orthaf&Jic Visual s. Multiple Hearing Related Other Learning Speech Emotional Total

Very much 18 19 19 16 11 46 28 62 20

Somewhat 52 53 62 68 29 54 - 64 38 54

Npt at all 30 28 19/' 17 59 0 8 0 26

N 728 653 392 322 230 156 84 33 2,598

aThose with mulitple disabilities were excluded from this table because of coding problems.
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, Table 44

Extent to Which Disability Affected Functioning in Various Aneas,
as Reported. by 1981 Follow-up Respondents, by Disability Area

(percentages)

1981 Disability Area

Area and Extent thopedic Visual Multiple Hearing
Health-
Related Other Learning Speech 'Emotional Total

Academic:

Very much 2 12 24 8 7 4 54 61 27 12Somewhat , 20 46 49 62 30 25 38 39 73 40Not at all 75 41 28 30 62 . 71 8 0 0 48
N 734 649 605 392 , 331 279 166 84 33 3,272

Social.:

Very much 8 7 26' 9 12 11 6 8 61 12
' Somewhat 44 31 50 54 48 38 27 71 0 43Not at all 48 62 23 36 40 51 67 21 39 44

.

738 638 598 386 .331 '271 143 134 33 3,222

Recreational, extracurricular,:

Very much 30 13 38 4 32 22 4 0 - 32 36
Somewhat 54 42 40 33 49 41 14 8 68 42
Not at all 17 45 22 63 19 36 82 92 0 22

N 738 638 608 382 331 276 147 84 33 3,237

Psychological, emotional

Very much, 4 6 28 1 12 10 7 8 79 11
Somewhat 39 32 40 42 41 37 43 62 21 39
Not at all . 57 601 32 57 47 52 50 30 0 50

N 720 638 594 382 26 272 156 84 33 3,205
Other:

Very much 1 2 10 4 4 5 0 0 15 4
Somewhat 8 8 10 7 18 16 5 ,.. 8 35 10
Not at all 91 90 80 88 77 79 95 92 50 86,

750 677 622 392 331 283 166 84 33 3,337
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then academically (24 percent), socially (26 percent), and psychologically/

emotionally (28 percent).

Although further analyses of these data are included in the major group

summaries (Chapter 9.), a few other tendencies are worth pointing out here to

illustrate differences among the disability groups.- A sustantia,1 three-fourths

of the orthopedically 'disabled and 62 percent of those with health-related

handicaps (compared with 48 percent of the total group) said that their disa-

bility had no effect on their academic functioning; this is consjstent with the

nature of their handicaps, since neither involves learning modalities. That

larger-than-avelzage\proportions of the,hearing-impared said their disability had

some effect on their academic functioning (62 percent, compared with 40 percent

of the total sample) and on their social lives (54 percent, compared with 43

percent of the total sample) is to be expected, since hearing impairments

typically interfere with expressive and receptive communication; relatively few

of the hearing-impaired, however, said that their functioning in these areas was

"very much" affected.

.Attitudinal and Behavioral Barriers (Table 45). The proportions of

respondents reporting that they "frequently" experienced each of 20 attitudinal

or behavioral barriers at'college are shown in Table/45. (Not shown are the

proportions checking the alternative response options of "occasionally" an&

"seldom or never".) Two points emerge from this analysis. First, these

disabled respondents did not often encounter the attitudinal or behavioral

barriers listed on the follow-up survey. Over one-third of the total group (36

percent), ranging from 29 percent of the visually impaired to'50 percent of the

multiply Osabled, said that "frequently" they can handle risk better and are

more independent than others realize; but tbis statement does not describe an



Table 45

Attitudes and Behaviors Encountered at College, as Reported by 1981 Follow-up Respondents, by Disability Area
(percentages marking "frequently")

.1981 Disability Area.

Health-
Attitudes and Behaviors Orthopedic Visual Multiple Hearing Related Other Learning Speech Emotional Total

FacaIty/staff underestimate my
acacemic ability or potential 4 3 16 5 3 13 12 8 0 7Faculty/staff overestimate my
academic ability or potential 2 3 5 3 2 3 9 0 0 3

People underestimate my ability to
handle frustration and stress 8 5 14 4 7 8 9, 0 17 8

People overestimate my ability to
h. Jle frdstration and stress 5 5 14 6 4 4 6 8 35 7

Fac,!Wstart esk ,no irrelevant
ce oderly personal questions
al,out 1y disability 3 1 7 1 0 0 3 14 0 3

Othor students ask aie Irrelevant
or overly personal questions
,about my disability 2 2 7 4 2 4 3 0 0 3

Bicadse faculty/staff dun't ask
me ,eaninciful. questions about
.Ty disability, I must anticipate
and answer such questions 3 5 9 5 6 4 10 0 0 5

Bocadse otner students don't ask
\me 7eaningfu1 questions about

\my disability, I must anticipate
and answer such cidestions 6 6 3 7 5 6 0 0 0 5

The failure of my instructors to
acccAr_codate to my disability-
related needs mdkes academic
warx more difficult 1 9 16 11 9 5 35 0 0 9

I Caa hlrile risk better and
't

al rre independent than
most penple realize 34 29 50 37 38 32 43 14 0 36

People patronize me or talk to
me as if I were a child 4 3 12 6 .0 . 4 6 0 0 5

People talk about me rather than
to 7, e 3 5 14 7 2 5 0 8 0 6

Myinstructors avoid or ignore me 0 1 . 4 5 2 0 . 0 8 0 2
Otner st.terits avoid or idbore me 2 3 7 3 0 1 '2 0 0 3
Facu1ty:staff make Te feel that

I cai.se them extra time and ,

trouole 0 2 6 3 0 8 0 15 3
Other stJoents make me feel that

I cause then extra time and
trouble 1 0 3 2 0 0 6 0 15 1

Because 1 have a disability,
pcoole assume that:

1 tia.e otber physical dis-
abilities that I do not
have i 4 4 12 4 4 7 3 8 0 6

I an limited socially 5 4 20 5 6 5 10 0 0 8
1 aM limited in 10-lac,I 4

,can 4o piysically 24 7 30 3 19 11 3 0 0 16
I an 1:-cited in yhe I

i
can do intellectually
and acadenicall'y 3 3 10 6 0 3 26 22 0 8

15'1



actual barrier "as do most of the other statements listed. Fewer than one in

ten of the total sample checked "frequently" for most of the other"statements.

Second, the multiply disabled stand in contrast to the other four main
s

disabilitysgroups in that they were at least twice as likely as average to

experience a given attitudinal or behavioral barrier "frequently": for instance,

being asked irrelevant or overly personal questions about their disabiliy'(7

percent, compared with 3 percent of the total sample); being patronized or

talked to as if they were children.(12 percent, compared,with 5 percent of the

'total sample); and having people assume that because they are disabled they are

. limited so (20'percent, versus 8 percent of the total sample).

College Support Services and Accommodations

To aid policymakers and educators alike, one item on the follow-up survey

listed 29 specific support services and accommodations; respondents were asked

to indicate for each (1) whether they used it, (b) whether they would have used

it if it had bee'n available, or (c) whether they did not use it because it was

irrelevant to them. It was generally found that, except for a few standard

services which are usually available to all collge students on all campuses

(e.g., academic advising, financial aid for college expenses, campus orientation,

nondisabled cl,14b.sT't, at least two-thirds of the total sample said that the

support service or accommodation was not relevant to them. Moreover, the

services they were most likely either to use or to say they mould use if

available were precisely those that are usually available to the able-bodied.

Of course, these handicapped respondents had entered college prior to full

implementation of Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973; thus, one

would expect mainstreamed functioning, adaptiveness, and resourcefulness to be
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part of their repertoire. Had this question been asked of disabled students

entering the higher education systen after June 1980, the reults might have
cf

been different, especially if the mandate was effective int enabling a larger

proportion of the handicapped population to attend college. (

The remainder of this section describes differences among the five main

disability groups in their responses to this item. The three response alter-

natives are treated separately.

Utilization of Services (Table 46). As was pointed out above, disabred

respondents were most likely to use standard services available to all students

at most colleges: financial aid for college expenses (56 percent of the total

sample), academic advising (55 percent), campus orientation (48 percent),

no'ndisabled.student clubs and organization's (44 percent), existing architectural

accommodations (29 percent), financial aid, for cost-of-living expenses (29

percent), vocational counseling (29 percent), personal counseling or therapy (18

percent), and transportation (18 percent). Not surprisingly, some disability

groups were more likely to use these services than others. For instance, the

orthopedically handicapped were more likely than those in the four other main

disability groups to use existing architectural accommodations. Consistent

with their greater dependency and poorer academic performance, the multiply

handicapped were more likely than others to use academic advising, vocational

advising, and personal counseling or therapy.

Moreover, some disability groups were more likely than others to use

support services and accommodations particularly intended for the disabled.

For instance, 20 percent of the orthopedically disabled and 16 percent of the

multiply handicapped (compared with 7 percent of the visually impaired, 3

percent of the respondents with health-related disabilities, and none dl the
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Table 46

Utilized College Supporif Services and Accommodations, as Reported by 1981 Follow-up Respondents, by Disability Area
(percentages)

cupport Services
and Accommodations

1981 Disability Area

Orthopedic Visual Multiple\ Hearing
Health-
Related Other Learning Speech Emotional Total

Existing architectural accommodations
(e.g., elevators, stair railings) 52 20 38 6 16 39 9 1 29

Adaptive architectural accommodations.
(e.g., ranps, adapted restroom facilities) 20 7 16 0 3 14 3 0 11

Adaptive equipTent, assistive devices
(e.c., tape recorders, braille) 4 21 21 13 1 V 6 23 0 12

Support service personnel (e.g., inter-
preters, readers, attendants) 3 10 8 5 2 0 12 0 6

Instruotional accommodations 7 8 17 8 9 4 20 0 9

Time accommodations 8 13 15 2 6 2 23 17 10

Program accommodations 8 6 7 5 8 8 24. 0 8

Performance evaluation accommodations 6 6 3' 6 10 12 0 6

Adaptive pnysical education 13 5 7 2 11 7 5' 0 7

Peer counseling from disabled students 2 1 4 2 3 0 6 0 2

Peer courLseling from nondisabled students 10 15. 14 11 10 , 8 10 0 12

Academic advising 54 56 63 54, 58 55 45 2 45 55

Personal counseling, therapy 10 13 32 17 14 20 21 45 18

Vocatidnal counseling 31 27 38 ,21 32 25 27 28 29

Repair services for assistive devices 4 4 5 4 .0 2 0 0 3

Disabled student organizations, clubs 4 6 4 6 3 2 4 0 4

Nondisabled student organizations, clubs 51 51 42 52 44 53 22 2 34 44

Disadled student office, advocate
..,

6 6 6 A 2 2 4 0 5

Legal services 5 5 6 4 2 2 0 0 4

Adaptive admissions criteria
Adaptive admissions procedures

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

3

2

2

9

2

0

0

3
% 4

Car,pus orientation 47 49 51 51 53 54 26 20 34 48

Financial aid for college expenses
(e.g., tuition, books) 58 60 53 60 60 64 11 72 46 56'

Financial aid for cost-oft-living
expenses(e.g., food, rent) 27 27 .31 .25 6 .40 35 29

Financial aid for disability-related
.37

e,,penses 12 14 16--- 11 15 3 13 0 12

Transportation 18 16 21 18 20 17 14 8 29 18

Special parking 19 A 11 0 10 12 0 O. 0 9

Registration priority
Other

10.

3

8

0

10

1

5

2

6

0

11

0

6

2

0 0

0

8

1

1 155



hearing impaired) used adaptive architectural accommodations. These two groups

were also more likely to use special parking. One-fifth of the visually

impaired and the multiply disabled (compared with 12 percent of the total

sample) used adaptive equipment or assistive devices. In general, the multiply

handicapped made the greatest use of the special services listed,-including

those involving ructional and time accommodations and peer counseling from

disabled students. At the other end of the spectrum, respondents with health-

related handicaps were less likely than average to use most of the special 00

e
accommodations or support services. This finding is consistent with the nature

of their disability.

Needed Services (Table 47) The college support services and accommoda-

tions which disabled respondents were most likely to say theY would use if they

were available were financial aid for cost-of-living expenses (25 percent of

the total sample) and financial aid for disability-related expenses (21 percent).

Especially likely to say they could have used these funds were the multiply

ej

handicapped and those with health-related disabilities; this is consistent with

the higher proportions of these groups who said they were "very much" co r cerned

about expenses associated with their disability. Again, the multiply handicapped

were about twice as likely as average to say they would have used a given

accommodation if it had been available at their campuses. Conversely, the

hearing-impaired were least likely to indicate a need for a vpriety of services

listed (e.g., accommodations for instruction, time, program, or peilormance

evaluation). Relatively few of the orthopedically handicapped expressed a need

for adaptive equipment or assistive devices, additional support services

personnel, or special accommodations in time, program, or performance evaluation;

however, one-fourth compared with 13 percent of the total sample would have taken

adaptive.physical education, if it had been available.



Table 47

Needed College Support Services and Accommodations, as Reported by 1981 Follow-up Respondents, by Disability Area
(percentages)

Would Use
Support Services
and Accommcdations

1981 Disability Area

Orthopedic Visual Multiple Hearing
Health-
Related Other Learning SPeech Emotional Total

Existing architectural accommodations
(e.g., elevators, stair railings) 3 i 3 2 6 1 0 0 0 3

Adaptive architectural accommodations
(e.g., ra^ps, adapted restroom facilities) 4 0 2 2 1 2 0 0 0 2

Adaptive equipment, assistive devices
(e.g., tape recorders, braille) 1 4 10 10 0 3 10 0 0 5

Support service personriel (e.g., inter-
preters, readers, attendants) 1 4 9 7 0 2 28 0 0 5

Instructional accommodations 5 '10 20 5 6 6 35 13 0 10

Time accotrmodations 10 10 22 2 10 8 26 0 0 11

Progran. accem-,odations 6 7 23 4 9 5 37 0 0 10

Performance evaluation accommodations 6 8 24 7 8 7 . 22 0 0 11

Adaptive uhysical education 25 9 14 2 8 16 7 0 0 13

Peer counseling from disabled students 9 6 24 5 8 6 16 0 15 10
i

Peer counseling from nondisabled students 8
§.

18 2 8 8 13 0 17 9 1-.4

Academic advising 5 6 14 7 6 3 25 13 0 8 1-.4

LO
Personal counseling, therapy 8 5 21 4 9 7 14 31 0 10 i

Vocational counseling 8 10 13 4 5 3 10 . 0 18 9

Repair services for assistive devices 5 5 9 11 5 6 0 0 0 6

Disabled student organizations, clubs 11 6 21 4. 7 11 16 0 0 11

Nendisabled student organizations, clubs 2 2 8 4 4 2 13 0 18 5

Disabled Stuth!nt effice, advotate 10 .10 24 4 10 8 14 0 0 12

Legal services 8 11 16 5 11 12 8 0 18 10

Adaptive admissions criteria 7 6 13 1 5 6 10 0 0 7

Adaptive admissions procedures 7 7 17 3 5 8 8 0 0 8

Callous orlentation 5 4 7 1 2 3. 3 0 0 4

Financial aid for college expenses
(e.g., tuition, books) 11 15 24 14..41, 16 11 24 0 0 15

Financial aid or cost-of-living
expenses (e.g., food, rent) 26 18 35 26 30 17 18 5 0 25

Financial aid for disability-related
expenses . 16 14 32

,

22 26 16 28 . 0 18 21

Transportation. 18 15 26 9 13 24 8 5 0 17

Special parking 10. 5 12 4 12 12 0 5 0 8

Registration priority 18 9 22 5 17 14 12 6 0 14

Other .
3 3 6 0 3 0 0 0 0 3
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Irrelevant Services (Table 48). The proportions of disabled students

saying that the support services and accommodations wereirrelevant to their

needs are shown in Table 48. Most likely to be regarded as irrelevant were

repair services for assistive devices (91 percent of the total sample), adaptive

admissions criteria (90 percent), support service personnel (89 percent),

adaptive architectural accommodtions (1 percent), adaptive admissidns proce-
.

dures (88 percent), peer -counseling from disabled students (87 percent), and

legal services (86 percent).

The findings from these analyses reinforce earlier findings and MA6' it

clear that those with different disabilities have different needs and would

benefit from different types of services:



Table 48

Irrelevant College SupPort Services and Accommodations, as Rapoeted by 1981 Follow-up Respondents, by Disability Area

12 (lErcentages)

Do (Did) Not Use
Support Services
and Accommodations

1981 Disability Area

Health-

Orthopedic Visual Multiple Hearing Related Other Learning Speech Ernrona1 Total

Existing architectural acc&modations
(e.g., elevators, stair railings)

Adaptive architettural accommodations
(e.g., ranps, adapted restroom facilities)

Adaptive equipme6t, assistive devices
(e.g., tape recorders, braille)

Support service. personnel (e.g., inter-
preters, reaJers, 'attendants)

Instruc,tional accommodations
Time accpmmodations
Program accommodations
Performance evaluation accommodations
Adapt,ive physical education
Peer counseling from disabled students
Peer counseling from nondisabled students
Acadenic advising
Personal counseling, therapy
Vocational counseling
Repair services for assistive devices
Disaoled student organizations, clubs
.Nondisabled student organizations, clubs
Disanled student office, advocate

Legal services
Adaptive admissions criteria
Adaptive admissions procedures
Campus orientation
Fin,incial aid for college expenses
,(e.g., tuition, books)

Finacial aid for cost-of-living
expenses (e.g., food, rent)

Financial aid foe disability-related
expenses

Transportation
Special parking.
Registration priority
Other

45 78 59 92 78 60 91 100 68

76 92 82 98 96 c 85 96

(p8

100 100 88

9sr 74 69 77 99 91 67 100 100 83

96 85 82 88 98 58 60 100 100 89

88 82 63 87 85 90 45 87 m 100 75

82 78 64 97 84 90 51 100 83 79

86 87 69 92 84 88 39 100 100 82

90 87 70 90 86 83 66 100 100 84

62 86 79 96 81 77 88 100 100 80

89 93 74 93 89 g4 78 100 85 87

82 77 67 87 81 84 1. 77 100 83 79

42 38 23 39 37 42 29 65 55 37

81 82 47 80 77 72 66 69 55 72

61 63 50 74 58 72 63 94 54 62

91 91 86 85 95 92 100 100 100 91

85 88 75 91 90 87 80 100 100 85

43 48 50 44 53 45 64 76 48 51

83 85 71 92 89 90 82 100 100 84

87 . 84 78 91 88 86 92 100 82 86

90 91 81 99 92 92 81 100 100 90

90 88 77 94 92 90 90 100 100 88

47 48 41 48 45 43 71 80, 66 47

31 25 23 26 24 25 65 28 54 28

47 45 38 ,43 45 50 76 54 65 46

72 72 52 67 58 75 69 87 82 67

64 69 53 73 68 59 78 87 71 65

71 91 77 96 78 75 100 95 100 82

72 83 68 90 77 75 81 94 100 77

A 94 97 93 99 97 100 98 100 100 96
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Chapter 8,

, Personal Issues

This chapter covers items of, a. more persolal nature, including politital

orientation, life goals, self-ratings; and preferred life patterns. The first

two items were included, on the 1978 SIF and repeated on the 1981 follow7up

survey.. The last two, though intermittently appearing on the C1RP freshman

survey questionnaires, were mit included on the 1978 SIF. Again, only the five

largest disatilty groups'are discossed (respondents, with orthopedic, visual,

mltiple, hearing or health-related handicaps), though data on all grbups are

shown,in the tables.

Political Orientation, 1978 and 1981 .(jable. 49)

Overall, the political orientation of the disabled sample hanged very

little betWeen 1978 and 1981: In both years, about half considered themselyes

to be "middle-of-the-road," slightly less than one-fourth saw themselves as

liberal and an equal proportion saw themselves as conservative, while very few

(1-4 percent) were either far left or fttright. However, as Table 49 shows,

the disability groups differed in their 1981 political compqsition and in the

extent to which they had changed their political views since 1978.

ThR orthopedically disabled (who. were more likely than others to be older

and married) were most likeqy to be middle-of-the-road or conservative in 1981.

In addition, the.proportion saying they were liberal dropped from 24 percent in

1978 to 17 percent in 1981; whereas the proportion saying they were conservative

increased from 19 percent to 27 percent. .A relatively large proportion'of the

hearing-impaired also characterized themselves as middle-of-the-road-in 1981, .

though the propOrtion espousing that point of view dropped from 61 percent in

1G.;:!



Table 49

1981 Political Orientation of 1981 Follow-up Respondents, by
Disability Area, Colpared with 1978 Political Orientation

of the Total Sanple and of the Five Main Groups

3

1981 Disability Area 1978 SamOle

Ortho-
pedic Visual

Mul-
tiple Hearing

Health-
Related Other Learning Speech

'Emo-

tional Total

ota
Sample

r o-
pedic Visual

Mu

tiple Hearing
Hea t
Related

Far left 0 5 7 3 3 4 0 0 15 4 3 1 5 3 2 2

Liberal 17 35 21 17 23 21 28 37 38 24 22 24 36 22 24 24

Middle-of-the-road 55 40 43 54 .49 57 32 58 29 49 49 57 41 49 61 59

Conservative 27 21 24 24 23 18 33 5 17 24 23 ,19 18 23 13 14

Far right 0 0 1 1 2 0 6 0 0 1 2 0 0 2 0 2

734 665 617 386. 314 279 166 84 33 3,277 3,176 723 652 596 374 315
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1978 to 54 percent in 1981. Like the orthopedically disabled, the hearing-
/

impaired exhibited a definite shift from liberalism to conservatism over the three-

year period. Similarly, the proportions of respondents with health:related

disabilities saying they were conservative increased from 14 percent in 1978 to

23 percent in 1981, whereas the proportion 5aying they were middle-of-the-road

decreased from 59 percent to 49 percent; in their 1981 distribution, however,

this group resembled the norm.

The groups least likely to change in political orientation were the

visually and the multiply disabled. The visually impaired were more likely

than others to characterize themselves as liberal both in 1978 and in 1981.

Correspondingly, they were less likely than others to call themselves middle-

of-the-road or conservative in 1981. Nonetheless, the greatest change for this

group-was an

percent in

ase in the proportion.saying they were conservative: from 18
A

21. percent in 1981. The distribution of the multiply

disabled changed very little over the three-year interval, and it resembled the

norm in both years, except that 7 percent characterized themselves as far left

in 1981, compared with only 3 percent in 1978.

Thus, the most notable change was a shift toward greater conservatism (as

seems to be true of the country as a whole), and this shift was most marked

among thi hearing-impaired, those with health-related disabilities, and those

with orthopedic handicaps.

Ofe Goals (Table 50)

Both the 1978 and the 1981 survey questionnaires included a li.st,of life

goals that respondents were asked to rate. The response options on the 1978

SIF were "essential," "very important," "somewhat.important," and "not important";

on tihe 1981 fo low-up survey, only three response options were offered:

1
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Table 50

1981 Life Goals of Follow-Up R'espondents, by Disability Area,

Compared with 1978 Life Goals of the Total Sample and of the Five Main Groups

(percentage's marking "eis050a4ial")

1981 Disability Area `11

Orthopedic Visual Multiple Hearing

Health-

Related Other Learning Speech Emotional Total

Total
Sample

Becoming accomplished in one
of the performing arts
(acting, lancing, etc.) /2 5 11 4 8 9 3 13 11 6 7

Becoing an authority in
my field 33 33 36 32 26 37 25

,

32 11 32 32

Ntailng recognition frem my
colleagJes for contributions
to my special field 23 25 27 18 24 30 20 8- 11 24 15

Influencing the political

structure 6 8 10 6, 5 10 8 0 '0 7 4

Influencing social values 12 18 21 22 15 16 17 0 .17 16 8

Raisirj a family 36 43 31 45 21 41 31 44 0 36 20

Havih,) :!Tlinistrative respon-

sioility for the work of others 16 13 20 14 21 20 18 13 0 17 8

;Being very well-off financially 21 27 27.,' 31 26 12 24 26 17 25 18

Helpiny etners who are in

difficulty
aking a theoretical contribution
to sciance

38

6

40 52

7

50 ,

9-

41

8

36

0

38

7

14

0

50

0

42. 26

5

Writing criqinal works (poems,
novels, short stories, etc.) 9

.5

12 14 10,, 8 10 2 8 28

.6

'11 6

Creating artistic work (painting,
sculpture, decorating, etc.) '

.t 0

10 10 16 12 10 12 19 0 11 12 7

Being successful in a business
of my own 15 21 22 20 16 18 20 39 18 19 19

Becoming involved in prograqis

to clean up the enviornment 4 14 13 16 7 11 6 0 0 10 7

Developing a-meaningful
pnilosopny of life 37 50 48 45 44 36 17 50 42 29

'Participating in a. Community
.

action prograrn 8 8 17

.36

17 12 16 14 0 28 12 7

Helping to promote
racial understanding

Keepivg up-to-date with

13 20 22 20 15 21 10 5 17 18 13

political affairs 27 16 24 20 . 24. 25 16 13 56 20 16

Helpir,g to promote the interests

of the disabled 20 19 37 26 25 28 10 0 28 24 a

a
Not on the 1978 SIP.

G

1 t3



"essential," "important," and "not important." In addition, the 1981 question-

naire inclu4ed one life goal' that was not on the 1978 SIF: "helping to promote

the interests of the disabled."

Table 50 shows the proportions of each disability group who indicated in

1931 that a goal was "essential"; it also shows the proportions for the total

sample in 1978 and in 1981, so overall changes during the three-year interval

can be assessed.

The same goals ranked along the top four in both years, although their

order changed slightly: becoming an authority in one's field (ranked first in

1978 and.fourth in 1981); developing a meaningful philosophy of life (ranked

second in 1978 and tied for first in 1981); helping others who are in difficulty

(ranked third in 1978 and tied for first in 1981); and raising a-family (ranked

fourth in 1978 and third in 1981). In neither year did more than 15 percent of

the total sample give highest priority to the goals of becoming accomplished in

one of the performing arts, influencing the political structure, making a

theoretical contribution to science, writing original works, creating artistic

works; or becoming involved in programs to clean up the environment.

Somewhat surprisingly, the proportions saying that a goal was essential

increased on 15 of the 18 goals common to both questionnaires. Whether these

increases represent a general elevation in aspirations over time or are simply

the.result of the telescoping of response option (from four to three) is

difficult to say. If the former, one might infer that exposure to the college

environment has the general effect of broadening the individual's horizons and

strengthening drive to achieve.

Comparing the 1981 responses of the five main disability groups, one

finds some suggestive differences. The multiply disabled were more likely than



average to.say that a given goal was essential to them, the only exception

being the goal of raising a family. Thus, larger proportions than of any othe'r

group placed high value on becoming accomplished in a performing art, becoming

an authority in one's field, obtaining recognition from colleagues for contribu-

tions to one's field, influencing the political structure, helping others in

difficulty, writing original works, creating artistic works, being successful

in one's own business, promoting racial un erstanding, and helping to promote

the interests of the disabled. In view o their multiple disabilities, the

wide-ranging aspirations of these respondents may be somewhat unrealistic.

Those with hearing impairments show a similar tendency twendorse a variety of

goals; thus, they were more likely than others to rate as essential the goals

of influencing social values, raising a family, being very well-off financially,

making a theoiletical contribution to science, becoming involved in programs to

clean up environment, and participating in community action programs.

Relatively few, however, were concerned withvinning recognition from colleagues,

having administrative reponsibility, or developing a meaningful philosophy.

Those with orthopedic and with health-related disabilities exhibited the

opposite tendency; that is, the proportions of these groups rating a given goal

essential tended to be smaller than average. The only exceptpris were

keeping up-to-date with political affairs (in the case of the orthopedically

disabled) and becoming accomplished in a performing art and having administra-

tive responsibility over the work of others (in the case'of those with health-

related handicaps).
A

The visually disabled were between these two extremes. Larger-than-

average proportions gave highest priority to winning recognition from colleagues,

raising a family,,becoming involved in programs to clean up the-environment,

)
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11,

and developing a meaningful philosophy; but relatively few wanted to have

administrative responsibility, contribute to science, participate in community:

action programs, keep up-to-date with political affairs, and help promote the

interests of the disabled.

Self-Ratings (Table 51)

Offering the response options of "above average," "average," and_Lbelow

average,_" the follow-up survey asked respondents to rate themselves on 22

traits-compared with the average person'of their own age. Table 51 shows the

proportions in each disability group rating themselves as "above average." The

majority of respondents in the total sample (and in nearly all the five main

disability groups) rated themselves as above average in understanding of others

(64 percent), drive to achieve (56 percent), academic ability (53 percent), and

sense of humor (51 percent).

Perhaps because of the nature oftheir handicaps and their success in

college, thbse with health-related disabilities had the most positive self-image,

being the most likely to see themselves as above average in academic ability,

artistic ability, leadership ability, intellectual self-confidence, writing

ability, stubbornness, physical attractiveness, and political conservatism.

Only on originality and understanding of others were they inclined to give

thlemselves relatively low ratings. Similarly, the hearing-impaired manifested

considerable self-esteem, with larger-than-average proportions rating themselves

high on academie ability, athletic ability, physical attractiveness, popularity,

popularity with the opposite sex, and understanding of others. However, they

also tended to see themselves as sensitive to criticism and as lacking in

social self-confidence, artistic ability, and public speaking ability.
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Table 51

Self-Ratings of 1981 Follow-up Respondents

by Disability Area
(percentages marking "above average")

1981 Disability Area

Orthopedic Visual Multiple Hearing

Health-
Related Other Learning Speech Emotional Total

Academic ability 51- 54 50 58 64 66. 28 46 .17 53

Athletic ability 9 18 16 31 18 16 38 19 0 -18

Artistic ability 25 25 30 19 30 24 39 36 29-, 27

Defensiveless 15 16 27 22 31 12 28 21 44 21

Drive to achieve 60 57 56 56 53 53 . 45 65 35 56

Leadership ability 43 40 33 35 46 50 28 34 18 39

Mathematical ability 38 40 23 32, 38 36 30 54 11 34

Mechanical ability 26 23 19 19 25 30 11 15 0 22
1

....i

Originality 41 46 49 42 .35 43 46 36 29 43
r9 '
-P

Physical attractiveness 14f 22 18 27 30 26 37 31 35 22 1

Political conservatism 10 9 11 15 19 8 20 5 17 12

Political liberalism 12 22 15 14 14 24 12 11 48 16,

Popularity 21 14 12 24 19 30 23 15 18 19..

Popularity with opposite sex 16 14 17 20 17 23 16 20 35 17

Public speaking ability 27 '31 ..22 20 28 23 21 17 25

Selfconfidehce (intellectual) 06 41 40 41 52 52

_16,

34 39 35 44

Self-confidence (social) 31 28 17 18 25 25 30 13 18 24

Sense of humor 49 57 41 52 55 60 48 47 52 51

Sensitivity to criticism 17 31 30 37 30 40 23 13 27 28

StAbornoss 36 33 41 37 43 33 35 44 62 39

UnAerstanding oPothers 63 60 68 70 54 70 68 46 47 64

Writing ability 43 40 43 51 35 14 34 45 39
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At the other end of the spectrum, the multipp,.disabled projected the

least favorable self-image: Though relatively larg proportions rated them-

selves high ori aPtistic ability, originality and 4efensiveness (hardly a

desirable trait), relafively few saw thethsel yas having academic ability,

leadership ability, matheMatical, ability, physical attractiness, popularity,

social self-confidente, writing ability, and a sense of humor.

Between these two extremes were the orthopedically handicapped and the

visually impaired. Cohsistent with the nature of their disability, relatively

few of the former group saw themselves as athletically able. They were,

however, inclined to see themselves as popula-r, socially self-confident, having

mechanical ability and drive to achieve, wand lacking in defensiveness and

sensitivity to self-criticiSm. Those with visual handicaps were more likely

than average to se themselves as suBierior in Rathematical

speaking ability, sense of humor, and (consistent with fhe data on political

orientation) political liberalism;-rel'atively few perceived themselves as

defensive, politically conservative, or popular with the opposite sex.

Preferred Life Patterns (Table 52)

KThe 1981 follow-up questionnaire asked respondents to indicate the

life pattern ,(with respect tb marriage; children, and employment) they would

prefer to have in ten or fifteen years. As Table 52 shows, the majority of the

follow-up respondents (and of each of the five main_groups) Kanted to be

married, raising children, and involved in a full-time career. Some differences

between the groups are worth pointing out.

While a larger-than-average proportion of respondents with health-related.

disabilities were married by 1981 (12 percent), only 5 percent,had children and

1 7



Table 52

Preferred Life Patterns of 198.1 Follow-up.Respondents

by Disability Area
(percentages)

1981 Disability Area

Orthopedic Visual Multiple Hearing

Health-
Related Other Learning SpRech Emotional Total

Marital Status

Single
4 8 4 8 6 8 7 8 0 6

Married
90 85 87 85 L 87 83 88 92 51 87

Living with a person of the

oppo'site sex but not

married
6 4 8 4 3 9

..

5 0 17 6

Other

N

0

747

4

. 671

1

618

3

389

4

323

0

274

0

152

. 0

84

32

33

2

3,291
t

Children

PO
01
I

- No children
'14 15 ,

16 13 .24 .. 17 12 -,8 .50 16

One child
14 7 12 7 12 4 20 0 -17 10

Two children
47 53 40 51 44 56 38 '73 0 48

Three on moret.114.14ten
19 24 23 21

..,

13 16 30 6 33 .20

Adopt one or more children,
.

6 1 9 8- 7 6 0
.

13 . 0 6

N
725 639 596 380, 300 274 152 84. )k.-1- 33 3,183

Career

Full-time career
82 82 76 78 73 78 68 100 79 79

Part-time career
16 ? 18 23 18 25 , 18 26 0 21 19

.

Not enployed

.

2 0 1 3 2 4 6 0 0 2

N
693 639 594 362 298 232 158 84 33 3,094

175
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one-fOurth (compared with 16 percent of the total sanple) said they did not

want children in the future. Morefiver, one-fourth (compared With 19 percent of the

total sample) wanted only part-time careers. It makes logical'sense (considering

their high,academic'achievementS and aspirations yet-propensity to "stop out"

college) that the demands of either children or full-tioe careers may be too

much for some respondents with health-ree problems. Although the proportion

of the multiply handicapped saying they did not want children was about average,

the proportion wanting only part- me careers was.Sonewhat higher than average.

The visually disabled, who tended to be yOUng, were nore likely thaw average to

want at least two children of.their-own (77 percent, compared with 68 percent-
.

of the total sample) but less liWy_than average to plan on adopting children

(1 percent, compared(Alth 6 percent of the tOtal *sample);

d.
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Chabter 9

Summary Profil of the Five Main Disability Groups

This chapter presents summary profileS of the five maio disability

.grou15?-T4entified through the 1(9.81 follow-up survdy: the orthopedically

handicapped, the visually impaired, the multipLy disabled, the heating-impaired,

and those with healthfelated disabilities.

Orthopedic Disability

The orthopedically disabled conStituted the largest group of 1981...follow-

up respondents: .750, or 22 percent of the total sample. ;Women outnpmbered men

by about three to two. This group included relatively large proportion5 of

"nontraditione" students: 11 percent were age 30 or older at:the time of the

fol'low-up survey (16 percent had been. nonfreshmen in 1978); only 84 percent

(coMpared,With.89,.percent of the total sample) were single;jof the married

group, one-fourth were separated, divorced Or widowed; 13 percent had children;

and 7 percent were4ie-:erans. (Indeed, one-third of all the veterans in the

sample had orthopedic handicaps.) Relatively,large proportions were Protestant,

Jewish, or undecided as to religious preference in 1981;.relatively few were

Catholic_ Hispapics and Whites were mare likely than averagb,Hand Blacks and

Orientals less likeiyfthan average;.to have orAhopedic.disabilities.

'Perhaps bfeCause of their slight.tendency not to have taken college

,prep ory program in high school and their relatively Poor.high'school §rades

(19 percent, Compared. wit[r 15 percent of the total sample; earned no more than

a C+ average), the. orthopedi.cally ,i.LiSabled were somewhatincire.likely than

awerage to have entered ptIblic two-year colleges in 1978, thOugh 11 percnt

(wmpared 'with 9 percent of the total, sample) had enrolled in priyate uniYersi-

ti%s; they were underrepresented,bhOwever, in both public and private fOur-year

"- 177
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colleges. At the time of the follow-up survey, 10 percent indica'nd theyhad

permanently withdrawn from college (th6ugh some of these may have been persons

who aspired to no t re 'than an associate degree and who had completed their

programs, rathkr tha) dropouts); 73 percent were currently enrolled; and 44

percent had achieved seniorsstatus, Their college grades tended/to be fairly

high, with 74 percent (compared with 69 percent of tee total sample) earning A
. .

or B averages. A l.arger-than7average proportion had not been employed during,

College, and a lower-than-average proportion had worked at part-time,- on-campus

jobs. Though one-fourth (compared with-17 percent /of the total sample) reported

annual incomes of $10,000 or more, half (compared with 46 percent of all

respondentsrwere very ffuch concerned'about theiriability to pay for colltge;

this concern may be attributable to the,ir greater tendency to be married and to
t.

have chi.ldren. Relatively fe'had failed one or more courses,, served on a

campus committee, or participated in student demOnstrations during college, and

a larger-thar-average proportion expressed satisfaction with college.

During the college years, the orthopedically dicabled tended to have

raised their degree aspirations; in 1981, 46 percent (compared with 40 percent .

of the totalruoup) aSpired to a master's degree', though relatively few aimed

for a doctorate. Engineering was more popularj as both a majox field and a

,career choice with the Orthopedically disabled than with most other groups; in

addition, larger-than-average proportio s wanted to be artists and health

professionals.

The orthopedic disability was likely to have been diagnosed either pre-

natallY/at birth car after age ne-third (compared with 18 percent of the.

-total sample) regarded their icap.as visible. However; a larger-than-

1.
A
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average proportion indicated that their disabiiity did not affect their general

college,functioning; such effects were most apt to occur in the recreational/

extracurriculAr area. Though more likely than average to use support services

and accommodations designed to enhance. mobility (existing and adaptive architec-

tUral accommOdations, adaptive physical education, special parking); the .

'orthopedically impaired were also more likely than average to indicate that

some services (instructional, time, and perfOrmance accommodations; personal

'counSeling and therapy) were ir levant to them.

Consistent with the larger than-average proportions of older respondents,

the orthopedically impaired were More likely th.an others io regard theMselves

as middle-of-the-road or conservative in political orientation and to h4ave

shifted to the right during the three years since matriculation. Though more

likely than average to say that keeping up-to:date with political affairs was

an essential goal, they were-less likely than average to valLe other gqals.
. -

Their self-image tended to.be positive; while most gave themselves low ratings

on athletic ability, they wellmore likely than average to see themselves as

having mechanical ability and a drive to achieve being popular and socially

self-confident, and lacking in defensivehess and s nsitivity to criticism.

Visual Disabipty

The visually impaired, who constituted one-fifth of the total follow-up

sample (677,respondents), stand out for their progness and persistence in.

college. In contrast to other groups, the majority (53 percent) were men.

(7
They resembled the traaitional undergraduate in that relatively few were age 30

or over, had served in the military, were mar'ried, or had,children at the time

of the follow-up survey. They were more likely than average, to say they had no

/

se.

.

_



current religious preference and less likely than average to say they were

born-again Christ)ans. The frequency-ofJvisual disabilities is relatively high

along 3lacks and Orientals and relatively low mong Hispanics.

The visually disabled were distinguished by their outstanding records

both in high school and in college: 92 percent (compared with 86 percent of
1

the total sample) had taken college-preparatory courses, and over one-third

(compared with 27 percent of the total sample) earned A averages in high

school. They were more likely than others to have enrolled in a private

four-year college in 1978 and less likely to have entered a public two-year

college. Larger-than-average proportions had attended only one higher-education

institution, tad been enrolled continuously since 1978, and so had attained

senior status; and 19 percent (compared with 16 percent of the total sample)

had earned A averaces in college. The visually.disabled were also more likely

than average.to.live in college housing, to have nondisabled roommates, to

change major filds, to serve,on campus committees, to get a job to help pay

for college expenses, to participate in proteSts or demonstrations, and(to feel

satisfied with college. Though fairly well-off in terms of income, only 14

percent (compared with 20 percent of the total sample) said they were.not at

all Nncerned about their ability to pay for college. They more frequently

cited federal college-related aid, Vocational Rehabilitation funds-,, and Supplek7

mentary Support Income as -source's of college support thdArdid Most others

Relatively few had a mentor during the college years, buCthoselAtho named such

,te

a person were more likely than average to say that the mentor was female and

disabled.

Like the orthopedically, disabled, the visually impaired,were likely to

o



have raised their degree aspirations during the undergraduate years from the

baccalaureate to the master's degree, bUt the proportions aspiring to a profes-

sjonal degree decreased from 19 percent to 8 percent over the three-year

interval. Consistent with this change, the proportions planning to become

doctors and lawyers dropped. They were somewhat more likely than average to

major in engineering, English, history/political science, and "other" humani-

ties, but less likely than average-to major in biological or physical sciences.

Career choices especially popular with the visually impaired included elemen-

tary or high school teacher, engineer, oollege teacher, health'professional,

and nurse; but relatively few wanted to become businesspersons or research

scientists.

Close to three-fourths (72 percent; compared with 54 percent of the total

sample) said their visual disability had been diagnosed at some point between

infancy and age 12 and larger-than-aver'age proportions indicated that it had at

least some effect ontheir academic functioning but that it affected their

,functioning'in social,-recreatiOnal, psychological/emotional, and "other" areas

not at all. Support services more frequently used by the visuall disabled

than by most others included adaptive equipment and assi'stive devices, support

'service'personnel, time accommodations, peer counseling feom the nondisabled,

and both nondisabled and disabled student or:ganizations; su ort services more

frequently cited as irrelevant included 'misting and adaptive architectural

,accommodations, instructional accommAations, personal counseling and therapy,

and special parking.

Both in 1978 and in 1981, the visually impaired were more likely than any

.otherseof the five main disability groups to characterize themselves as liberal;



in addition, 5 percent in both years said they were far left in political -

orientation. This liberalism is consistent with their greater tendency to say

that becoming involved in programs to clean up the environment was essential to

then; other goals they were especially likely to consider essential were

raising a family and developing a meaningful philosophy'of life. The visually

disabled tended-to rata themselves high on mathematical and pub-lid speaking

ability, liberalism, and sense of humor; relatively few saw

A

defensive, conservative, or popular with the opposite sex.

Multiple Disabilfties

Six hundred and twenty-two respondents to the follow-up survey (19

percent) indicated.that they had more than one disability. As_in the.órthope-

emselvas as

dically disabled group, women outnuMgeed men by three to..two. The multiply

disabled -shared other characteristtcs with the orthopedically disabled. For

instance, relatively large.proportions mere i'mintraditional".students: 23
, .

.

,percent (compared with 14 percent of the total s.ampla) were over age 22 at the

time of the follow-up survey; only,86 percent were single; of the Married

group, one-third were divorced, widowed, oe separated; 12 percent ha& children.

The multiply _disabled constituted 29 percerit df,:the veterans. Close"to one-

third (32 percent; compared with 26 percent of the total sample) regarded

themselves as-born-apin Christians. Blacks and those of "other" racial/ethnic

backgrounds were more likely than Alltgei.'and Hispanics less likely than

average, to be multiply disabled'.
,

-
Only abOut two-thirds (oompgred with fOur-fifths.of the total sample) had

been mainstreamed during their earlier schooling, d their high school' gr'ades.
J..
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tended to be relatively low. Thus, it is not surprising that they were less

likely than average to have persisted continuously since 1978 and more likely

to havesstopped out; only 38 percent (compared with 48 perceni of the total

sample) were seniors at the time of the follow-up survey.. Though their insti-

tutional distribution in 1978 resembled the norm, about one-third had attended

more than one institution; they were less likely than thers to say they had

transferred because they had completed their planned program and more likely to

transfersbecause of inadequate support services, general dissatisfaction, and

the feelingthat they-did not fit in.. Despite their greater-thanTaverage

likelihood of having taken remediation or tutoring and having a mentor (usually

a college professor or advisor), 42 percent (compared with 31 percent f the
4

total samprt) made no better than C+ averages in college. Major sourcees of
If

income mentidned'more frequently bythe multiply handicapped than by others

ere4SocialSecuritYllenaits and federal college-related aid, but few,received

scholarships ftom.the c011egeor from an outside agenty. Sixteen percent

-(cOmpared-with.10 percent of the total group) reported having no income over-
.

half (54 Percent, cpmpared with 46,percent'Of the total group) were very much

= concerned about their ability to Pay for college.

Consistent with their college performance, t,he.multiply disabled had

father low degree aspirations (With 12 percent planming.on getting nothing

higher than an assOciate degree), -though the proportions seeking a master's

degree increased between 1978 ffid 198r. Hliey'were less likely than others to

aspire to a doctorate or a professional- degree. 'Though relatively 5table in .

their major'field choices, they were unstable in their career, choices. Larger-

-.

than-average proportions said in 1981 that they planned to becOme farmersobr

1 S*1 t)
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doctors,' and smaller-tha6=-average'proportions planned to become businesspersons,

clergy, engineers, pr lawyers.

The multiply disabled were more likely than average to feel that their

handicaps Ifected their functioning in virtlally all areas and that they

encountered attitudinal and behavioral barriers in college. Perhaps because

this group encompasses a variety of disabilities, relatively large proportions

indiCated that they made use of--or would have used, if available--a variety of

support seryices and accommodations. The fact that they have more than one

disabilitylmay account for the relatively largeproportions who planned-to

adopt children and to have part-time careers.

Their distribution with respect to political orientation xesembled the

norM, except,that 7 percent (compared with 4 percent of the total sample)

characterized their views as far left. They had a propensity to endorse many

life,goals as essential; given their coparatively slow progress and poor

per,formance in college, these ambitions seem unrealistic. Although inclined to

F-rate themselves as above average in artistic abilAity and originality, the

multiply disabled had a generally unfavorable self-ima§e; relatively few saw .

themselves as outstanding in academi.c, leadership',,mathematical, and writing

as'physically attractive, poOular, or socially self-confident; or as

'having a sense of humor. In summary, the multiply disabled constitute a

high-risk group among undergi-aduates.

Hearing Disabill

The hearing impaired, who accounted for 12 percent of the follow-up

-sample.(392 respondents), tended to reSemble traditional college stUdents in
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that relatively few were over age 22, veterans, or married with children at the

time of the follow-up survey. Whites and those !rom_fother" racial/ethnic

backgrounds were more likely than average, and Orientals les.si.likely than

average, to be hearing-impaired.. Over half.(56 percent) of the group were

women.

Larger-than-average proportions of the hearing-impaired had been main-
,

streamed in their earlier schooling, had atterided privatevhigh schools (es-

pecially nondenominational schools), and had taken college preparatory courses.

Their high school grades' were good, and their college grddes were about average.

Their institutional distribution in 1978 resembled the norm. They were more

likely than others to have beet) enrolled in college continuously since 1978,

and less likely to have withdrawn permanently or to be Current stopouts.

Perhaps because they I-ad a som'what greater-than-average tendency to he&

enrolled part time, a smaller proportion of the hearing-impaired than of the

visually disabled had achieved senior status, and a larger proportion were

jLniors.

The socialbility and independence that characteri-ze this group are re-

flected in the reasons they give for transferring:- Among the 30 percent who

attended more than 'one in'stitution, relatively' commdn reasons ilclude wanting to

attend alarger institution, to improve their social life, and to be farther
f

away from home. .1n addition, the hearing-disabled tended to be more deeply

involved in campus life th4Lothers: Larger-than-average proportions lived

college housing, were elected to student office, and joined fraternities,or

sororities. Jhey Were somewhat more likely than average to ipdicate that.thEy

had a mentor andthat the mentor was a college friend or college professor and

was fema0.

,
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heir distribution with respect to income resembled the norm; larger-

.

than-average proportions got financial support from parents or relatives and

from college or outside scholarships. Only 40 percent (compared with 46

perc,ent of the total sample) were very much concerned about their ability to

pay for'college. .

N

The degree aspirations of the hearing-impaired were high; they were more

liicely than others to aim for a professional degree and to plan on becoming .-4'

doctors, college teachers, research scientists, and businesspersons. In

addition, the proportion aspiring tp a doctorate more than doubled between 1978

and 1981 (from 8 percent to 17 percent). Like their career choices, their life

goals reflect both altruistic and \material values, with relatively large

, proportions saying that the goals of influencing 5pici l values,-helping others

,in difficulty, participating in programs to clean up the iivironment and in

community action ,programs, raising a family, and being very well-off financially

were essential to fhem. Somewhat paradoxically, thaigh relatively few regarded

themselves as socially self-confident, the hearing-disabled tended to give

themselves high ratings on physical attractiveness, popularity, popularity with

the Opposite sex, and understanding of others. They were more likely than any

other group to see themselves as athletically able as well.

Over three-fourths of the hearing-impaired (78 percent, compared with 54

percent of the total sample) said their disability had been diagnosed sometime

between birth and'age 12; very few (17 percent,-compared with 36 per-Cent of the

total sample) had become disabled during adolescence'or adulthood. About three

in five said that their absility affected their functioning in college to some

extent, more in the academic andsocial areas than in the recreational sand



psychological areaS. Though somewhat more likely than average to join nondis-
-,;

abled student or2ganizations and clubs, they were less likely.than average to

say they used, or would have.used, other support services,and accommodations

(though 11 percent ,felt a need for repair services for assistive .devites) and

more likely to say that a *given service was irrelevant Z6 Vern.

The hearing-impaired were less likely to be liberal in 1981 than in 1978;

. like the orthopedically handicapped; they tended to be middle4of-the7road.

Health-Related Disability

Respondents with'health-related disabilities constituted 10 percent of

the 1981 follow-up sample, or 331 person,s; 48 percent Of the group were mep.

They tended to be young, nonveteran, and childleSs, though.12 percent (compared

with 9 percent of the total sample) were married. Relatively la* pro-

portions were Protestant Or Catholic,but relatively few regaqed themselves as

boim-again Christiaps. Hispanics and Whites were more likely than averdge to

have health-rellated disabilities, but virtu Alone of the disabled Orientals

and those from "other" racial/ethnic groups were in this category.

Relatively large proportions had been mainstreamed.in their earlier

schooling, attended religious high schools, took other-than-college-preparatory

courses, and earned A averaes in high school. They were More likely than

average to enter public universities and public four-year Colleges. 'They were

almost twice is likely as average to be former stopoufs (19 percent, compared

with 10 percent of the total sample) but no less liketiy than,average to be

seniors. One-third had attended more than one institution. ,They performed

well in college, with larger-than-average proportions earning A grades and

4
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smaller-than-average proportibns makibg B averages. Relatively ifew took
_

remediation or tutoring.

Two-thirds of the i-espondents with health-related disabilities (compared

with 55 percent of the total sample)'had worked while in college, most frequently

in part-time, off-campus jobS. Half (compared with 35 percent of the total
.,

sample), lived off-campus, often with parents or-relatives, thOugh a larger-than-

average proportion would have preferred to live alone. Only 2 percent had no
#

income, but 72 percent (compared with 53 percent of the total sample) had

incomes below $5,000. Nohetheless, they were not inclined to be concerned over

finances. Larger-than-average'proportions got support from parents or spouses,

received-Vocational Rehab-ilitation funds, or received scholarshtps from the

college or an outside agency; relatively few got Supplementary Support Income:

They were as likely as average to have a mentor, usually a college friend,

college professor, or college advisor; the mentor tended to be a man under the

age of 30.

Those with healthrelated disabilities were more likely.than average tol

aspire to arLassociate degree or a baccalaureate; but they were also more

likel44 than a y other of the five main groups to plan on a doctorate. They

tended to be unstable in both their major and career choices. In 1981, 'they

A
were more like y than-any other group to plan on becoming businesspersons, resemch

scientists, or nurses; law and the clergy were also popular choices. Relatively

unpopular hoiceS included doctor and elementary/high school teacher.

.

Health-related d4sabilities tended to be diagnosed either prenatally/at

/ birth orafter the age of 18, and to be hidden, rather than obvious. Eighty-. .

e

fur percent of thoe with such disabithies found their functioning impaired

1 6) S
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to at least some extent; that impairment was especially evident in the social

and recreational areas. Perhaps because of the invisibility of their handicap,

they rarely encountered obstructive,attitudes and behaviors. Though more

likely than average to.utilize adaptive physical education and campus orientation'

and f say-that they would have used financial aid for disabUity-related

expenses and special parking if those accommodations had been available'to

them, those with health-related disabilities were inclined to feel that mot

of the support:.services and accommodationswere irreleVant to them..

Their distribution with respect to 1981 'politic,a1 orientation reserbbled'

the norm; as was generally, the case, they had moved somewhat to the right since

1978. They werelmore likely than average to give high prlorityto the goals,of

having administrative responsibility over the work of others and achieving in a

-)

performing art, but relatively few regarded as essential the goals of becoming

an authority in their field, influencing the,polidcal structure, succeedi-ng in

their own business, or raising a :family. CoOsittent-with the last point, 24

percent (compared with 16 percent of the total group) said they did not wart
war

children. One-quarter (compared with'19 percent of the tot'al sample) would
\

prefer to haveLpart-time Careers in ten or fifteen years.

1

Those with healtho-related disabilitieS had a strongly positive self-image,

being mpre likely than others to rate themselves high n academic, artistic,

leadership, and writing ability; on physical attractive ess;. oh intellectual

self-confidencel on conse vatism;.and on stubbornness-. elatively few, however

saw themselves as origina or understavd,ing of):)thei-s. They also teuded to say

they were defeasive..

..



Chapter 1,0

Factors Influencing College Outcomes

To identify the specific.factors--and especially the college'services and

experiences--that are associated With Various outcomes (including college,

yf

grades, satisfaction, and persistence).among handicapped undergraduates, a

series of stepwise multiple regression analyses were ,performed. The sample
:

used varies somewhat according to the specific analysis but generally consists

of those 1978 disabled students who had initially enrolled in four-year colleges

and unjversities. Two-year college entrants were excluded because many of them

enrolled in college aspiring to no more than a vocational credential or an,

associate degree ahd thus, by 1981 had fulfilled iheir initial.aSpiratiohs;

obviously, theyk,cannOi be considered "dropouts," even though they were not

currently enr011ed at the time of the follow-up suryek. Moreover,their

.
shorter-term exposure to the college envii.onment makes their performance n

'college and their satisfaction with the college experience less relevant to the

research interests pursued in this project than is the case with those disabled

students,who entered'cgllege intending to get at least a,baccalaureate.

The independent (predictor) variables were of.five categories. The first

were control (student input) ariables: sex, age, race/ethnicity, parents'

imcome and education, high,school grades and rank in graduating class,:1978

religious preference, age when disability was diagnosed, and disability area

(as identified on the 1981 follow-up questionnaire). 11*second category

'comprised a.list of support services and accommodations--some of them (e,g.,

academic advising, vocational counseling, nondisabledStudent organizations and

clubs) available to all students at virtually all colleges, and others (e.g.,

adaptive equipment and assistive devices; support service personnel such as
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interpreters, eaders, and attendants; time and program accommodations) targeteii

on the disabled. (See #28 of the fO]low-up questionnaire in Appendix A.) Each

of these was scored as a dichotomous variable, depending ori whether or not a

respondent had made use of that particular servjce or accammodation. The

third category consisted.of 11 income'sources for college expenses (#37 of the

follow-up questionnaire); each was scored as a coninuous variable, depending

on whether it was a major source,.a minor source, or not a source of college

finanCes. In the fourth category were a number of environmental'and.experiential

variables, including whether the respondent had a menitor ("one person whose
.4:

support, encouragement, guidance, or confidence in you" was central to "your

success") in college (#19a); whether the respondent had taken adaptive physical

education (rather than regular gym classes) at'various levels of education

(#58); residential arrangement lv.ed in college housing. 'or in private.housihg;

lived with disabled or nondis-abled roommate(s) (#15 and #16); and employment

factors (not employed; worked on canpus part time or full time) (#10).

The finaltcategory of independent,variables comprised four institutional types,

depending on where the respondent had enrolled in 1978: public niversit3i,

private university, public fourYear college, private four-year college. As

Table 53 indicates, not all these independent variablo were used in each of

the four regression analyses performed.

College Grades

The first dependent variable investigated waS college vade-point

average, as reported by respondents to the 1981,follow=up questionnaire (#12).

The sample consisted of 1,004 disabled persons who had enrolled in a four-year



college or university.in 1978. Forty-three independent variables entered the

regression equation with significant beta weights; in total, they aCcounted for

slightly over half the variance in the outcome (R
2
=.54). For the sake of

brevity, only those that also nad significant,zero-ordee correlations with the

outcomeare discussed here.

By far the best predictor of college GPA was high school GPA; that is,
-

disabled students who, had outstanding high senool records were also likely to. ,

'perform well in college: This finding is consistent with a body of research on-
,

college.students. Oriental students were likely to make high grades, hereas

Blacks were likely to make relatively low grades. Those students whose dis-

ability (or disabilities) had been diagnosed relatively late tended to perform

better in college-than did those whose disabilsity was diagnosed-early. This

relationship suggests that those who become disabled early in their lives may

"accumulate" educational disadvantages that wor,k against them at the college
' I

level. ,In.addition, women tended to make higher'grades than men older students

tended to,make higher grades that) younger stud.ents, and those who considered

themselves reborn Christians tended to make higher grades than those who did

not.

After these student input variables were controlled, the two variables

found to be.most closely related to college grades involved support services.

se disabled students who indicated that they utilized existing.architecturall

commodations (e.g., el6ators, stair railings) in college earned relatively

low grades, .whereaS those who participated in di.gOled student organizations or

c Tubs earned relativelY high grades. The first relationship js difficult to

interpret. The second relationship suggests thai disabled student organizations
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and clubs provide support and encouragement to their members that enable them;

to perform at a high level. Other support.service variables that were positively

asSociated with grades include the following: adaptive admissions criteria,

e A

repair 'services for.assistive.devices, adaptive architectural accommodations

(e.g., ramps, adapted restroom facilities), special parking, instructional

accommodations, and adaptive equipment or assistive devices (e.g., tape,rgForders,

braille). On the other hand, those disabled students who indicated that they

had made use of personal counseling and therapy services, performance evaluation

accommodations,.support service personnel (e.g., interpreters, readers, "atten-

dants), transportation, adaptive admissions procedures, financial aid for

cost-of-living expenses, and program accommodations tended to make relatively

low grades in'college.

Having a scholarship from the cdllege was strongly sssociated with

earning good gracres. It may be that institution's tend to give such financial

S.id to students who seem especially prothising, even beyond their'04t academic
. .

records. Or it may be that receiving sjIch support from the College gives the

disabled student an extra incentive to appl.il him/herself to undergi--'aduate

./
studies and to do well. In addition, those students who received support from

a spouse or from parents or relatives and those who got Vocatibnal e abilita-
..

tion funds or Supplementary Support Income were likely to.make good grades in

college. 'Federal college-related aid (such as grants and loans) and veterans

benefits, however, were negatively related to undergraduate GPA.

=

Working on campu8 in a full-time)job had a strong negative relationshi

to collegd grades, w ereas Working on campus in a part-time job'had a small t

\

P
positive relationsh.p. It rs not difficult to understand why students who ork

1 93



full'time, whether on or off campus, tend to make low grades; the'pressures of

such employment would make it difficult to keep up with academic work. On ,the

other hand, part-time, on-campus emOloyment may help'to promote involvement in

campus affairs and thus may have a mildly favOrable effect on performance.

Living in college housing also had a strong negative relationship with

the outcome. This finding is surprising, in-that other research (see, for

example, Astin, 1975;-Chickering, 1976) has consistently shown that livAng on

-campus (e.g., in resAdence_halls, fraternities and sororities) has favorable

effects on undergraduate progress and performance. It may-be that adjusting,to

life in a college dormitory impose; hardships and pressures on disabled udents

that the nond.its'abled do not experience.For some disabled students; it may

represent their fist concentraed exposure to life anong their nondisabled'.

contemporaries. Tne .disabled may have ati eaSier time keeping up with their

studies if they Live off campus (for instance, at home with their patents or in

apartments of their own) where they-do not have other distractions. In addition,

college GPA was negatiyely associated with having a disabled roommate (or

roommates) and positively associated with having nOndisabled roommates, though

these relationships were much weaker.

Institutional type was only weakly associated with college grades.

OiSabled students attending private four-year c011eges.tended to make high

grades, whereas those attending .private universities tended to make low grades.

The literature on college effects indicates that 'private universities--which

are often highly selective--generally have negatlye effect's on college perfor-

mance, since even capable students' find themselves facing stiff competition for

grades.- On the other hand, most.private four-year colleges--especially those

with religious affiliations--are less selective; moreover, their "climate" is

likely to be Warm, friendly, and supportive. These differences in the college

194
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9

environment of.the NO types of institutions may account for thejr d-ifferential

effects on grades.

Satisfaction with Coflege

Respondpnts were asked,to indicate whether they "felt satisfied with

, college" (#3 on the folloW-up questionnaire; see Appendix A). Two-thirds'of

the 1,004 disabled persons used in this regression analysis for satisfaction

(the same sample,as was used in the analysis for ,college'GPA) answered affirma-

tively. Thirty-three variables entered the regression equation with significant

beta weights, accounting for two-fifths-of the variance in the outCoMe (R
2
=:40).

Again, the diso.ussiob focuses on those variables that a+lo had significant

zero'-order correlaNion with satisfaction.
,

tooking first at backgpound characteristics, we find that respondemt4 whO

made good gradeS in higi.Lschool, as wejl aS thOtei.Nhose current religious

preference was Protestant or Catholic, were likely.to be satisfied with College.

Both BlaCks and Whites 'Were likely to be dissalisiied. While high school GPA

posiOvely associated with satlsfactjon, rank in-graduating class turns,put

/

be a negative'predictor. Sine thesp two independent variables (high.school
0

des and.rank) are strongly correlated with each other (.67), and since

h school rank has a positive, though small, zero-Drder correlation with:

s iisfaction (.04, we can conclude th.at ditsatisfaction with College is
1

widespread among that small proportion of disabled students who raned high in'

their graduating-classes but did not make outstanding grades in_high school,

relative to the total' group. This de.scription would seem to fit students from'

uncompetitive high schools, where sfudenf achievement is generally low. Ittnay



be that high-ranking students from such schools--because they have formed the

impression that they are suverforsto their classmates,and expect to dd well in

collge without exerting too much effort.r. are unpleasantly surprised and

Aistressed by the demands made Upon them when they reach college.

The environmental variable most strongly related to satisfaction is

private university: Disabled students entering this type of inStitution as

freshmen tended to be dissatisfied with their college
A

experience. As was just

pointed out, private universities are usually highly selective and competitive;

(:::-.°

. in addition, many of them are large and impersonal institutions, where the

individual student may get lost in.the crowd. This comblination'of college

characterigtics Might well produce dissatisfaction.

Those disabled respondents who said that they made use of-existing ori.
adapted architectural accommodations, time accommodations, academic advising,

or "other" suppbrtive services tended to express satisfaction with college,

whereas those who made use of program accommodaWons, personal counseling'and

therapy services, and support service personnel tended to-expressIdissatis ac

tibn. Why theSe various support services and aLcommodations shoUI'd have

differential effects on satisfaction is not clear.

The pattern for effects of various sources of college finance was .similar,

to the pattern that'emerged in the analysis for college GPA. That is, those

disabled respondents who got support.froM parents or relatives, who received a

scholarship from the college; or who qualtfied for Supplementary Support Income
.

were likely to be satisfied with college. ,Dissatisfaction wat associated with

receiviag federal' college-related aid such as grants or loans arid with receiving

Socia1 Security benefits, though the zero-order correlations between these variables
4

and the outcome were Tow.k.

, n,
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One intereSting and, rather huzzling finding to emerge from this.analysis

is that taking adaptive physical education (rather than regular gym i) n elemen-4

tary,schoolwas negatively relAted to college satisfaction, whereas taking adaptive
1

physical education'in high school had a positive relationship. (There was no

'relationship, h(dWever, between satisfaction and age at which the disability was

diagnosed.) One may speculate that, in elementary school, being separated from

one'S classmates by placement in a Special physical eduCation Class is an

isolating and traumatic exprience that may interfere with one's later enjoyment

of the' college experience (and of life in general). :In high.schooi, on the

other hand, the disabled student, being more mature may welcome placement in

an adaptive physical education program as a way of'avoiding the_strain of harticipatinc

in highly competitive and physically demanding sports activities; such placement %.

-
may give the individual a chance to develop his/her own special abititiovand.

strengths in ways that promote later satisfaction, This interpretation.- is,

obviously, very tentative.

49,:,A number of other college experiences were'related).to satisfaction.

\

Those who Were emploYed inedull-time on-campus jobs, who lived in private

housing and who had a mentocr while in cOlege were likely to express atisfac-

`

tion. Those who were emp)oyed in par -time on-campus jogs were likely to

exPress dissatfg-faction,

College Class

The third outcome .investigated.was college class at the time of the

follow-up. surVey. One item on the 1981' follow-up questionnaire read: "What is
4 A

,your current (or most recent) college class?" The proportions of the total-.

Pr,
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sample checking each response optionmere as follOws: freshman, percent;

sophomore, 12 percent; )Unior, 28 percent; senlor, 48 percent; other, 4 percent.

Thus, about half of all 1981 follow-up respondents can be assumed to have made

"normal" progress in college. The sample for thiranlaOis comprised only

those respondents who had entered four-year colleges and unlyersities as

fii'st-time, full-time freshmen in 1978 (N=715). (As was pointed out in Chapter

5, about 12 percent of the. 1981 respondents were not freshmen when they entered ,

college in 1978 but rather had 'advanced standing; another 1 percent were

t
,

first-time freshmen enrolled on a part-time basis.) Toya large extent, this

outcome is a measure persistence: Those respondents Who'have been enrolled

in college continuously On a full-time basis Will. -have advanced'further than

will those Who have dropped'out or stopped &It and those who have been enrolled
-

(

on a part-time basis for at least part of theitundergraduate careers..

Thirtylight independent variables entered the regression equation

with significant beta weights, accounting fOr half the variance in the outcome

(R =.50). Again, for brevity, attentiot, is focused.on those variables that.

also had significant zero-order correlations with c011ege clasS.

2

Students who were Oriental or white, whose 1978 religious preference was

Catholic or Protestant, whose fathers wdlee well educated, and who ranked high

in their high school graduating classes were likely to be seniors at the time

of the follow-up survey. Women were somewhat more likely than men to have

achieved this status. Of the various disability'groups, those with "other"

handicaps hnd wita.speea impairments were less likety than avfrage to be

seniors. (The same was true for thoe with learniag and heering disabilities,

though the zero-order correlations between these viariables and the outcome were

insignificant.)

19'S
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Of the environmental and e4eriential variables, the most potent predic-

tors of college class (after student input characteristics were controlled)

involved sources of finance for college. Disabled students AO received

substantial support from their parents or relatives or vho had a scholarship

from an outside agency were.likeiy to have advanced further than those 'who did

not draw heavily on these sources. Since parental support is i-elated to

parents' income (.29), one might suppose thatthis firstrelationship means

simply that students from more affluent families, which can contribute moreto

.their support, have an easier time getting through college. However, the

positive relationship between parent'al support and college class persists even

after.the effects of parental income--and of father's education, which is

%

related both to parental income (.45) and to college class (.23)_--are waken

into actount. The implication'is that, whatever the income level of the

parents, their financial suppOrt of the student may provide.psychological

support and encouragement as well and thus May contribute, to.his/her progrets

in college. Similarly, receiving a scholarship rom an outside Agency Ria'y

bolster the disabled student's self-confidence and may act as an incentive fr

remaining in college. Moreover, students receiving support froM sourcet mayj

a stonger sense of obligation to persist.

Other major sources of finance t4at were positively related to coTle4e;
,

class were federal college-related aid (such as grantt and loans), Vocatigh4

'Rehabilitation funds, and "other" s4rces. On disabletudes

who received veterans' benefAs or who relied on self-support (for in Ita*0

ik
earnings from employment) were less likely to 4ave achieved senior st4tuS1

the time of. the follow-up survey. At firsk.glance, one might inferAh.at't

unfavorable effects of.self:support are partly attributable to the distractiom

199
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connected with having to work while in college; the student who works at .an
0,

. .

outside job simply.has less:time tO spend oft, studies. Such seems not to.be the .

case, however,-since hot being employed whille in college was also negatively',

related to college class.

Of the various College support servi,ces and accommodations, the one

Thaving the greatest positive effect on the outcome was participation In djsabled

-student organizatiobs and clubs: As was the case in the analysis for college

'GPAtheaexplahatidn.for this relationship may liejn the p'sychological support',

provided by such clubs. .In addition, disabled studentS who said they made use

of.transportation, specill parking,.ind "other" support services were likely to

. ,

.be seniors. Among the Support services hav.ing negative effects,wer adaptive

'architectural'accomMddations, support service personnel, financial aid for

disability-related expenses, financial aid for college,exbenses, and existing

architectural accommodations.

_Disabled students who had entered public four-year colleges in 1978 were

)ikely td have advanced further than those who had entered public or priite

universities. These diffrences in effects may be attributable to differences

in the level of competition at different types of institutions. That is, a

given student may find it easier to progress in a public four-year college

Abecause Such institutions generally enroll less able students than dO either.
public or Private universities.

-

College Enrollment

The final Outcome examined in the regression analyses was Current enroll-

ment in college, as opposed to permahent withdrawal. Like college class, this

outcome is a measure of persistence. The first item on the follow-up question-

9
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naire asked respondents to indicate whether they (1) were currently enrolled in

college and had been since 1978; (2) were currently enroll)-ed but had withdrawn °.

.temporarily at some earlier point; (3),were not currently enrolled but planned
a

to return to school soon; and (4) had permenantly withdrawn from college. The

sample used in the analysis comprised all those respondents Who had entered

four-year colleges and universities in 1978 and who had checked he first,

second, or. fourth alternati/e listed above (N=.701). .Excjuded were those disabled
4

.students Who were not currently enrolled but planned to return to t011ege in

'the near fUture'(i.e., those checking,the'third alternative):

Fifty-five-variables entered the repression with signifitant beta weights.-

Together they acdounted for twd7thirds of the variance in the outtome (R
2
-.7..68).

,

'Whites, Blacks; Orientals, and-Chicanos were likely"to be_currently

'enrolled" in college. American Indians were likely to have,Kithdrawn,.although.

the zero-otder correlation betweed the independent variable and the 'Outcome was

very small (.01) and Aterican Indians constituted less than 1 percent the

.sample. Two additional racial/ethnic' identifiers--Puerto Rican and "otker"--

were not included among the independent variables. Those with Catholic,

Protestant, Jewish, or no religious preferences in 1978* were likely to be

currently enrolled. The one religjous preference not included as an independent

variable was "other".; the implication is that those respohdents expressin

a prefetence .(about 8 percent of the sample) were likely to'have dropped
i

out of

college completely.'

Although some of the zero-order correlations were low, having a visva,,

'health-related, orthopedic, hearing, or emotional digability was negativ
,.

,relate&to;t 4tcome, whereas having a speech or "other" handicap wos
,

.,_

.1..,,.

tively relate& to it'1,

p

.'
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66,

Findings with respect to-socioeconomic status were someWhat'inconsistene::

Current enrollment was positively associated wit4 father's education and with .

parental income but negativelY associated with mother's education; that is,

those disabled respOndents who came from higher-iwme backgrounds, whose,

fathers were Well educated, but wtiose mothers were relatively poorly eduCated

tended.td be currently enrolled. Since mother's education and father'S education

are highly correlated (.61)0these relationships are difficult to interpret.

One possible, thOugh highly tentative, explanation is that-students who come

from families where both parehts.are.well edUcated tend to take a consumeN

oriented approaCh to education and,tpus are more likely to.stop out or drop

out; on the other hand, those students from families where tb,e father is well

educated tthe mother is not may be more vocationally oriented and thUs more ,

likely teperSist_,_ to withdraw from school for a_brief period_and.then

Aenroll, since their maingoal is to'get the degree and then begin their

careers.

Equally difficUltto. interpret is the finding that students who.had

earned good grades in'high school were somewhat more likely.to have lithdrawn

a

from college. Pe haps many of-these students applied themselves with great

)

q

diligence in hi 0 school and, by the tiume:.:they reached college, found themselves .

worn out by their earlier efforts and thus were more inclined to withdraw.

Finally, those respondents whose disabilities had been diagnosed relatively.

_late...were likely to_have_ dropped out of college Permanently, and women were

more likely than men to be currently enrolled.

.After student jnput variables were controlled, the strongest predictor of

current.enrollmentin.college was having:nondisabled roommates, whiCh was
4
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positively related to the outtOme. As wasthe case-in 'the analysis forcollege

GPA, having disabled roommates and living in college housing were negative.

pi-edictärs of current en-olTffient.

The 'support service,variable that.carried the greatest weight in the

finalequati was adaptive physical edUcation, which was positively related.to

current enrollment, though it Was a negative predictor in the regressjon

.
1

.4.ft.,,ma analysis for college class. These findings are not, nvcessarily contradictory,
, .

,

. .
,

Since the currently enrolled respdhdents of the present analySis include those -

who have stopped out at some earlier point in their undergraduate careers but

then returned to college; because of their teMporary withdrawal, these students

are Unlikely to have achieved senior status. One possible, explahatiOn for the

positive effects of adaptive physical education on current enrollment is that

many institutions do not require their undergraduates to take any physical

education classes at all; therefore,,those disabled students-who do,enroll in

physical,education (even though they take adaeive rather than regular classes)

demonstrate a determination and perseverance which. stands them in good stead

when it comes to persistence in college (even,though some of them may have-to

withdraw from school at some point along the way).'

Other student support services positively related to current enrollment

(though the zero order correlations were sometimes low)) were academic advising,

registration priority, transportation, personal counseling and therapy, and

3egal services. Negative predictors included "other", services, financial aid

Ten.- correp 0401s es t i me- at COmm-od at 1-0P-S. ad-apt i v e architertu. -al---acc-ornmorl-at t011

program accommodations, special parking, Support service personnel, nondisabled

student organizations 'and'clubs, and peer counseling from nomdis'abled students.

4
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Three sources af income proved significant in this anlaysi, all of

them positively related to 4the outcomes. Those respondent§ who received

Vocc"ational Rehabilitation funds, federal college-related aid, or- college

scholarships were more likely to'be currently enrolledin college than were

those who did not draw on these sources to finance their education.

further, having a mentor in,college predicted current enr:ollment,, whereas

not being employed, while n college predicted withdrawal. Findings with

respect io institutional type were intriguing: Those respondents who had

initially enrolled in public four-year colleges and in private universities had

some tendency to have tirdpped out of college by the time of the follow-up

survey, whereas those who had entered a private four-year college in 1978

-

tended to be currently enrolW.- The negative effect of atendjing a public

four-year college is surprising, in view of the positive effect'of this insti-

tutional type on college class. Again, the reader is reminded that these two
4.

measures of persistence differ considerably. One cdn infer that those disabled

respondenq who manage to remain, in a public four-year college are likely to

make good progre§s, whereas those who.withd-raw from the college at some point

are less likely to return to school. The positive effects of the private

four-year college may be attributable to the small size and the generally

friendly -and nurturant atmosphere of such institutions.

Sunimary

Table '53 'Slirrintartzes-the-fi nd trigs- of -the -four reg r-essi On
S

the highlights are discussed here.
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Table 53
0

Summa6, of Factors Influencing College Outcomes

Independent Variable

Otcome Measure4
College Satis- College Current,

. GPA -faction Class . Enrollment

'Student input characteriStics:

Sex: female

Age

Race: Whiie

Race: Black

Race: Oriental

'Race: Chicano

Race: American Indian

Parental income

Father's education

Mother's education

High school grades

High school rank

Reborn Christian

ProteS.tant preference

Catholic preference .

Jewish preference

No religious preference

Age when nisability was diagnosed

Hearing Osability

Speech disability

Orthopedic disability

Learning disability a a

Nealth-related'disability a a

Emotional disabijity a

Other disability a a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

2')5
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Table 53--Continued

Independent Variable

Support services and accommodations:

Existing architectural accommodations

Adaptive archtectural accommodations

Adaptive equipment, assistive devices

Suportpservice personnel

Instructional accommviations

Time accommodations

Program accommodations

Performance evaluation accommodations

Adaptive-physical education

Peer counseling from disabled.students

Peer counseling from nondisAbled students

Academic advising

Personal counseling; therapy

Vocational counseling

Repair,services for assistive devices

Disabled student organizations, clubs

Uondisabled student organizations, clubs

Disabled student office, advocate

Legal services

Adaptive admissions criteria

4 Adaptive admissions procedures

Campus orientation

Financial aid for collegefexpenses
\

Financia] aid for cost-of-living expenses

Financial aid for disability-related
expenses

TrAnS0ört-Ation

Special_parking

6 Registration priority

4 Other

Outcome Measure

College Satis- College Current
GPA faction Class Enrollment

+

a

a

a



4

Independent Variable

Income sources:

Parents, relatives, Inheritance, etc.

Spouse

Self (earnings from employment, savings, etc.)

Social
?
Security benefits

Veterans' benefits

Vocational Rehabilitation funds' +-

.
Supplementary Support Incoriie

Federal college-related financial aid
(loan, grant, etc:)

Scholarship from college

-158-

Table 53--Continued

Outcome Measure
College Satis- College Current

GPA faction Class Enrollment

Scholarship from Outside agency, organization.'

Other

Other environmental and experiential charj-
,

teristics:

Mentor -

No adaptive physical education

Adaptive Physical education in elementary
school

-Adaptive physical education in junior high

Adaptive physical education in high.school

Adaptive physical education in college

College housing (dormitory; fraternity Dr
sorority, other college,housing)

.Off,campus hou$ing (private 'rooft, apart-

ment, or house)

Lived with disabled.,roommate Dr roommates

Lived with nondisabled roommate or room-
mates

Not employed while in college

Full-time employment on _campus

Part-time employmenf,on campus

+04,

,

20,)7

a

a a
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TaiS1 e 53--Concluaed'

jndependent Variable
Cr-

Outcome Measure

College Sati5- College Current

GpA faction Class Enrollthent

Institutional type:

Public university

-1.--PriVate,-;uniVeYssity

Public four'-year college

PrOate four-year college

Note: Table shows only those positive or negatiVe correlations that were signi-

ficant at the .05 level of confidence (F ratio = 3.5) in the final equation.

aNot included as an independent variable in the regression analysis for this

outcome.
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L6oking at the student,input variables, one notes that disabled wOmen

1 .

tendedtd be more successful in collage than their-M'ale counterparts: They
,

3

were more likely to be currently enrolled as seniors, and their college grades

/
were higher. Age bore little relattbn td-the oUtcomes studted, except that

older students tended to make better grades than younger ones. Of the racial/

/ ethnic 'groups, Orientals were the most consistently successful. Both Whites

and Blacics were'likely to be currently enrolled in college but tq expresT

dis'sati§faction with the colle0 experience; ihoddition, Blacks made rela-

tively low grades., Aierican Indians had a tendency to drop'out of'ciPege.

Of the4socioeconomic variables used in the analyses,Jather's eduCation

most frequently proved significant: Disabled students whose fathers were

relatively well educated tended to persist in college-but to be dissatisfied.

Parental income was a positive predictor, and mother's education a'negative
4

,predictor, of current enrollment. :

Disabled students who made good grades in high school alsb.made good
,

g adesin college and were likely to be,sattsfied with the college experience;
h .

,
,

-_ .

somewhat sUrprisingly, however, high school grades were negatively related to

curi-ent enrollment in college. Rank in high school gradUating class was

negatively related-to satisfaction,but posAively'rdlated to college class.

-If

Variables related totdisability area were used in only two of the four

regression analyses, and the findings are inco'ficiuove beduse of low zero-order

correlations (in most cases) between the variable and the outcome under consider-

, ation. StUdents whose disability was diagnosed later in their lives tended to

make -high- grades but also to withdraw from college.

2'39
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.
Looking at the effects of the college support services and accommodations

used by disabled respondents, we encounter difficulties of Interpretation. For

instance, why, is utilizattiv of adaptive architectural accommodations positively

related to college GPA and satisfaction but negatively related to college class
P

and current enrollment? Why are disabled students who make use of tirqe atcommo-

dations likely to be satiSfied with college and to make normal progress but
e

less likely to be currently enrolled in college? To what extent are the

various relationships attributa6le to the severity (rather than the nature) of

the disability? Thee ere Ciuestions that.cannot be answered,-even speculativy,

r,
from these anallyses. Some of the'findings make sense or are worthy of note

A
because of their consistency. For instance, utilization of support service ,

30.
personnel was a negative prediotor in all four of the regression analyses;

perhaps being heavily dependent on other people such as readers, interpreters,

and attendantsis !Sk eneraily detrimental to effective functioning:pt-the college

level, however c petent such support personnel mayee. Similarly, utilization

of program accommodations had a negative relationship with three of.the four

outcomes under inve'stigation. On the other hand, disabled students who made

use of academic advising (a service available to all students at virtually all

colleges) were likely to be satisfied with college and to be currentlyenrolled.

.Utilization of personal counSeling or therapy had mixed effects: negative for

college GPA and 6attsfaction, but positive for current enrollment; a reasonable
,

inference is that disabled student's who seek such counseling have probleu that

interfere to some ex ent with their performance and with their enjoyment.or'
.. ,

college but that these services do play a valuable 1-ole in kepping,hem in

college. FAnally, the strong po.sitive effect of par0 ticipation in -45,abled

210



student organizations and tlubs .on college grades and college ciass should be.

noted: The policy implications seem to be that such organizations should be

established at all co'lleges that enroll substantial 'proportions of\d'isabled

students and that disabled stUdents should be encouraged to join them for the

suriport they wem to give..

The findings for income sources are less equivdcal. Reliance on parental

144Ipport, Vocational Rehabilitation funds, and college scholarships generally

had favorable effects. Reliance on veterans' benefits had unfavorable effects

on college GPA and college class; since veteran status was not included,as an

independent variable with other student input characteristics, ikmay be that

this effect is actually related to being a veteran;,that is, those students who

have been in military service may perform less well-and progress less straight-
.

forwardly in college than do nonveterans. Reliance on fgderal college-related

aid such as grants and loans positively affec college Class and current

enrollment but negatively.affects,grades,and satisfaction.

Looking at other environmental and experiential charaCteristics included

An the analyses, one fin some surprises. For instance, the negative relation

between college housing and both college GPA and current enrollment runs

contrary to a body af research showing that students generally benefit from

living on Campus. Taken in conjunction with the positive'relationship between

.living in privte housing and satisfaction, the present finding leads to

the conclusion that, in the case of disabled students, the Conventional wisdom '

does not hold. As was suggested earlier, adjusting to on-tampus living may

impose strains on disabled students that the Rondisabled do,not experience.

Other findings with respect to residential-arrangements during the college .

it years suggest that, if the disabled student does live in college housing,



he/she is more likel

h, "c",

remain in college and to make gotid grades if roommates

Are nondisabled rather than disabled.

With respect to employment during the college years', the findings suggest

that disabled students are more likely to persist if they have some kind of

job; woeking on campus in a part-time job seeMs to contribute to high perfor-

mance but liot to,satisfaction, whereas the reverse is true for working on

campus in'a fulik-time job. Variables related,t9 off-campus employment-were not
,

included in the regression analyses.'

Having a mentor contributes to current enrollment and to,satisfaction,

though Ase effects seem ratherslight.

Finally, disabled,students seem to do comparatively well in private

four-year colleges; but initial enrollment in a private university has consis-

tently negative effgcts, especially on satisfaction., As was Su§gested earlier,

these differences in effects may be attribUtalle in part to differences in the

'1"size, selectivity, and-general "cliMatem of the different institutional t3;pes.

By_way of conclusion, it should be pointed out that the regression

analyses discussed here were exploratory and-that their tesults--and the

explanations ffered for them--must be regarded as highly tentative. Further

mining of these data might produce more richl'y implicative findings. For

instance, factor analysis might be used to.grOup the various support services

and accommodations into more eAily manageable and interpretable clusters. In

addition, some control variable might be introduced to take into account the

possibly overriding effects of the severity of the disability. These analyses

have bately begun to tap the mass of data available from the freshman and

follow-up surveys.
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The findings from this follow-up'study of disabled college students

Chaveer.lf

Policy Implications

should twassure those concerned.that either the handicap'pedor the U,S.- higher '

education system might shirk their responsibilities once access to college. ,
- .. .

gained. The majority of respondents to the 1981 follow-up questionnaire' had

persisted in college, earned good-grades, retained high' degree aspirattods,^

were satisfied with college, manifested ilighiself-esteem, and looked forwArd to

being married, to having chilOreni an0 to O ersuing full-tihe carers: ,Further,

they were much more likely to have utilized regular support servAces at, college

than special or adaptive ones, and relatively few reported encountering attitu-4.0

dinal barriers or experiencing difficulty with college functioning beCauS.e of
. ,

having a disability. In short; the mutual investment of handicappedindividualsb.

and Of higher education institutions.,has positive. payoffs, and-thl bOOS well

for the nation as more handicapped individuals enter college.and Uni'V&Sities
,

_under the federal mandate of Section 504 of the eehabilitaiion ActOU973.

Indeed, the major,policy implication-of these data is obvioU§:.. the:dis-

abled acCess to colleges- and universities, and they will match the nondisabled

in their performance, progress,.and promise.

Differences between the disability groups lead to a second policplica-

tion: People with different types of handicaps must sbe accommodateddifferently.

For instance, these data suggeSt that anticipatory interventions orsupport

would be especially valuable to those with more than..:one disabilitYsinCe the

.multiply'handicapped seem to be more at risk than Other grodpS.-- Eve0hOugh

those with health-related problems are,more likely than,others'to.ilave-:stOpped

out of college temporarily and to transfer from one institution. to,anOther, the :



same reCommendatioh,does not apply to them: They return to college, aeke

outstanding grades, and 'generally have Such a positive7self-imagethat

the only special accommodation they require is tO Pake the process of

temporarily stopping out less cumbersome.

t
Nonethelets, within each disability group, were'some people who said they

needed supiiort services or accommodations that were not available, who endountered

barrierS frequently or occasionally rather than seldom or never, or who simply

dropped.out of college. Therefore, a third implication of this study is that

individuals differl In other words, we must recognize that some handicapped

1
individuals require more accommodation on the part of their college environment

4

(both physical and human) than others.

A fourth implication is that reductions in financial aid to college

students will adversely affect the disabled even more than their able-bodied

counterparts. Both the disabled and the nondisabled finance/their college

education chiefly through parental support and self-support. However, because

the handicapped so often have expenses associated with their disability, and

because soMe of them are unable to work at outside jobs or find employers
V.

willing to hire them, they and their famqlies face especially heavy financial

demands. Thus, the potential benefits of balancing the federal budget, return-

ing responsib-Mity heretofore assumed by the federal government to the

individual, and 5o forth, musi be weighed against the possibility that many

disabled young people will no longer be able to attend college. Not only will

this represent a loss torthe individuals involved, but also it will carry

social costs as a greater number of disabled individuals remain dependent and

unable to fulfill' their aSOiratiOns.
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AS regards further reseArch, the data frOm t-Hit study offer a weal -h,

of further analyses as well as suggesting additional'studies. -4hese 'include
.

_. ,

questions of the incidence andolature of disbility, in order,to better understand

the e to which,the Handicapped reAlize equal opportunity in all aspects...a

soc ety. More fundamental, of course, iS the need to devIdlop standardized, '

adequate, and relevant definitions, categdries; measures, and dittinctions in

order to promote,data-based.understandina about the disabled and about how

their disabjlity affects'Aheir college and other'llfe experiences 06:to

compare finding's about the disabled from study to study. Much more nee

be known about how various college characteristics affectpersistence anong the,

handicapped, perhaps by exarqining these follow...up data,in combination witNn

Institutional data (e.g., size, :location, selectivity). Some ot the.research

0
implicit in these data, or waiting for further data collection; intlude studies

of sex differences,,career cho44ce, the effects of earlier eduCAtion interventions,

matched sample comparison studies of,disabled d nondisaWed (or-labeled as

such) in childhoodi in adolescence, or as dult. Testimonials and anecdotes,

however valuable in promoting a sense of hum ess and uniqueness regarding,the

handicappedare of limitdd utility:to poliC kerslAnd educators as they , b

%cept the charge of carrYing Out thelmandates o legislation. Thus,, the only

way to determine thekffectiveness of and to finprove current,poliqies and

practices designed to increase the accessibillity of higher education to tlie

handicapped is to collect quantifiable data from them. .
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MARKING DIREcTIONS
NOTE: Your responses will be read by an optical mark reader.
It is important that you follow a few simple eules.

Use only a black soft, lead pencil (NO. 2 is ideal).
Make heavy dark rnarks that completely fill the circle.
Erase cleanty any answer you wish to change. ,

Make no stray marks anywhere on this form.
Proper Mark: (2 Imprope'r Marks: rceaC)(0,

1. What is your current status?. (Mark one)
01 am currently enrolled in collepe, and have been

since 1978. (Answer item 2a'and not 2b)
C I withdrew from college temporarily but am currently

enrolled again. (Answer item's 2a and 2b)
0 I am temporarily not in college but plan to return

soon. (Answer items 2a and 2b)
0 I have permanently withdrawn from college or intend

to do so. (Skip 2a and answer 2b)

2a. Which of the following do you still expect to do in
college? (Mark all that apply).

Change major field
0 Change career choice
0 Fail 'one or more courses
O'Graduate with honors
0 Be elected to a student office
O Make at leasf a "B" average
O Need extra time to complete degree requirements
0 Get tutoring help in specific courses
0 Seek vocational counseling-
C) Seek individual counseling on personal problems
O Participate in protests and demonstrations
C Drop out of college temporarily
t.., Transfer to another college before graduation

Get a job after college connected with ma'or field
of study

L..; Get a job after college for which a college degree is
appropriate

2b. How important were each of the following factors in
your decision to interrupt or terminate your education?
(Mark one column (or each factor)

College did not provide adequate support
services (e.g., note-takers, readers,

6-c?
S'

interjireters. attendants) 0 10
had completed my planned program .. .

had to assume family responsibilities
(e.g , because of family illness) 0 .0 0
became ill/needed treatment Q 0 0

. I got a good job offer 0 0 0
needed to earn money (e:g., for school)

(or my family) moved to a different
location

did not do as well academically as I
0

.0
0

..0
0

thought I would. 0 0..0
.My relatives/spouse discouraged me

from continuing 0 ..0 ..0
I-decided I did not need a college degree .0 0
I wanted time to reconsider my goals
and interests 0 0 .0

-168:-
2b. (Cont.)

4 1.

I changed my career plans
I was tired of being a student
I was unable to get the financial aid

-C ro

t-NR 64) - Q,
-I'S as .ai's0..0..00..0..0

I needed 0 0 0
College expenses were too high 0 0..0
Expenses connected with my disability
were too high 0 .0 0

I wanted to get practical experience 0 . .0 0
I felfthata college education would not
improVe my job prospects 4' 0 ..0..0

I didn't feel safe on campus 0 . .0 . . 0
I had no place to study 0..0..0
I didn't "fit in" at college 0..0..0
I warited to travel' 0 . .0 . .0
I wanted to transfer to another institution
but could not enroll immediately .0 . .0 . 0

Other (Indicate degree of importance). .0..0..0

Which of the following have you done (did yOu do)
while in college? (Mark all that ap'ply)

0 Changed, major field
0 Changed career.choice
0 Failed one or more courses
0 Was elected to a istudent office
0 Served on a campus committee
0 Got a job to help pay for College expenses
0 Joined a social fraternity, sorority; or dub
0 Made at least a "B" average
0 Participated in protests or demonstrations
0 Felt satisfied with college

4. What type of high school did you attend most of the
time? (Mark one)

0 Public
0 Private: Nondenominational
0 Private: Religious

5a. What type of arrangement best
describes your educational
program at each level?
(Mark one in each column)

co 0;

I.1
.... .,

,0. ,i,-... (.6 .6 oi iii
ee, k (t17

16-e° li t? C..i-Regular academic program with 1.0 0 . 0 ..'0 3nondisabled peers

Regular academic program with 3
special classes or services il
as needed 0 0 0 .0 3

Regular school but segregated in
special academic classes n..0..0..0

Special school for the disabled . 0 . . 0 . . 0..0
Other (Mark appropriate column) .0 . . C).

5b. Did you take adaptive physjcal education rather
than regular gym classes?
O No (Go on to question 6),
O Yes, Elementary (Grades K to 5-8)
O Yes, Junior High (Grades 6-7 tc, 9-10)
O Yes, High School (Grades 9-10 to 12)
O Yes, College

111:11111 11! 1012.119110H
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i B. ilyhei academic degree are you currently working
., tOward.:and What is tha highest academicsiegree you

intend:to got? (Mark 'one in each column)
Current Highest
Degree Dogma
Planned Planned

NI:me . . 0 0
... 1 High school diploma or GED 0 0
. I Votational diploma/certificate 0 0
" 1 Associate.(A.A. or.equivalent) 0 0"
" 6ccalaureate'(B.A., B.S.. etc.) 0 0

4 Teaching credential 0 0
- i f4ster's (M.A.. M.S., etc.) 0 0

..
Da.ctorate (Ph.D. or Ed.D.) 0 0
Prkfessional degree (e.g., M.D., D.D.S,
q.n.4., LL.B., J.D., B.D., M.Div.)

I Ot6er (Mark appropriate columns).

. I
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O 0
O 0

7. What is your current (or most recent) college class?
(Mark one)

" &Freshman 0 Senior
o Sophomore U. Other
() Junior

8a. ,How many colleges have you attended since fall 1978?
(Mark'one)
QOne (Go on to item 9)
Q Two (Answer item 8b)
0 Three, or more (Answer item 8b)

8b.. How important was each, of the following factors in
your decision to transfer from your first college to
another institution? (Mark one column for; each factor)

My farst college did not provide adequate
support services (8.9., note-takers,
readers, interpreters, attendants)

I completed my planned program at my
first institution 0 0 0
wanted a better social life 0 . . 0. . 0
wanted to go to a larger institution . . . . 0. .60
wanted to go to a smaller institution . . .0 . 0 ...
wanted to live in a different type of --

- community ()
. 4 wante0 to be farther .frbm home (parents). a

wanted' to be closer to home (parents) . . 0
or my family moved to a different location.tp
wanted to go to an institution with a
better academic reputation

roc. Tr g

O 0 0 14

I wanted to take a different type of program
than was offered at my first institution . 0

I was generally dissatisfied with my
first institution

I needed to attend a less expensive school C.)

My financial situation improved so I
could attend a more expentive school .

1 I didn't feel safe on the campus of my
I first institution

I had no place to study at my first
institution

1 I didn't "fit at my first institution
Other (Indicate degree of importance) .

e"--,

3

9. What has bee'n (was) your college enrollment status
most of the Vine since 1978?
(Mark one)

0 Full time
O Part time
0 Not enrolled

10. What has been (was) your employment status most,,
of the time while in college?
(Mark one)

O Not employe&
O Full-time employment off campus
O Part-time employment off campus
O Full-time employment on campus
O Part-time employment on campus

9

11. In college, how, concerned are (were) you about your
ability to finance your college education?
(Mark one)

0 Very much
0 Somewhat

-0 Not at all

12. What is (was) your overall college grade average?
(Mark one)

0 A or A+
0 A-
O B+

B

B-
.

C+

O c

219



13. .Please indicate your most recent major field of study in
college. (Mark one)

ARTS AND HUMANITIES
Art, fine and applied

English (language and
literature) 0

History

Journalism 0
Language and Literature

(except English)

'Music
Philosophy

Speech

The Ater or Drama.
Theology or Religion

Other Arts and Humanities

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE'
Biolody (general) 0
Biocherrustry or

Biophysics

Botany 0
Marine (Life) Scilice 0
Microbiology or

Bacteriology

Zoology 0
Other Biological

Science 0
BUSINESS
Accounting 0
Business Admin. (general) 0,
Finance 0
Marketing
Management

Secretarial Studies
Other Business

EDUCATION
Business Education

Elementary Education (.)
Music or Art Education

Physical Education or
Refeation

Secondary Education

Special Eacation
Other Education

j
0

ENGINEERING
Aeronautical or
Astronautical Eng.
Civil Engineenng
Chemical Engineering

Electrical or Electronic
Engineering

Industrial Engineering ..
Mechanical Engineering .

Other Engineering

1 VI 1 2 2 2 1 2 1

PHYSICAL SCIENCE
Astronomy

Atmospheric Science
(incl. Meteorology)

Chemistry
Eqrth Science

Marine Science (incL
Oceanography)

Mathematics
Physics

Statistics,

Other Physical Science

PROFESSIONAL
ArcKitecture or Urban

planning 0
Home Economics

Health Technology (medical,
dental, laboratory)

Library or Archival Science

Nursing
Pharmacy

Predental, Rremedicine,
Preveterinary

Therapy (occupational,
physical, speech)

Other Professional
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14. Do (did) you have to study a particular field to get

financial aid at college?
(Mark one) .

0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

SOCIAL SCIENCE
Anthropology
Economics 0
Geography 0
Political Science (gov't.';

intergationallelations)
Psychotogy 0
Social Work 0
Sociology
Other Social Science '0
TECHNICAL
Building Trades 0
Data Processing or

Computer Programming () ,
Drafting or Design 0
Electronics
Mechanics

Other Technical

OTHER HELDS
Agriculture

Communications
(radio. T.V., etc.)

Computer Science
Forestry

Law Enforcement
Military Science
Other Fie(cl

Undecided

1132121111

0

0
0
0:

4Hill

O Nos
0 Yes

15. Where do tdid) you live most of the time in
college? Where would you prefer (have
preferred) to live?
(Mark one in each column)

)
College housing (dormitory, Actual Preferred
fraternity or sorority, other Residence Residence

college housing) 0 0
Off campus (private room,
apartment, or house) 0 0

Other (Mark appropriate columns) 0 0

16. With whom do (did) you live most of the time
at college? With whom would you prefer
(have preferred) to live?, (Mark one in each
column as appropriate)

Actual Preferred

With parents or relatives 0. 0
Alone 0 0
With disabled roommate or
roommates

With nondisabled roommate or
roommates 0

.0
. 0

With spouse . 0
Other (Mark appropriate columns) . Q. . 0

17. In college, do (did) you have tutoring or remedial
work in any of the following subjects/
(Mark all that apply)

0 No
C.) Yes, reading

Yes, writing or composition
0 Yes, mathematics

Yes, social studies
U Yes, science
(3 Yes, foreign language

Yes, other

220
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18. What.is youi probable career occupation?
(Mark one)

Ci AcCountant or actuary
-"` Actor or entertainer

Architect or urban planoet, .

0 Artist
0 Business (clerica0

Business executive (management, administrator)
n Business owner or Proprietor
(-) Business salesman or buyer
0 Clergyman (minister, priest)
O Clinfcal psychologist
0 College teacher
0 Computer programmer or 'analyst
agon4rvationist Of forester

dentiit (including orthodontist);
Dtetiyan or home economist

O Engineer
O Farmlir or rancher

' Forejgn service worker (including.diplomat)
0,Homemaker (full-time)
O Interior decorator (including designer)
0 Interpretor (translator)
0 Lab technician or hygienist
0 Law enforcement officer
,0 Lawyer (attorney) or judge
O Military service (career)
0 Musician (performer, comPoser)
C) Nurse
0 Clptometrist
()Pharmacist
C Physician
0 School counselor
9 School principal or superintendent

Scientific researcher
Social, welfare or recreation worker

L) Statistician
Therapist (physical, occupational, speech)
Teacher or administrator (elementary)

ji Teacher or administrator (secondary)
Vetennarian

(.1.: Writer or journalist
Ski.11ed trades

(-) Other
Undecided

1 19a. In college, is (was) there any one person whose

3

5

1
3

1

1

3

support, e.ncouragernent, guidance, or confidence
in you is (was) central to your success? (Mark one)

No (Skip to question 20)
Yes, a personal friend (outside of school)

0 Yes, a family member (e.g., parent or spouse)
Yes, a high school friend

a Yes, a high school teacher
0 Yes, a high school advisor, counselor
0 Yes, a college.friend
C Yes, a college professor, teacher
0 Yes, a collage advisor, counselor
(D Yes, other
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19b. Is this' person:

(Mark one for each (tem bejow),

A. Male
n Female

B.L.) Disabled
Ci Not disabled

C. Age
O 22 years or yRunger
o 23.to 29 years
o 30 years or older

20. Do you have a disability? (Mark all that apply and write
your specific disability in the box beloW for each area
that you mark.)

o No, I do not have a:nciisability (Skip to 5uestion 30)
()Yes, visuanpartially sighted, blind; not correctable

with glasses or cootact lenses)

j Yes, hearing

()Yes speech

0 Yes, orthopedic

0 Yes, learning

GYes, health-related (e.g., respir.etory, heart)

0Yes, emotional

()Yes, other

21. To what extent does (did) your disability area affect
yoUr functicining at college? (Mark one column for
each of your disability areas)

221

ii 35HUNIIIMIIIMNE0331

Visual
Hearing
Speecn
Orthopedic
Learning
Health-related
Emotional
Other

Very Not at
Much Somewhat all

0 . 0
. 0. . 0
. . . 0
a. . 0

. 0.
0 0 .

11139111111 13111111111:1



22. When was bNoreryour disability
(disabilities) diagn'osed?

A

(MO( 6no)

L., Prenatally or at birth
C. Before gge 5

Between ages 6,12
Between ages 13-17

C Age 18 or older

23. Do you consider yotk disability to be:
(Mark one)

C... Visible/apparent
°Sometimes apparent/sometimes

not obvious

Hidden/not obvious

24. In college,, how conderned are (were)
you about exponsesassociated with
your disability?
(Mark one)

C Wry much
C Somewhat
C Not at all

Not relevant to me

25. To what extent are (were) the facilities
and activities of your college
community accessible to you?
(Mark one)

0 Very much
0 Somewhat
0 Not at all

Not relevant to me

26. To what extent are (were) the community
residents of your college town sensitive
to and supportive of you as a disabled
person? (Mark one)
"-

Very much
Somewhat
Not at all_
Not relevant to me
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27. In college, to what extent does (did) your disability affect your

experiences in each of the following areas?
(4ark one colurpn foreactr area)

Very
.much

Academic. 0
Social 0
Recreational, extracurricular
Psychological, emotional

0
0

Other (Indicate extent) 0

Not at
Somewhat alln .....

(..--,, .9
,,,._,

,
,-.. ,0 ,

1 )

0 0
28. The following isa list of support services and accommodations,that you

may or may not use (have used) at college.
(Mark the appropriate column for each)

I

1

N

U

Would U. Do (Did) 11/ Am Currently If Available Not Use n
Using (Would

.Existing-architectUral accommodations (Did Uae) Have Used)

(e.g., elevators, stair railings) 0 0
Adaptive architectural accommodations
(e.g., rarnps, adapted restroom facilities) . 0

Adaptive equipment, assistive devices
(e.g., tape reCprders, brdille)

Suort service personnel (e.g.,
interpreters, readers, at;endants)

Instructional accommodations
Time accommodations.
Program accommodations
Performance evaluation accommodations 0
Adaptive physical education. 0 ,

Peer counseling from disabled students

Peer counseling from nondisabled
students 0

Academic advising 0
Personal counseling, therapy
Vocational counseling
Repair services for assistive devices
Disabled student organizations, clubs . .

Nondisabled student organizations,
clubs

Disabled student office, advocate
Legal services
Adaptive admissions
Adaptive admissions
Campus orientation
Financial aid for coHege expenses
(e.g., tuition, books)

Financial aid for cost-of-living
expenses (e,g., food, rent)

Financial aid for disability-related
expenses

Transportation
Special parking
Registration priority
Other (Mark and specify below
,appropriate columns)

(NottoRzrint

0 U -

a
-

1

l.

a
a

a
a -
a
I ;

.1 7

P-
11'
Ll-

1-
1

0 a
O 0 0
O 0 . a
Q 0 0
O 0 0
O 0 a

o 0
0
rs

O 0
O 0

0
criteria 0 0 L,'

,-,

procedures 0 0 , g
O 0
O 0

,
O 0 -
0
0
0

0
0
0
0 .....

O 0

Specify)

i)
(Speci La

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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29. To what extent do (did) you experience the following at college?

(Mark one ol3.irnn for each statement),
..

-:
i..-

a.-

7s,

/1.

s,

.e:

."
.4:'
e.0

Faculty/staff underestimate my academic ability or potential
Faculty/staff overestimate my academic ability or potential
People underestimate my ability to handle frustration and stress
People overestimate_rny ability to handle frustration and stress

f z..
1J

Faculty/staff ask me irrelevant or overly personal questions about my disability
Other stuciants ask me irrelevant or oVerly tiersonal questions about my disability
Because faculty/staff don't ask me meaningful questions about my disability, I must anticipate and

.
answer such questions ..

Because other students don't ask me meaningful questions about my disability, I Must anticipate and
`answer such questions ..

0
--)

..--, )k.... .

"-' (Th

7Th i,. . ..,

.----,
. 0,......_

The failuretf my instructors to accommodate to my disability-related.needs makes academic work moredifficult . .0 . . 0 . 0
I can handle risk better and am more independent than most people realize 0 . . 0 . 0
People patronize me or talk to me as if I were a child 0 .. 0 . . 0
Peopla talk.about me rather than to me 0 . . 0 . . 0
Myinstructors avoid or ignore me , 0 .. 0 . . 0
Other students avoid or ignore me 0. . 0.. 0
Faculty/staff make me feel that I cause them extra time and trouble 0 .. 0.. 0
Other students make me feel that I cause them extra time and trouble 0 .. 0.. 0
Becausei have a disability, pePPle assume that:

I have other physical disabilities thatl do not have 0..0.. 0
I am limited socially 0 . n . 0
I am limited in what I can do physically 0 . . 0 . . n
I am limited in what I can do intellectually and academically 0.. 0 . . 0

30. Rate yourself on each of the following traits as you
really think you are when compared with the average
person of your own age. We want the most accurate
estimate of how you see yourself.
(Mark one column for each trait)

o cb 0.1
.Co

'TT T cla

Academic ability 0 0 0
Athletic ability 0 . 0 0
Artistic ability 0 0 0
Defensiveness 0 0
Drive to achieve 0 n ()
Leadership ability . 0
.Mathematical ability 0 .

Mechanical ability 0 . . U. 0
Originality 0 0- 0
Physical attractiveness 0 (- 0
Political Conservatism . 0 . 0
Political liberalism 0 0 ()
Popularity 0 0
Popularity with the opposite sex . 0 . . .

Public speaking ability ()
Self-confidence (intellectual) 0 . . ()
Self-confidence (social) 0 0 0
Sense of humor
Sensitivity to criticism Cj k7/ .

Stubborness
Understanding of others
Writing abihty 0

11313H1133311131

pl. HoW important is each of thelollowing to you
personally? (Mark one column for each itern)

... C.' C.'
.1'.0 .7 .7

1- 'ri -- i'
Becoming accomplished in one of the 44.14 ~ .:',S
performing arts (acting, dancing, etc.) 0 . 0 . . 0

Becoming an authority in my field 0 . . 0 . . 0
Obtaining recognition from my colleagues
for contributions to my special field 0 . . 0 ... 0

Influencing the political structure .. .. 0 . 0 . . 0
Influencing social values . 0 .. 0 . . 0
Raising a family 0 . . 0 . . 0
Having administrative responsiblity for
the work of others 0 . . 0 . . C`_)

Being very well-off tinancially 0 . (l . . 0
Helping others who are in difficulty 0 .. 0 .. .-)

0 .. (l 2.Making a theoretical contribution to science

Writing original works (poems, novels,
short stories, etc.) 0 . 0- . C-`

Creating artistic work (painting, sculpture,
decorating, etc.) 0 . 0 . 0

Bein successful in a business of my own . 0 . . 0
Bec ming involved in programs to clean
up he environment 0 . 0 . . 0

Developing a meaningful philosophy of life . . 0 . 0 . 0
Participating lila community action program . . Q..0..0

. 0 .

Helping to promote racial understanding
Keeping up-to-date with political affairs
Helping to promote the interests of the
disabled 0 0 . 0

. . o .

o .

11531133:333313111133131131333,1
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38. What is your cuKrent annual income from all sources?

(Mark one)
32. Age (as of December 31, 1980).

(Mark one)
122 years or younger
23-29 years
30 years or older

33: Are you: (Mark one)
Single (never married)
Married

....Separated. divorced, or widOWd"

34, Do you have children? (Mark aril,.
No

Yes, one child
. Yes, more than ne child

OW) income, 1.7,

0$4,999 or below
0$5,000-$9,999

$1 0,000 1 9;999
0$20,000 or above

39. Which of the following life patterns would you prefer
. ten to fifteen years from now? (Please indicate one

answer in each group)

(a)
()single
o married
()living with a person of opposite sex but not married
0 other
(b)
0 no children
0 one child
0 two children
Othree or more children
()adopt one or more children
(c)
0 full-time career
0 part-time careqr
0 not employed

35. itihat is your cur nt religious prefer° e?
(Mark one)

C Protestant
Roman Catholic

L., Jewish
Other

k....) Undecided

None

36. Do you consider yourself a born-again Christ
(Mark one)

No

Yes

37. Indicate yaur income sources:
(Mark one column for each item)

n?

k 4 e
.

4 , e i lei
Parents, relatives, inheritance, etc. 0 0
Spouse 0 0
Self (earnings from employment.
savings. etc.) 0 0 0'1

Social Security benefits 0 0 0
Veterans' benefits Q. 0 . 0
Vocational Rehabilitation funds 0 0 . 0
Supplementary Support Income 0. 0 . 0
Federal college-related financial aid
(loan, grant. etc.) 0 0 . 0

.Scholarship from college 0 0 0
Scholarship from outside agency,
organization 0 0 . 0

Other (Mark appropriate column)
N

0

.44

40. How would you characterize your political views?
(Mark one)

0 Far left
O Liberal
0 Middle-of-the-road
0 Conservative
0 Far right

i-
t

0-
0

41. How long did it take you to answer this questio nnaire? 1.
(Mark one)

0-Less than 1/2 hour
0 v2 hour toil' hour
O 1 hour to 11/2 hours
O 11/2 hours to 2 hours
0 More than 2 hours

42. Did you need help to answer this survey?
(Mark all that apply)

.0 No
-(..) Yes, reading
L..) Yes, marking or writing answers

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR HELP.

PL SE ADD COMMENTS ON A SEPARATE SHEET OF,PAPER.
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-175-.---10 YOUR NAME When were you born?PLEASE PRINT:
F irst Middle.dr Maiden Last 4'1.0

is- HOME STREET ADDRESS
Cr)*

Month Day Year
(

CITY STATE ZIP CODE Area Code Home Phone No. (01-12) (01-31)

1978 STUDENT INFORMATION FORM

DIRECTIONS

Your responses will be read by an optical
.mark reader. Your careful observance of
these, few simple rules will be most appre-
ciated.

Use only black lead pencil (No. 2 or less).

Make heavy black marks that fill the circle.

Erase cleanlY any answer you wish to change.

Make no stray markings of any kind.

EXAMPLE:
Will marks4roade with ball pen or fountain pen

be properly read? Yes ..0 No .. (5)

Dear Student:
The information in this form is being collected as part of a continuing study of higher educa-

tion conducted jointly by the American Council on Education and the University of California
at Los Angeles. Your voluntary participation in this research ibeing solicited in order to achieve
a better understanding of how students are affected by their college experiences. Detailed infor-
mation on the soals and design of this research program are furnished in research reports availa-
ble from the Laboratory for Research on Higher Education at UCLA. Identifying information
has been requested in order to make subsequent mail follow-up studies possible. Your response
will be held in the strictest professional confidence.

Sincerely,
Alexander W. Astin, Director
Cooperative Institutional Research Program

0-0d-pizt

DO NOT MARK IN THIS AREA

00000000000oee0000s0000000000000s
000ec)0000cio00000000000
MARK IN AREA
ONLY IF DIRECTED

GRP.
CODE

00
00000000
(D®0000

1. Your.sex: Male . .0 Female . .0
2. Are you d veteran?

(Mark one) No

3. How old will
of this year?

16 or younger

17

18

19

20

you be
(Mark

.0
0
0
0
0

Yes' . -0
on December 31
one)

21

22

-23-25

0
0
0

26-29 0
30 or older . . 0

4. In what year did you graduate from
high school? (Mark one)

1978 0
1977 . . 0
1976 0
1975 or earlier 40-

Did not graduate but

passed G.E.D. test .

Never completed

high school

5. Was your high school program: (Mark one)

College preparatory?

Other? (For ex., vocational)

6. What was your average grade in high school?

(Mark one) A or A+ 0
A- 0
B+0
8.0

7. How weH do you feel that your high school
prepared you in the following areas:

(Mark one in each row)

Mathematical skiff's

Reading and comPosition.

Foreign languages

Science

History, social sciences . .

VocatiOnal skills

Musical and artistic skills

Study habits

Very Fairly
Well Well PoorlyO 0 00 . 0 . 0O 0 0O 0 0
.0 O. 0O 0 0
.0..0.. 0O 0 0

8. Are you enrolled (or 'enrolling) as a:

(Mark one) Full-time student?. . .0
Part-time student?. . .0

9. Prior to this term, have you ever taken
courses for credit at this institution?

Yes . 0 No 0
10. Since leaving high school, have you ever

taken courses at any other institution?

(Mark all that aPPly- For Not for
in each column) Credit Credit

No 0 0
Yes, at a junior or cmty. college .0 . . . . 0
Yes, at a four-year college or

0 university . 10
Yes, at some other postsecondary

school (For ex., technical,

vocational, business) 0 61 11111211111:1M1111211!-IIIII111

(Note: Please check that your peneil markings
ire completely darkening the circles. Do not
use pen or make :// 's or X 's. "Thank You.) 2

1 1 . Have you had, of do you feel that you will
need, any special tutoring or remedial work
in any of the following subjects?
(Mark all that
apply)

' English . . 0
Reading. . . 00
Mathematics 00

z,

.4 :4;

Social studies. 00
SCience 00
Foreign language0 0

12. How many miles is this college from
your permanent liome? (Mark one)

5 or less 0 51-100 0
6-10 0 101-500 0
11-50 0 More than 500 . . .0 ,

13. Where do you plan to live during the fall
term? If you had a choice, where would
you have preferred to live?

Plan Prefer
To Live To Live

0" 0
Other private home, apt, or rm. .

(Mark one in each column)

With parents or relatives

. . 0
-College dormitory 0 0
Fraternity or sorority house . . 0 0
Other campus student housing . 0 . 0
Other O 0

14. Is thit college your: (Mark one)

First choice? . 0
Second choice? 0
Third choice?. . 0

Less than third

choice? 0

15. To how many colleges other than this one
did you apply for admission this year?

No other 1.. 0 3.0 5 0
0 2. 0 4 . 0 6 or moreO
Not... II you Jophed tO no other college.
skip to otern I / On the next page.

16. How many other acceptances did you
receive this year? (Mark one)

None 0 1. 0 3 . 5

2. 0 4. 0 6 or more

1 I 1 I 1111 11\ I 1 1 1



17. How much of your first year's educational
expenses (room, board, tuition, and fees) co?

c,do you expect to cover from each oi3)

of the sources listed below? "cso ,
6 GO c) 0 0

(Mark.one answer for / ci"4?
each Possible source) fi;" fr;').) 4" 4' (5'

Parental or family aid, or gifts . . 000000'
Grants or Scholarships:

Basic Educational

Opportunity Grant . .

Supplemental Educational

Opportunity Grant . .

State scholarship or grant.
000000

.. 000000
College q t

(other t an above) 000000
Other private grant 000000

Loans:

Fed, guaranteed student loan

Nat'l direct student loan . .

Other college loan 00000,0
Other loan 0-00000

Work and Savings:

College Work-Study grant .

Other part-time work while

attending ...... . . 000000
Full.timevvork while attending 000000

;( 000000Savings from summer wor . .

000000W000000000000
Your parent's G:l. benefits . . . 0000 00

secur . dependent's benefits 000000'
000000

Other savings

Spouse

Your 6.i: benefits

Other

18. Please answer the.following questions regarding
BEOG (Basic Educational Opportunity Grant)
and GSL (Gu..z.isaad Student Loan) financial
aid proqraros. (Mark-aft that
'apply in each column)._ BEOG GSL

Grants Coans

heard of this prnqram ....0
.pplied for aid from this program . . 0 .0

for did in this program

lv.hether or not appled) 0 .0
19. Were you last year, or will you brihis year:

.Nrith your parents (lor more Yes No
zn in consecu I weeks)

L.sted an exemption on ynur parents'
Federal income Tax Heturn

Rceiving assistance worth SGOO or

more from your parents

0..0
0 0
0. 0

20. Are you: (Mirk one)
) e,wiitly married

*.'arrir:41. viny with spouse

not hying with spouse

21. Are you: (Mark an that apply)
rp Caucasian

Black, NAgrotAfro-Anterican

American Indian

Asian.American'Oriental

MexicanAmerican:Chicano

Puei to Rican-American

88

8

22.
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For the activities below, in4icate which
ones you did"dUring the past year. q you
engaged in an'activity "frequently, ni4rk
0. If you.engaged in an activity on,e or
more times, but not frequently, rhatk
(occasionally). Mark ® (not at all) if you
have not performed the activity
during the past year.

(Mark one for each item)

- Played a musical instiument . . .

Attended a religious service

Smoked cigarettes

Took vitamins
Participated in organized

demonstrations
Took a tranquilizing pill

Wore-glasses or contact lenses

Attended a pubhc recital or

concert

TooksleeRing pills

Jogged

Stayed up all night

Drank beer

Worked in a local, state, or

national political caMpaign. . 0
23. Where did you rank academically in your

high school graduating class? (Mark one)
op Quarter. :0 3rd Quarter. . . . 0

2nd Quarter. 0 Lowest Quarter, 0
24a.Do you consider yourself physically,

handicapped?
No . 0 (qo to Question Number 25)

Yes 0
24b. If yes, what type of handicap do you

have? (Mark all that apply)

Hearing . . . . 0 Orthopedic 0
Speech . .. . 0 Learning disability. .

Visual 0 Other 0
24c.Does your handicap require architectural

accommodations (wheelchair ramps,
elevators, etc.)? Yes 0 No0

.25. What is the highest academic
degree that you intend to
obtain?

(Mark one in.each column)

None 0..0
Associate (A.A. or equivalent) . . . 0..0
Bachelor's degree (B.A., B.S., etc.), 0..0
Master's Agree (M.A., M.S., etc.) . 0":".0
Pk.D. or Ed.D. 0..0
M.D., D.O., D.D.S., or D.V.M.. . 0..0
LL.B. or J.D. (Law) 0 0
B.D. or M.Div. (Divinity) 0 0
Other

26a.How many perso4s arecurrently depen-
dent on your parents for support (include
yourself and your parents, if applicable)?

1020 30 40 5 06 dr more0
261.3.How many of these dependents other ihari

ourself are currently attending college?

0 0

Nones 1 0 2 0 3 Or rnore0;;;;ii 5 !Ill

27. In deciding, fo go to college, how im-
portant to you was each of the

. ,

following reasOns?

1Mark öne. answer fOr'
s
each potsibla reason)

ct,

s

My parents wantecit me to go . . . . 00E
I could not find a job' . . . .... C) C)
I wanted to.get awaiefrom home . Oti)E,
To be able.to get a faeitter jota. . . 00 G
To gain a general education and

apprecition of ideas 0C) G..
To improve my reading and

studir skills

There was nothing beitpr to do . . 00 G
.

To make me a mOre cUltured person 0 0 Ei.
00E,

To be able 'to make mOre money. . 0 C)CI
To learn more about3things that

ooe'interest.me

To meet new and interesting cteople 00 C1.
To prepare myself for graduate or

professional school 1. . . . 0C)G
28.Do yosthave any dPncerrts about your

ability to finance yeiur college educa-
tion? (Mark one)' ;

None (1 am confidentihat I will
have sufficient furls) .. ..

Some concern (but I wilf probably
have enough funds)r:

Major concern (not sure'J will hairle

enough funds to complete -ollege)...0

29. How would yoU.cilaracteriie your
political views? (Mark one)

Far left

Liberal

Middle-of-therroad

Conservativet

far right

30. What is your best 'estimate of your pa
ents' total ineomelast year? donsidel
annual income from all sources befort
taxes. (Marloone)

Less than $3,000 0 $15,000-19,9990
$3,000-3,999' 0 $,20,000-24,9990
$4,000-5,999 "0 $25,000-29,9990,
S6,000-7,999 Q S30,000.-34,9990
S8,000-9,999 0 S35,000-39,9990
$1 0,600-12,499 0 $40,000-49,999 0
$12,500-14,999.0 $50,000,or more

31. What is the highTst level of formal
education obtained by your Parents?
(Mark.one in each column) Fath.ar 'Moth
Grammar school Or less . . . r .0
Some high school 0 0
High school graduate 0 0
Postsecondary school other

than college

Some college

College degree

Some graduate school

O 0
O ., 0,
O . 0
O. 0

Graduate degree . . . .... :0 r 0
I 2 I 2 3 ! 21 2 !II 2



32. Mark only three responses,
one in each column.

()Your mother'soccupation.
°Your father's occupation.,

()Your probable career occupation
,

NOTE.: If your father (or moiher)
is deceased. Please indicate his (her)
last occupatioe.

Accountant or actuary

Actor or entertainer
Architect or urban planner .

Artist
Business (tlerical)

Business executive

(management, adrninistrator)

.Busineis owner or proprietor

Business salsman or buyer

Clergyman (mihister, priest)

Clergy (other religious)

CIMical.psychologist.

college teacher

Computer programmer or analyst

'Conservationist or: forester

Dentist (including orthodontist)
DiPitian or home economist

Engineer

Farmer or rancher

Foreign service worker

(including diplomat)
Homemaker (full-time)

Interior, decorator

(including designer)

Interpretor (translator)

Lab technician or hygienist

Law enforttemeril officer

Lawyer (attorney) Or judge

Military service (career),

Musician (performer, composer)

Nurse

Optometrist

Pharmacist

Physician

School counselor

School principal or superintendent .

Scientific researcher

Social, welfare or recreation worker. .

Statistjcian
Therapist (physical,

occupational, speech)

Teacher or administrator (elementary)

Teacher or administrator (secondary) .

Veterinarian

Writer or journalist

Skilled trades

Other

Undecided

Laborer (unskilled)

Semi-skilled worker

Other occupation
Unemployed

GOG
004
G04004
00@

004
004
GOG
004
GOO
00@
000
000-
000
GOO
004
0'00
GO@

004004
00e
GOO004000
GOG
.004
000
.00@
00G)004
004
GOG
00@
00G
00e
GOG

GOG
004
0c5e
00400e
G
0

08,
00
OC)
OC)

1 1-1 1 B a II
!I'
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33. Below are some reasons thatapight have

influenced your decisicin to attend ibis
panic-Warr:college. How important
was each reason in your decision
to come here? (Mark one answer
for each possible reAon)

o

Q

-
My relatives wanted me to come here C)C)C)

©00My teacher advised me

academic.reputation cbe
was offered financial'assistance

I was not accepted anywhere else

Tfis college has Avery good '

000
Ge8

Someone who had been here before

advised me to go

This college offers special

educational programs . . . . . 000

-. 000

This college has low tuition 0 0 C)
My guidance counselor advised me 000
I wanted to live at home 000
A friend suggested attending 0C)0
A coll e representative recruited me 000

BE SURE TO ANSWER QUESTION 34.

35. Mark one in each row:

34a.Current religious 14

preference: 0 a.
(Mark one in each column) -

Baptist

CongregationallU.C.0

Eastern Orthodox

Episcopal

Jewish

Latter Day Saints (Mormon) . . . 000
000
GOG

Muslim (Doe
Presbyterip . . . . (2/..)(z)(..9

Quaker (Society of Friends) . 000

008
00-4
000
000

Lutheran

Methodist

"N- Roman'Catholic

Other Religion

None
34b. Do you consider yourself al rebbrn,

Christian? Yes 0 No 0
()Disagree Str ngly

0Disagree SOme at
() --7Agree Somewhat

0Agree Strongly

Seventh Day Adventist

Unitarian-Universalist

Other Protestant. . . .

GO&
004
GO4

. 000
004

The Federal government is not doing enough to control environmental pollution

,The Federal government is not doing enough ttiprotect the consumer from faulty goods

and services

The Federal government shoulddo more to discourage en'early consuMption

There is too much concern in the courts for the rights of criminals
Urban prbblems cannot be solved without huge investments of Federal-monies

People should not obiey laws which violate their persofal values

The death penalty should be abolished

A national health care plan is needed to cover everybOdy's medical costs . ......
Energy shortages could cause a major depression or even wars in my lifetime if action

is not taken now to prevent them

Abortion should be legalized

Grading in the high schools has become too easy

The activities of married women are best confined to the home and family

. A couple should live together for some time before deciding to get married

Parents should bD discouraged from having,large families

Divorce laws should be liberalized

If two people really like each other, it's all right for them to have sex even if they've

known each other for only a very short time

Women should receive the same salary.and otaportunities for advancement as men in

comparable positions
Wealthy people should pay, a larger share of taxes than they do now

Marijuana should be legalized

fkising is O.K. if it helps to achieve racial balance in the schools
It is important to have laws prohibiting homosexual relationshys
Colletre officials have the right to regulate student behavior off campus

Faculty promotions should be based in part on student evaluations

College grades should be abolished

Colleges would be improved if organized sports were de-emphasized

Student publications should be cleared by college officials
College officials have the right to ban persons with extreme views from speaking on carnpus. C)C)00

,Students from disadvantaged social backgrounds should be given preferential treatment in

0000
0000
0000.
0000
0000'
00000000
e\000)
0000
00000000
00000000
00000000
0000
00000000
0000
00000000
0000
0000
00.00
C)&00
0000

college admissions 0000
Open admissions (admitting anydne who applies) should be adopted by all publicly

supported colleges 000g
Even if it employs open admissions, a college shpuld use the same performance standards

;;4;;;;1211101IiillHozlaw?.41 !
in awarding degrees to all students

aTca



36..Belovtis.a list of different undergraduate maior
fields grouped into general categories. Mark only
brie circle to indicate your probable field of study.

ARTS AND HUMANITIES
Art,.fine and applied . . . .0
English (language and

litera ture)

History

Journalism

Language and Literature

(except English) '0
Music

Philosophy

Speech

Theater or Drama

0,

Theology or Religion . 0
Other Ails and Humanities , 0

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE
Biology (general) 0
BiochemistrY or

Biophysics

Bdtany 7

'Marine (Life) Science '. . .

Microbiology or

Bacteriology

Zoology

Other Biological

Science

.0

BUSINESS
Accounting 0
Business Admin. (general). 0(
Finance 0
Marketing 0
Management 0

0
0

Secretarial Studies

Other Business

EDUCATION'
Business Education 0
Elementary Education . .0
MUTIC or ''krt Education . . .0
Physical Education or

Flycraatton

Secondary Education . . . 0
Special Education 0

0

Other Education

ENGINEERING
Aeron,utical or

Asironautical Eng. .

Civil Engine'ering

Cbernical Engineering .

Electrical or Electronic

Engineer ing

Industrial Engineering, ,

Mech.mcal Engineer ing .

Other Engineer ing

PHYSICAL SCIENCE
AstronOmy

Atmospheric Science

(incl. Meteorology).

Chemistry'

Earth Science(

Marine Science (incl.

Oceanography) °

Mathematics

Physics

Statistics

Qt.her Physical Science

PROFESSIONAL
Architecture or Urban

Planning

Home Econornics ..0
Health Technology (medical,

dental, laboratory). 0
Library or Archival Science 0
Nursing 0
Pharmacy 0
Predental, Premedicine,

Preveterinary

Therapy (occupational,

physical. speech)

Other Professional j

SOCIAL SCIENCE
Anthropology

0

0
Economics 0
Geography

Political Science (gov't.,

international relations). 0
Psychology

Social Work

Sociology

Other Social Science

TECHNICAL
Building Trades

Data Processing or

Computer Programming. 0
Drafting or Design 0

ectronics

Mechanics

Other Technical

OTHER FIELDS
Agriculture

Cornrnunications

(radio. T.V., etc.)
Computer Science ..
Forestry

Law Enforcement

Military Science

Other Field

Undecided

0

. . 0

I37. Indicate the importance to you OCIdt Important
0Somevhat Important.personalJy of each of the

® verydmportant .

ori:e 'foe each item) f;:Essentiia)

Becoming accomplished in One of the perfOrmirig arts (acting,

dancing, etc).

Becoming an authority in my field
Obtaining reCognition from my colleague§ for contributions to

my special field

Influencing the political structure

Hi
®®®®

00
Influencind social Values 0000000
Having administrative respothibility for the work of others 0 11

Ejeing very well off financ`taIly 0000
Helping Others who are in difficUlty "0 00

Raising a family

Making a theoretical contrihwion t6 science 0000
Writing original works (poems, novels,'short stories, etc.) ®®®®

®®®0
Being successful jn a business of my own 0000
Becoming Involved in programs to clean up the environment 0000
Developing a meaningful philosophy of life 0000.

0.0
Helping to promote racial understanding 0 0 00

000®

Creating artistic work (painting,,colpture, decorating, etc.)

Participating in a community action program

Keeping up to date with political affairs,

38. What is your best guess as to the
chances that you will:

(Mark one for each item)

Change major field?

Change career choice?

Fail one Or More courses?

Graduate with honors?

eNo Charwe
@Very Little Chance

eVeryGocid ChanceJ-71i7@some Chance

ogoo
. 0000100000000
. 000000000000

0 0 0 t
0 0 0 0
0 0 00
0 0 0 0
0 000

Be elected to a student office?

Get a job to help pay for college expenses?

Join a social fraternity, sorority, or club?

Live in a coeducational dorm?

Be elected to an academic honor society?

-..Make at least a "B" averaoe?

Need extra time to complete yOur degree requirements?

Get tutoring help in specific cotirses?,

Have to work at an outside job during college?

Seek vocational counseling?

'Seek individual counseling on person& problems?

Get 1 bachelor's degree (B.A., B.S., etc.)? -

Participate in student protests or demonstrations?

Drop out of this college temporarily (exclude transferring)?

Drop out permanently (exclude etatisferring)?

Transfer to another college before graduating?

Be satisfied with your college?

CXXX)
CXXX)0000
-000®
0 0 0 0

'0 @Me0000
0.0 00

Find a job after college in the field for which you were trainO? . ., 0000
Get mar?ied while in c011eYernskip if married) 00C)0
Get married within a year' after college? (skip if Married) 0000
The Laboratory for Research on Higher Education at UCLA actively encourages the colleges .
that participate in this survey to conduct local studies of their student bodies. If these studies
involve collecting Windup data, it is necessary for the institution to know the students' ID
numbers so that followup data can.be linked with the data from this survey. If your college
asks for a tape coPy of the data and signs an agreement to nse it only for research pUrposes, do
we have your permission to include your.Ill number in such a tape? - t-NT es .L..) No .0
39.0 00 0
40. C)C)

42.0000®

The remaining circles are provided fur items
specifically designed by YOU, College, f afhe,
than by the Laboratory fru Research on Rher

. educattun 11"ynur college has chosen to use
the circles, observe carAully the supplemental
directions given you

43.00000 ,
THANK YOU!

44.0 0 0 0
46.0 00
47.00-60®
48.000e®

Prepared by the Laboratory for Research on Higher Education, tinsyg;sity f California, Los Angeles. California 50024: Processed by Intran Corporation, 455 Aist 77thereet, Minnespfilts, Msnnesota 55435.

I 3 3 3' 3 3 I 1 0 I 1 ,1,:.01.1.0 3 2239g Mil I I 1 0 I 11;



4.

1. Your sex: , male
. 49

2. Are you a veteran?

3.

Female . .51

(Mark one) No . 99 Yes 1

HoW old Will you be on December 31
of this year? (Mark one)

16 or younger . 0 21 - .0

.17

1 a 76 22.25 1 .

19 16 26-29 .0 . . . .

20 2 .30 or older .0 .

4. In what year did you graduate from
high school? (Mirk one)

1978 94 Did not graduate but

1977 3 passed G.E.D. test . .

1976 1 Never completed
1975 or earlier 2 high school

1

0

-179-

APPENDIX t

*1978 Student Information Form:

Percentage Responses for Nondisabled

Freshmen (N=626,333),

5. Was your high school program: tMark one)

College preparatory?

Other? (For ex., vocational)

6. What average grade in high school.?

(Mark one. A or A+

A-
B+

10 g- 12

13 c+ 10

21 C 6

27 ID 0

7. How well do you feel that your high school
prepared you in the following areas\

(Mark one in each row) Very
Well

Mathematical skills 32

Reading and composition . 35

Foreign languages 17

Science 35

History, social sciences . . . 40.

Vocational skills 19

Musical and artistic skills . . 24.

Study habits 19

230
iiiliwil-323113331133,153111

Fairly
Well Poorly
54..15

.46..37

.54.. 6

47..34
.41..34
56..25

3311

11. Have you had, or do you feel that you will
need, any special tutoring or remedial work
in any of the following subjects?
(Mark all that

-2"
4/apply) b b

English ..10 14 Social studies.1:0 4
Reading. . 1.1 8 Science 9 13

Mathematia 0 24 Foreign language

12. How many miles is this college from
your permanent home? (Mark one)

14

5 or less 10 51-100 15

6-10 1 2 101-500 28

11-50 27 More than 500 8

13. Where do you plan to live during the fall
term? If you had a choice, where would
you have preferred to live?

Plan Prefer
(Mark one in each column) To Live To Live

With,parents or relatives . . . .35 19
Other private home, apt. or.rm. .6 .. 24,

Collegedormito. 56 .. 47
Fraternity or sororiw house . .1 . 4

Other campus student housing . .2 4

Other .1 2

111. Is this college your: (Mark one)

First choice? . . 76
Second choice?. 18
Third choice?.

. 4

Less than third

choice?

15. To how many colleges other than this one
did you apply for admission this year?

No other. 1. 18 3. 14 5 4
2. 18 4. 8 6 or more3

N*ot if you .1001teti. to rui other college.
skip Fr, tern I / un the negt

16. How many other acceptances did you
receive this year? (Mark one)

None 20 1.31 3,45 5 2

2. 24 4.- 6 6 or more2!WM!



19(Were you last year, or will you be this year:
Living woh your parents (for more Yes No

than two consecutive week,/ 92 8
Listed as an exemption on yuur parents'

Federal Income Tax,Return 83 17
Receiving assistance wryth $600 nr

more frnm your parents 66 34

20. Are you: (Mark orie)
Not pre;ently mareitd .99
Married living with spouse 1

Married, not living with sPOUse 0
21. A r e you: (Mark ail that apply)

VlhiteiCaucasian

Black/NorplAffnAmerican
American Indian
Asian-American/Oriental

canAmericanrChicano
Puer to RicanAmer ican
Other

87

-186
22. For the activities below, indicate which

ones you did during the past year. If you
engaged in an activity frequently, mark
e. If yoli engaged in an activity one or

, more times, but not frequently, mark ®
(occasionally). Mark (not at all) if you
have not performed the activity
during the past year.

(Mark one for each item)

Played a musical instrument .

e
. .23-21 56

Attended a religious service. . _4,8 38 14
Smoked cigarettes 14 15 71
Took vitamins 18 40 42
Participated in organized

demonstrations .. 3 14 83
Took a tranquilizing pill 0 5 95
Wore glasses or contact lenses . .35 11 55
Attended a public recital or

concert 21 61 18
Took sleeping pills 0 3 97
Jogged.' 24 58 .18
Stayed up all night 7 61 32
Drank beer 22 52 26
Worked in a local, state, or

national political campaign . ..1 8 91

23. Where did you rank dadeinidallyln your
high school graduating class? (Mark one)
Top Quarter. . 046 3rd Quarter. . . . 01
2nd Quarter. . 034 Lowest Quarter.

25. What is the'highest academic
degree that you intend to
obtain?

(Mark one in each column)

1:3

C'a
C C

c.

7*c3:L. :1/

None 2 .4
Associate (A.A. or equivalent) . . . 8 .26
Bachelor's degree (B.A., 8.S., etc.)38 . 53
Master's degree (M.A., M.S., etc.) 30 .10
Ph.D. or Ed.D. 9 2
M.D., D.O., D.D.S., or D.V.M.. . . 6 .. 2
LL.B. or J.D. (Law) 4r 1

B.D. or M.Div. (Divinity) 0 1

Other 3 2
26a.How many persons are currently depen-

8 dent on yOur parents for support (include
yourself and your parents, if applicable)?

5 2 9 ,319, 426 522 6 or more 19
26b.Hoiy many of these dependents other than

yourself are currently attending college?

None 661 262 6 3 or more 3

21222 II!

1

0
1

1.

.2M111111121111511

27. In deciding to go to college, how im-
?

portant to you was each of the
following'reasons?

(Mark one answer for
each possible reason)

Z7 '
0

k*

My Parents wanted me to go . . . 29 49 2
I could not find a job 4 9 E
wanted to get away from home 8 32 E

To be able to,get a better job. . . 75 19
To gain a general education and

appreciation of ideas 68 30
To improve my reading and

study skills . , , 37 49 1
There was nothinb better to do .2 8'0
To make me a more 'cultured persa34 48 1
To be able to make more money 61 33
To learn more about things that

interest me 73 25
To meet new and interesting PeOPE6 '39
To prepare myself for graduate or

professional school 44 33 2
28. Do you have ,any concern about your

abtility to finance your college educe
tion? (Mark one)

None (I am confident that I will
have sufficient funds)

Some concern (but I 'will probably

Pave enough funds)

Major concern (not sure I will have
enough funds to Complete college)14

29. How would you characterize your
political views? (Mark one)
Far left 2
Liberal 23
Middle-of-the-road 59
Conservative 16
Far right 0

35

50

3. What is your best estimate of your pa
ents' total income last year? Conside
annual income from all sources befon
taxes. (Mark one)

Less than $3,000

'$3,000-3,999
$4,000-5,999
$6,000-7,999
S8,000-9,999
S10,000-12,499
$12,500-14 ,P99

3 $15,000-19,999 1(
2 S20,000-24,999 1;
3 $25,000-29,999 1(
4 $30.000-34,999 E

4 $35,000-39,999 L

8 540,131130-49,999 E

9 $50,000 or more

31. What is the highest level of formal
education obtained by your parents?
(Mark one in each column) Father Moth
Grammar school or less . . . . 5 4
Some high school 11 -.9
High school graduate . . . 29 ... 43
Postsec&ndary school oth.er

than college 4 7
'ome.college 13 ... 14
College degree 20 : -16
Some graduate school 3 . .2
Graduate degree 14 ....6
2 I 2 2 tit 2. .1 1 !
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33. Below are some reasons that might have

influenced your 'decision to attend this
pirticular college. How important '0

was each reason in your decision
'to come here? (Mark one aniwer

for each possible reason)

My relatives wanted me to come here,...

My teacher advised Me g 20 74
This college has a very good 4 26 70

academic reputation 50 41 9
I 'was Qffered financial assistance .14 18 68

tilas not accepted anywhere else . .3. 5 92
Someone who had been here before

advised me to go 14 42 44
This college offers special

educational programs 26 37 34
This college has low tuition. . .17 37 46
My guidance counselor advised me .8 30 62
I wanted to live at home , 10 16 74
A friend suggested attending 3 6 31 63
A college representative recruited mei, 12 84

a.Current re9gious
pr erence:

(Mark one in ,each column)
Baptist

Congregational (U C C )

Eastern Orthodox

Episcopal

Jewish,

Latter Day Saints (Mormon) . .

Lutheran

Methodist

Muslim

Presbyterian

Quaker (Society of Friends) . .

Roman Catholic

Seventh Day Adventist

Unitarian.Universalist . .

Other Protestant : . i. . . . . . .

Other Religion

None
34b. Do you consider yourself a

Christian? Yes 30 N.

35.

The Federal government,is not doing enough to control environmental pollution

The Federal government is not doing enough to protect,the consumer from faulty goods

and services

The Federal government should do more to discourage energy consumption

There is too much cOncern in the courts for the rights of criminals

Urban problems cannot be solved without huge investments of Federal monies

People should not obey laws which violate their personal values

The death penalty should be abolished

A national health care plan is needed to cover everybody's medical costs

EnergY shortages could cause a major depression or even wars in my lifetime if action

is not taken now to prevent them

Abortion should be legafized

Grading in the high schook has becotne too easy

The activities of married women are best cdnfined to the h"Ome and family

A couple should live together for some time before deciding to get married

Parents should be discouraged from having large families

Divorce laws should be liberalized

If two people really like each other, it's all right for them to have sex even if they've

known each other for only a very short time
Women should receive the same salary and opportemities for advancement as men in

comparable positions
Wealthy people should pay a larger share of taxes than they do now

Marijuana should be legalized

Busing is O.K. if it hiilps to achieve racial balance in the schools
It is important to have laws prohibiting homosexual relationships

College of ficials have the right to regulate student behavior off campus

Faculty promotions should be based in part on student evaluations

College grades should be abolished

Colleges would Le improved if organized sports were de-emphasized

Student publicationsefrould be cleared by college officia

College officials have the right to ban persons with extreme views from speaking on campus

Students f rom disadvantaged social backgrounds should be given preferential treatment in

college admissions

Open admissions (admitting anyone who

supported colleges

Even if it employs open admissions, a college should use the same perfortnance standards

in awarding degrees to all students

! 2

13
2

1

3

4
0
5 '

10
0
6
0

38
0

5

4
8

reborn

70

82

73
82-
66
49
32
33.

60

80
57
64,
27
45
48
49

48

93
73
49
41
46
14
72
16
27
36
26

35
applies) should be adopted by all publicly

33 .
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-WiCentage marking essential or very important37. nuicate tnelrnportance to you
personally of each of the

' following:

Becoming aCcomplished in one of the performing arts (acting,
dancing, etc )

13
Becoming an authority in my field

73
Obtaining recognition from my colleagues for contributions to

my special field
51

Influencing the political structure
15

Influericing social values
"132

Raising a family
63

Having administrative responsibility for the work of others 36
Being very well off financially

60
Helping others who are in difficulty

66
Making a theoretical contributionlo science

15
Writing original Works (poems, novels, short stories, etc.) 13
Creating artistic work (painting, sculpture, decorating, etc.) 14
Being successful in a business of my own

49
Becoming involved in programs to clean up the environment

?ElDeveloping a meaningful philosophy of life
57

Participating in a community action program
2.7Helping to promote racial understanding
34

Keeping.up to date with political affairs
37

?El. What is your best guess as to the
chances that you will:

Change major field?
12

Change career choice?
12

Fail one or more courses?
2

Graduate with honors?
12Be elected tri a student office?
3

Get a job to help pay for college expenses?
41

Join.a social fraternity, sorority, or club?
18Live in a coeducational dorm?
26

Be elected to an academic honor raciety?
8Make at least a "B" average?

42
Need extra time to complete your d ree requirements7

5Get tutoring help in specific courses:
9

Have to work at an outside job during c llege?
24

Seek vocational counseling7
7

'Seek individual counseling on personal problems?
4

Get a bachelor's deg' ee (B.A., B.S., etc.)?
65Participate in student protests or demonstrations?
3Drop out of this college temporarily (excldde transferring)? 1

Drop out permanently (exclude iransferring)?
1

Transfer to another college before graduating?
11

Be satisfied with your college?
56

Find a job after college in the field for which you were trained? 67
Get married,while in college? (skip if married)

5
Get married within a year after college?(skip if married)- 15.

233

et.
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APPENDIX D

1978 Student Information Form:

Percentage Responses for Disabled Fol low-up 'Respondents

(N=3,338)

1. Your sex: Male
. . 47 Fern . . 53

2. Are you a veteran?
(Mark onel No . . 96 Yes . . 4

3. How old iiU you be on DeceriTher 31
of this year? (mark one)

16 or younger . 21

22

13 62 23.25 .

19 26-29

20 27 30 or older . .

4.1n what year did you graduate from
high school? (M )rk one)

1978 81 Did not graduate but
1977 6 passed G.E.D. test. . 2

1976 2 Neve, completed

1975 or edrlier 8 high school 0

5. Was your high school program: (Mark one)

College preparatory? 86

Other? (For ex., vocational)

6. What was your average grade in high-school?

(Mark one) A or A+ 13 B- 10
A_ 14 c+ 8

B+ 24 c 7

B 23 D 0

4!'"
7. How wen dcrSou feel that your high school-

prepared you in the following areas:

(Mark one in each row) Very Fairly
Well -Well Poorly

Mathematical skills 34 49. 17

Reading and composition. . 37 . 49.. 14

Foreign languages .18 . 41.. 41

Science _ 35 . 53.. 12

History, social sciences . . 41. . 51.. 8

Vocational skills 19. . 42.. 38

Musical and artistic skills . 27. . 41.. 32

Study habits 21.. 54.. 25

1212121112 2111!B R

23,1

74 fi !I

11. Have you had, or do you feel that you will
need, any special tutoring or remedial work
in any of the following subjects?
(Mark all that

/etapply) b be

English . .11 22 Social studies.1 2 6

Reading . .14 15 Science . . . .1.0 20

Mathematic14 29 foreign language 20

12. How many miles is this college from
your permanent home? (Mark one)

5 or less 10 51-100 17

6-10 ..... . . 10 101-500. . . . . . 30

11-50 25 More than 500 . . . 8

13. Where do you pl'an to live during the fall
term? If you had a choice, where would
you have preferred to live?

Plan Prefer
(Mdrk one in each column) To Live To Live

With parents or relatives 25 .20

Other private home, apt. or rm. 5 . . . .22

College dormitory 65 .46

Fraternity or sorority house . . 1... 5

Other campus student housing . 1 . . 4

Other 3, 4

VI. Is this college your: (Mark one)

First choice? . . 78 Less than third

Second choice?. 17 choice? . .

Third choice?. . 4

15. To how many colleges other than this one
did you apply for admission this year?

No other 1. 19 3.12 5 3

40 2. 16 4. 6 6 or mor4
Now tt you anotted to no Other collego,
skip tO oun I un the neat paqt

16. How many other acceptances did you
receive this year? (Mark one)

None 21 1 . 26 3.15 5. . .3 .

2. 25 4. 5 6 or more 3

11 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2



19. Were you last year, or will you be this year:
Loring with your parents (for more

than two consecutive weeks)

Listerias an exemption no your parents'
Federal Income ra )i Return

Receiving assistance worth S600 or
more from your parents

20. Are you: [Mark one)
Not presently married

, May led, living with spouse

Married, not hvirtg with sdowe
21. Are you: (Mark all that apply)

Whoe.Caucasian

Blac kr Negro 'At roAmer ican
American Indian

Apan-Ameocan:Oriental
Merocan.AmericantChicano

Puer to HicanArmer ican.

Other

I 1 1.1 ! I 2 2 11 11:t 222

Yes No

85 15

77 23

62 38

.95
5

1

87
8
1

2

1

0
3

2 2 2

184
22. For the activities below, indicate which

ones you did during the past year. If you
engaged in an adtivity frequently, mark
(:). If you engaged in an activity one or
more times, but not frequently, mark ©
(occasionally). Mark 0 (not at all) if you
have not performed the activity
during the past year.

(Mark one for each item)

Played a musical instrument . .27 -22 51
Attended a religious service. . 53 34 13'
Smoked cigarettes 13 11 76
Took vitamins 21 38 41
Participated in organized

demonstrations 3 13 84
Took a tranquilizing pill 1 .9 90

. .53 10 38Wore glasses or contact lenses

Attended a public recital or
concert 23 56 21

Took sleeping-pills 0 6 94
Jogged 19 46 35
Stayed sip all night 8 53 39
Drank beer 18 48 34
Worked in a local, state, or

national political campaign . . . 3 10 87
23. Where did you rank academically in your

high school graduating class? (Mark one)
Top Quarter. . 052 3rd Quarter. . . .

2nd Quarter. . 031 Lowest Quarter. . 0

25. What:is the highest academic
degree that you intend to
obtain?

(Mark one in each column)

None 2 5

Associate (A.A. or equivalent) . . 3 . 15
Bachelor's degree (B.A., B:S., etc.)31 61
Master's degree (M.A., M.S., etc.) .31 12
Ph.D. or Ed.D. 12 2
M.D., 0.0., D.D:S., or D.V.M.. . 10 . . 2

LL.B. or J.D. (Law) 5 2

B.D. or M.Div. (Divinity) 1 1

Other 5 I
26a.How many persons are currently depen-

dent on your parents for support (include
yourself and your parents, if applicable)?

1 8 2 9 3 19 4 23E22 6 or mdre 19
26b.How many of thbse dependents other than

yourself are currently attending college?

None 621 272 8 3 or more 3

2C6o PA 2 2 .1 2 2 2 212

27. In deciding to go to college, how im-
portant to you Was each of the
following reasons?

(Mark one aiiswer for
each possible reason)

My parents wanted me to go .

I could not find a job 8
I wanted to get away from home 8

To be able to get a better job. . 74
To gain a general education and

appreciation of ideas . . . . 71
To improve my reading and

stody skills 38
There was nothing better to do . 3
To make mea more cultured pera5

To be able to make more money50

To learn more about things that

interest me 77 21
To meet new and interesting peo5Gt

To prepare myself for graduate or

professional school 48 33 I
28. Do you have any concern about your

abiliW to fisance your college educa-
tion? (Maffl one)

None (I am conficlent that I will
have sufficient funds) 3:

Some concern (but I will probably
have enough funds)

'Major concern (not sure I will have
ersaugh funds to complete college). .1S

29. How would you characterize your
political views? (Mark one)

Far lef t

,s

0 .
02 .5

.24 46.

10 E
34 E
20

26

46
9 E

48 :
38 3

'38

2
26
52
18

1

Liberal

Middle.of-the-road

Conservative

Far right

30. What is your best estimate of your pa
ents' total income last year? Conside
annual income from all sources befort
taxes. (Mark one)

Less than 53,000

53,000-3,999
$4,000-5,999

, $6,000-7,999
$8,000-9,999
$10,000-12,499
$12,500-14,999

515.000-19,999

520,000-24,9992
15 S25,000-29,999

530,000-34,999

sss4 03505.:00000-39.9991C
iC

31. What is the highest level of formal
education obtained by your parents?
(Mark one in each column) Father Moth

Grammar school or less . . . . 9 .. 6
Some high school 12
High school vraduate 26 - 34
Postsecondary school other

than college

Some college

College degree

4 5

11 15,
16 - -19

Some graduate school 4 .3
GrAduete degree 16 ,8

1:1, II!. 11W
,,,
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33. Belo9 are some reasons that might have

influenced your decision to attend this
particular college. How important
was each reason in your decision

to come here? (Mark one ansWer

for each possible reason)
Q ."0

My relatives wanted me to come here 6 21
My teacher advised me 6 26
This college has a very good

academic reputation 62 32
I was offered financial assistance . .22 21
.1 was not accepted anywhere else . . 4 6
Some One who had been here before

4advlsed me to go 15 41
This college offers special

educational programs 33 32
This college has low tuition 10 30
My guidance counselor advised me .10 29
I wanted to live at home 11 12
A friend suggested attending 8 27
A college represeptative recruited me 7. 16

35.

The Federal gOvernMerrit,is not doing enough to control environmental.pollution

The Federal government is not doing-enough to protect the consumer from faulty goods

and services 72

The Federal government'Should do more to discourage energy consumption 83
There is too much Concern in the courts for the rights onf criminals 64
Urban problerns cannot be solved without huge investments of Federal monies

People should not obey laws which violite their personal values 32
The death penalty should be abolished 33,

.A national health care Plan is needed to cover everybody's medical costs 61.

Energy shortages could cause'a major depression or even wars in my lifetime if action

is not taken now to prevent them 82
Abortion should be legalized 54

Grading in the high schools has becometoo easy 67
The activities of married women are best confined to ihe home and family 29
A couple should live together for some time before deciding to get married. 40
Parents should be discouraged from having large families 51

Divorce laws should be liberalized 48
,If two People really like each other, it's all right for them to have sex even if they've

known each other for only a very short time 43
Women should receive the same salary and opportunities for advancement as men in

comparable Positiims
Wealthy people should pay a larger share of taxes than they do now

Marijuana should he legalized

Busing is O.K. if it helps to achieve racial balance in the schools
It is important to have laws prohibiting homosexual relationships
College officials have the right to regulate student behavior off campus

Paculty promotions should be based in part on'student evaluations

College grades should be abolished

Colleges would be improved if organized sports were de-emphasized

Student publications should be cleared by college officials

College officials have the right to ban persons with extreme views from speaking oncampus.

Students from disadvantaged social backgrounds shoUld be given preferential treatment in

college admissions

OPen admissions (admil.ting anyone who applies) should be adopted by all publicly

supported colleges 33
...Even if it employs open admissions, a college should use the same performance standards

in awarding degrees tO,all students 77

11;112;; 1367:11r,31111H537; i7.1!:13!1:1
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34a.Current religious
preference:

(Mark one in each cofumn)
Baptist

Congregational (U.C.0 )"

Eattern Orthodox

Episcopal

Jewish

73 Latter Day Saints (Mormon) . .

68 Lutheran

Methodist

6 Muslim

58 Presbyterian

91 Quaker (Society of Friencl;) .

Roman.Catholic . . . . ....
44 Seventh Day Adventist

Unitarian-Universalist

35 Other Protestant

59 Other Religion

61 Isione

77 34b. Do you consider yourself a reborn

65 Christian? . Yes 33 No 67
78

80

94
77
46
42
40
16
76
16
34
34
27

34
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37. Inditate the importanct to you
personally of each of the
following:

Becoming accomplished in one of the performing arts (acting,
dancing, etc 16

Becoming an authority in my field 72
Obtaining recognition from my colleagues for contributions to

my special field 53
InfluenCing the political structure 18
Influencing social values 34
Flaising a family 55
Having administrative responsibility for the work of others ' 33
Being very wejl off financially 50
Helping others who are in difficulty 72
Making a theoretical contribution to science 20
Writing original works (poems, novels, short stories, etc.) 15
Creating artistic work (painting, sculpture, decorating, etc ) 18,
Being successful in a business of my own 44
Becciming involved in programs to clean up the environment 31
Developing a Meaningful philosophy of life ,61
Participating in a community action program 32
Helping to promote racial understanding 42
Keeping up to date with political affairs 41

38. What is your best guess as to the
chances that you will:

Change major field? 12
Change career choice? 11
Fail one or mOre courses?

Graduate with honors?
12

Be elected to a student office?
3,

Get a job tO help pay for college expenses? 36
Join a social fraternity, sorority, or club? 18
Live in a coeducational dorm? 28
Be elected to an academic honor society?

8
Make at least a "B", average? 38
Need extra time to complete your degree requirements?

8
Get tutoring help in specific courses? 14
Have'to work at an outside job during college? 18
Seek vocational,counseling?

10
Seek individual counseling on personal problems?

8
Get a bachelor's degree (B.A., B.S. etc.)?

73
Participate in student protests or demonstrations? 4
Drop out of this college temporarily (exclude transf erring)? 2
Drop out permanently (exclude transferring)?

2
Transfer to another college before graduating?

9
Be satisfied with your college?

56
Find a joh after college'in the field for which you were trained? 66
Get married while in college? (skip if married) 4
Get married within a year after college? lskil) if married)

12:

a

2:37
'P,ettated by the t abotatury tut Research on Higher Education, University of Calif ornia, Los Angeles, E4lifotnia 90a24, Nooevart by lotion Cinporation,

4555 West 17th Stteet, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55435
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1981 FOLLOW-UP SURVEY
OF 1978 DISABLED FRESHMEN

When you entered college in 1978, you participated in the Cooperative Institutional
Research Program's annual freshman survey. At that time, you were orie of 7,000
students completing the freshman 'questionnaire who said you were handicapped.
This survey asks for more information about you, and about your experiences since
then. Even if you are not disabled, or are no longer in college, we want you_to answer

and return this questionnaire. Your responses will provide valuable information to
help federal, state, and college policy-makers better me your needs and those of

similar students in the future.

This survey was developed by the Higher Education Research Institute in Los Angeles

and funded by the Bureau for the Education of the Handicapped in Washington, D.C.

Your responses will be held in the strictest confidence, and they will be presented

only in summary form. Students whose disabilities do not affect their reading or
writing should be able to complete the survey in about half an hour. We realize,
however, that some people will need to take a longer time. Your thoughtful responses
and willing participation are much appreciated. Please return your survey as soon

as possible in the enclosed stamped envelope.

We welcome your comments. However, all stray marks or writing on this
questionnaire will invalidate your responses. Therefore, please follow direct-ions
carefully and enclose your comments on a separate sheet of paper.

116A/3373-ln t ra n-5,321
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Dr. James Henson
Judith K. Lawrence
Higher Education Research Institute

Howard R Bowee
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C. Robert Pace

Rosemary Park

David Riesman,
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1981 Fol..] ow-up Survey:

Percentage Responses for Total

Disabled Sampl e (N=3,338)

Proper Mark: (0 Improper Marks:

1. What is your current status? (Mark one)
6-7 I am currently enrolled in college, and have been

since 1978. (Answer item 2a and not 2b)
101 withdrew from college tempbrarily but am currently

enrolled again..(Answer items 2a and 2b)
4 15 I am temporarily not in.colLege but plan to return

soon. (Answer items 2a and 2b)
<8. I have permanently withdrawn from college or intend

to do so. (Skip 2a and answer 2b)

2a. Which of the following do you still expect to do in
college? (Mark all that apply) See Table
0 Change major field .

0 Change career choice
O Fail one or more courses
O Graduate with honors,
O Be elected to a student office'
n Make at least a "B" average
C Need extra time to complete degree requirements
O Get tutoring helpin specific courses
(Th Seek vocational counseling
n Seek individual counseling on,personal problems
O Participate in protests and demonstrations
C Drop out ofcollege temporarily

Transfer to another college before graduation
O Get a job after college connected with major field

of study
O Get a job after college for which a college degree is

appropriate

2b. How important were oach of the following factors in
your decision to interrupt or terminate your education(
(Mark one column for each factor)

See Tabl e p"-*
College did not provide adequate support
services (e g., note-takers, readers,
interpreters, attendants)
had complet d my planned program . .

e,c? R 6.7c?

.6" 2 -.6"0 0
0 ..0 ..0

had to as,uie family responsibilities
(e.g., because of faMily illness)
became ill/needed treatment

n n
. 0

got a good job offer n .0
. o . .0 ..0needed to earn money (e.g., for school)

lor my family) moved to a different
location 0 0 0
did not do as we ll academically as I 0thought I would

My relatives/spouse discouraged me
from continuing 0 0 0

0 ...0I decided I did not neeg a college degree
I wanted time to reconsider my goals
and interests ,brt 0 (-)

.

4,/sAK.'). -

-i88-
2b. (Cont.)

I changed my career plans
I was tired of being a student
I was urTable to get the financial aid

I needed

C c
re sr re

.."c?

O 0O 0 0
O 0 .0

College expenses were too high 0 0 0
ExpensilS connected with my disability
were too high 0 0 .0

I wanted to get practical experience . 0 . .0 .0
I felt that a college education would not
improve my job prospects 0 .0 .. 0

I didn't feel safe on campus 0 . .0 . 0
I had no place to study 5. .0 . .0
I didn't "fit in" at college 0 . .0 . .0
I wanted to travel 0 . .0 . . 0
I wanted to transfer to another institution
but could not enroll immediately . . .0 . .

Other (Indicate degree of importance) . .0 .. 0 . . 0
.o

3. Which of the following have you done (did yoti do)
while in college? (Mark all that apply)

35:, Changed major field
33) Changed career choice
32) Failed one or more courses
1SWas elected to a student office
29) Served on a campus committee
54) Got a job to help pay for college expenses
31.)Joined a social fraternity, sorority, or club
58, Made at least a "B" average
11) Participated in protests or demonstrations
67) Felt satisfied with college

4. What type of .high school did you attend most of the
time? (Mark one)

79. Public
(t).' Private: Nondenominational

15. Private: Religious fp

5a. What type of arrangement best
describes your educational
program at each level?
(Mark one in each column)

Regular academic progratn with
nondisabled peers

Regular academic program with
special classes or serviceS .

as needed (8 10 12, . .13

Regular school but segregated in

.c1.. . (2 1. .

co 05

0

co Cloi

e-'
7 A

1T
13' 4 --. d

82 80 78 81

special academic classes
Special school for the disabled .

/ Other (Mark appropriate column)

5b. Did you take adaptive physical education rather
than regular gym classes?

83 No (Go on to question 6)
(4 Yes. Elementary (Grades K to 5-6)
(6 Yes. Junior High (Grades 6-7 to 9-10)
C§ Yes, High School (Grades 9-10 to 12)
(8 Yes. College
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6. What academic degree are you currently working
toward, and what is the highest academic degree you
intend to get? (Mark one in each column)

Current
Degree
Planned

None
High school diploma or GED 2)
Vocational diploma/certificate
Associate (A.A. or equivalent) 11)
Baccalaureate (B.A., B.S., etc.) 73)
Teaching credential.
Master's (M.A., M.S.. etc.)
Doctorate (Ph.D. or Ed.D.) 0)
Professional degree (e.g., M.D., D.D.S,
D.V.M., LL.B., J.D., B.D., M.Div.)

Other (Mark appropriate columns).

-189-

Highest
Degree
Planned

(7) 2_)

3;
40)
16)

0)

7. What is your current (or most receiit) college class?
(Mark one)

C8Freshman 478 Senior

(12Sophomore C4 Other
2.8Junior

8a. How many colleges have you attended since fall 1978?
(Mark one)

72 One (Go on to item 9)
24 Two (Answer item 8b)
(_5 Three or more (Answer item 8b)

8b. H ow important was each of the following factors in
your decision to transfer from your first college to
another institution? (Mark one column for each factor)

fly

g=.?
My first college did not provide adequate
support services (e.g., note-takers,
readers, interpreters, attendants) 1-3 10..77

I completed my planned program at my
first institution 1-8 (6 .16
wanted a better social life 13. 25 61
wanted to go to a larger institution ... 14..16..70
wanted to go to a smaller institution (8 .. (9..82
wanted to live in a different type of
community 25
wanted to be farther from home (parents) j .
wanted to be closer to home (parents) .

or my family moved to a different location.(3
wanted to go to an institution with a
better academic reputation

wanted to take a different ty . of program
than was offered at my ffft institution .

was generally dissatisfied with my
first institution 30
needed to attend a less expensive school

My financial situation improved so i
could attend a more expensive school

I didn't feel safe on the CampuS of my
first institution . . .93

I had no place to study at my first
institution . . .90

I didn't "fit in- at my first institution . .16 . .75 .
Other (Indicate degree. of importance): .. 25 . .12 .6j

23

.37 .

,16 .

.23..52

.10 . .83

.19 . .72

. (3 . .94

.19 . .58

.17-45

.23 -47

.16 . .68

9. W at has been (was) your college enrollment status
most of the time since 1978?
(Mark one)

91.. Full time
(..6 Part time
a Not enrolled

10. What has been (was) your employment status most
of the time while in college?
(Mark one)

45 Not employed
T Full-time employment off campus

27, Part-time employment off campus
C2' Full-time employMent on campus
2.1 Part-time employment on campus

11. In college, how concerned are (were) you about your
ability to finance yout college ebucesion?
(Mark one)

4-6 very much
35 Somewhat
a() Not at all

12. What is (was) your overall college grade average?

. .

(Mark one)

(.5. A or A+

11 A-
14 8
16 B
23 B-
14 c+
f4 c
(3 D
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13. Please indicate your moat recent major field of study in
college. (Mark one) See Table

ARTS AND HUMANITIES
Art, fine and applied 0
English (language and

literature) (Thi

History
Journalism t
Language and Citeature

(except English) 0
Music 0
Philosophy

Speech 0

0

Theater or Drama

Theology or Religion
Other Arts and Humanities

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE
Biology (general) . 0
Biochemistry or

Biophysics 0
Botany
Marine (Life) Science 0
Microbiology or

Bacteriology 0
Zoology 0
Other Biologi I

Science 0
BUSINESS
Accounting
Business Admin. (genera))

Finance

MNrketing

Management
Secretarial Studies
Other Business

EDUCATION
Business Education 0
Elementary Education 0
Music or Art Educati9n 0
Physical Education or

Recreation 0
Secondary Education 0
Special Education 0
Other Education

ENGINEERING
Aeronautical or

Astronautical Eng. 0
Civil Engineering 0
Chemical Engineering

Electrical or Electronic
Engineering

0Industrial Engineering
Mechanical Engineering ... 0
Other Engineering

PHISSICAL SCIENCE
Astronomy

AtmosPheric Science
(incl. Meteorology)

Chemistry

Earth Science

Marine Science (incl.
Oceanography)

Mathematics
Physics

St istics

0

0

0
0
0

ther Physical Science .. 0

PROFESSIONAL
Architecture or Urban

Planning
Home Economics 0
Health Technologytmedical,

dental, laboratory) n
Library or Archival Science 0
Nursing 0,
Pharmacy 0
Predental. Premedicine,

Preveterinary

Therapy (occupational,
physical, speech) 0

Other Professional 0

a

SOCIAL SCIENCE
Anthropology 0
Economics 0
Geography 0
Political Science (gov't.,

international relations) 0
Psychology 0
Social Work 0
Sociology 0
Other Social Science 0
TECHNICAL
Building Trades 0
Data Processing or

Computer Programming .

Drafting or Design

Electronics
Mechanics

. 0
0
C.
0

Other Technical C;

OTHER FIELDS
Agriculture 0
Communications

(radio, T.V etc.)
Computer Science
Forestry

Law Enforcement

Military Science 0
Other Field

Undecided
0

-190-
14.. Do (did) you have to study a particular field to get

. financial aid at c9Ilege?
(Mark one)

96-, No,
4) Yes

16, Where do (did) you live most of the time in
college? Where would you prefer (have
preferred) to live?
(Mark one in each column)

College housing (dormitory, Actual Preferred
fratecnity or sorority, other Residence Residence

college housing)
Off carnpus (private room,
apartment, or house)

Other (Mark appropriate columns)

58) 4L

35) 54
(7) 5

16. With whom do (did) you live most of the time
at college? With whom waild you profer
(have preferred) to live? (Mark one in each
column as appropriate)

Actual Preferred

With parents or relatives ......... 24\ . . . .10

Alone 10; . 30
With disabled roommate or
roommates (2; . . . . 2

With nondisabled roommate or
roommate"s 59' . .

With spouse (4, 6

Other (Mark appropriate columns) . .... '5

40.

17. In college, do (did) you have tutoring or iemedial
work in any of the following subjects?
(Mark all that apply)

73. No
:6 Yes, reading

11:. Yes, writing or composition
L3 Yes, mathematics
1 Yes, social studies

Yes, science
3 Yes, foreign language

Ye3, other

242
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18. What is ytour probable career oCcUpation?

U
(Mark on.6)

see; Table
_

4 L._ Accountant or actuary

3 c Actor or entertainer

1 c Architlact or urban planner

3 0 Artist

-191-
19b. Is this person:

(Mark one for each item below)

.A50.1 Kifa'le

5. DF ei sma ba e13 d

.
93) Not disabled

C. Age
26, 22 years or younger

14) 23 to 29 years
60, 30 years or older ,

3 0 BuSiness (clerical)
°Business executive (m\anagehlent, administrator)
0 Business Owner or proprietor

. q (""' Business salesman or buyer
.......,

3 0 Clergyinan (minister, priest) --..

3 3 Clinical psychologist
..."-r:

. 1 College teacher
. ,,

0.Computer progiammer or arialYtt..

1 C) Conservationist or forester.

d 0Dentist (including orthodentigWrl,
'-' Dietician or home ecohornist ,i"4'-'4'.' -

1 L.) Engin.eer-
,

3 0 Farmer or rancher ..

t _4 0 Foreign ervice worker (inciedi4diplomat)

3 0 Homemaker (full-time), \

4 0.Inter4or decorator (includinglesigner)

1 _ 0Interpretor (translator)

1

I
3
1

I
1

I
3

I
L 1

1

I
fl ..

1

I
I
1 1 9 a. In college, is (was) there any one persen Whose

I support, encouragement,. giOidance, or confidence

1
in yot4 is (was) central to yoiii-st,i6Coss?,.-(Vark one) 21. To what extent does (did) youir disability area affect
38 No (Skip to question 20) .,, -;.`.

. your functioning at college? (Mark one column for
g

.7. Yes, a personal friend (ouicide aLs,clieol)

ri 21 Yes, a family member (e4f.i.pa'rent Or spouse)

3 1 Yes, a high school friend ), . Visual 19 53.... 28

3 1 Yes, a high scnool teacheA,Y, Hearing 19 . . 62.... 19

1 0 Yes, a h(gh school advisor,Co Speech 28 . 64. ..., (.8

1 ) n Yes, a college friend .4 Orthopedic 18 . 52.... 30

I 12 Yes, a college professor, teacher Learning 46 .54.... CD
.i ,6 Yes, a college advisor, counselor

1 .,4 Yes, other , Emotional
Health-related 16 .68... 17

62 .. 38.... (.0

Otther 11 . 29. .. . 5,9

, , ..:,......

0 Lab technician or hygienist
0 Law enforcement officer
0 Lawyer (attorney) or judge
C Military service (career)

. 0 Musician (performer, comboser)
0 Nurse

Optometrist
-0 Pharmacist
O Physician
0 School counselor

School priricipal or superintendent
(,_. Scientific researcher .

(_, Social, welfare or recreation worker
., Statistician
0 Therapist (physical, occ.upational, speech)
r , Teacher or administrator (alernentary)

Teacher or administrator (sedrondary)
Veterinarian
Writer or journalist
Skilled trades

fL, Other
`C.; Undecided

20. Do you have a disability? (Mark all that apply and write
your specific disability in the box below for each area
that yop-mark.)

0 No, I doynot have a disability (Skip to question 30)
o YeS, visual (partially sighted, blind;,not correctable

with glasses or contact lenses)

677 = 20 percent

()Yes, hearing

ii

392 = 42 percent

0 Yes speech

84 - 2 percent

0 Yes, orthopedic

750 =' 22 percent

0Yes, learning

166 = 5 percent

EDYes, health-related (e.g., respiratory, heart)
."44.'qty

331 = 10 percent

()Yas, emotional

33 = 1 percent

0Yes, other

283 = 8 percent

Mul tiple 622 = 19 percent

each of your disability areas) ,Very Not at
Much '%ornewhat all
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22. When was (were) your disability

(disabilities) diagnosed?
(Mark one)

PrenaLally or at birth
27 Before age 5
27. Between ages 6-12
22 Between ages 13-17
15, Age 18 or older

23. Do you consider your disability to be:
(Mark one)

18 Visible/apparent .
53 Sometimes apparent/sometimes

not obvious
29 Hidden/not obvious

24. In college, how concerned are (were)
you about expenses associated with
your disability?
(Mark one)

14) Very much
31', Somewhat
29 Not at all
27- Not relevant to me

25. To what extent are (were) the facilities
and activities of your college
community accessible to you?
('Mark one)

57. Very much
22-.; Somewhat

:S.) Not at all
18.) Not relevant to me

26. To what extent are (were) the community
residents of your college town sensitive
to and supportive of you as a disabled
person? (Mark one)

15) Very much
23, Somewhat
14. Not atall
4s. Not refevant to me

1-

..44.41;4.J 4. 4' S:44.444 4-424r,31Y4V.. 44 .4 ..4,14 4 24..C.4 4 4:4. 4.:11::41;_rn
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27. In college, to what extent does (did) your disability affect your

experiences in each of the following areas?
(Mark one column for each area)

very Nov st
much Somewhat all

Academic 12) 40) 48;
Social 12) 43: 44 ).

Recreational, extracurricular 22) 42) 36:
Psychological, emotional . 11.) 39) 50,

' Other (Indicate extent) 4_) 10.) B6

28. The following is a list of support services and accommodations that you
may or may not use,(have used) at college.
(Mark the appropriate column for eachi)

Am Currently
Using

Existing architectural accommodations (Did Use)

(e.g., elevators, stair railings) 29)

...1 IIWould Use Do (Did) U
If Available Not Use B

(Would (Not Relevant ri
Have Used) to Ms) .11

(3,

Adaptive architectural accommodations
(e.g., ramps, adapted restroom facilities) . 1D

Adaptive equipment, assistive devices
(e.g., tape recorders, braille)

Support service personnel (e.g.,
interpreters, readers, attendants)

Instructional accommodations
Time accommodations
Program accoMmodations
Performance evaluation accommodations
Adaptive physical education
Peer counseling from disabled students .

Peer counseling from nondisabled
students

Academic advising
Personal counseling,.therapy
Vocational counseling
Repair services for assistive devices
Disabled student organizations, clubs
NondiSabled student organizations,
clubs 44)

Disabled student office, advocate
Legal services (4)

Adaptive admissions criteria (3)

Adaptive admissions procedures (4)

Campus orientation 48,

12)

,6) ,5) 89)
(9) 10)

1-0) 11) 79)
:8) 10) 82:

84)
(7) 1.3) 80:

. (2.) ..... . :10) 82)

12) (7) 7.9)
55) :8) 37)
18) 10) 7.2)

29) ;9:) 62;
91)

(.4) 85:

Financial aid for college expenses
(e.g., tuition, books)

Financial aid for cost-of-living
expenses (e.g., food, rent) 29; 2.5)

(5)
12)
10) 86)

(7)
88:
4)

Financial aifti for disability-related
expenses

Transportation
Special parking
Registration priority
Other (Mark 4nd specify below
appropriate columns)

12) 2D
18 17)

(8 14

67
65

132

77

4 -?

Specify)

6
(Spec )

illi.i.wwww1111111111,1111111N1111111,11111111111.111011111111P.11.1111.111111111111P R711191111
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2b. To what oxtont do (did) you experience the fallowing at college?
(Mark one column for each statement) -

0CF k-
ctre ,s7

it Oc j''
Faculty/Staff underestimate my acadernic ability or potential 0 28 65
Faculty/staff overestimate my academic ability or potential C3. . 27. . 70
People underestimate my ability to handle frustration, and stress C8. . 24.. 68
People overedstirnate my ability to handle frustretion end stress 0 25. . 68
Faculty./staff ask me irrelevant or overly personal questions about my disability C3 14. . 8.4

Other students ask me irrelevant or overly personal questions about my disability C3 21 7_6

Because faculty/staff don't ask me meaniDgful questiOns about my disability, I must anticipate and
answer, such questions 3 21 . 74

Because other, students don't ask me meaningful questions about my disability, I must anticipate and
answer such questions C5 . 23. . 72

The failure of my instructors to accommodate to my disability-r lated needs makes academic work more difficult . C9..19.. 72
I can q ndle risk better and am more independent than m st people realize 3-6. . 28. . 36
Peopla4fatronlze me or talk to me as if I were a child C5 174 81
People talk about me rather then to me a. . 20. ..73
My instructors avOid or ignore me C2. . O. . 8.8

Other students avoid or ignore me C3 It. . 81
Faculty/staff make me feel that I cauSe them extra time and trouble C3 c1-4. . 8.3

Other students Make me 'feel that I cause them extra time and trouble Cl .1:0,4. 88..

Because I have a disability. people assume that:
I have other physical disabilities that I do not have. C6 182. 976

I am limited socially C8 24. . 68
I am limited in what I can do physically 1-6 n 5-5
I am limited in what I can do intellectually and academically C8 1-8. . 73

30. Rate yourself on each of the following traits as you
really think you are when compared with the average
person of your own age. We want the most accurate
estimate of how you see yourself.
(Mark one column for each trait)

Academic abdity
Athletic abihty
Artistic ability
Defensiveness
Drive to achieve

e
o

'Tv ,r
53 42 C4

18 42.. 40
27 41. . 33
21 66. 14
56 38. ! 6

Leadership ability 39. . 50. . 10
Mathematical ability 34 41. 25
Mechanical ability 22 47. 31
Originality 43 50. ' 6
Physical attractiveness 22 67. . 10

Political conservatism 12. 57.. 31
Political liberalism 16 54 30
Popularity 19 69. . 12

Popularity with t"tie opposite sex 17. . 60. 23

Public speaking ability 25 43. . 32

Self-confidence (intellectual) 44 47. . 9
Self-confidence (social) 24 51..25
Sense of'humor 51 46. . ,3
Sensitivity to criticism 28 59. . 12

Stubborness 39 51. . 10
Understanding of others 64 34..2
Writing ability , 39 46.. 14

2

31. How important is each of the following to you
personally? (Mark one column for each item)

15

Becoming accomplished in one of the
performing arts (acting, dancing, etc.)

c
,$2 cf

Q Q

.... . .19 .

Becoming an authority in my field .32 . .53' ..14'
Obtaining recognition from my colleagues
for contributions to my special field 24 . .55' . .21'

Influencing the political structure (7.1 . .63
Influencing social values 16' .50 . .33
Raising a family .33 . .46' ..18
Having administrative responsiblity for

-33the work of others . .50
Being very well-off tinahcially 25: . .52...23
Helping others who are in difficulty 42 . .54 . . :4'
Making a theoretical contribution to science . . . .24 ..70
Writing original works (poems, novels,
short stories. etc.) 11 . 24 . .65

Creating artistic work (painting, sculpture,
decorating, etc.) 12 .26 . .63

Being successful in a business of my own . . 19 . 35 . 45
Becoming involved in programs to clean
up the environment 10 . .53 . .37

Developing a meaningful philosophy of life .. 42 . .1

Participating in a community action program ..12 . .51 . 3 .

Helping to promote racial'understanding . . .18 . .52 . .30
Keeping up-to-date with political affairs . . . 20 . .52 . .27.

Helping to promote the interests of the
disabled 24 . 58 . .19



32. Age (as of December 31, 1980)
(Mark one)
8622 years or younger

823-29 years
630 years or older

33. Are you: (Mark one)
89Single (never married)
..9Married
"_2Separated, divorced, or widowed

34. Do you have children? (Mark one)
92 No
(3Yes, one child
C15Yes, more than one child

35. What is your current religious preference?
(Mark one)

38Protestant
30Roman Catholic

4Jewish
14 Other

5Undecided
7.:9 None

36. Do you consider yourself a born-again Christian?
(Mark one)

74 No

26 Yes

37. Indicate your income sources:
(Mart( one column for each item) -

Parents, relatives, inheritance, etc. 50.. U.. 22'
Spouse C6 (2.. 92

,011Self (earnmgs from employment,
savings, etc.) 60.. 40..10

Social Secunty benefits 10.. C.A.. 86
Veterans benefits ( 3 C2. . 95
Vocational Rehabilitation funds 15..122. '73
Supplementary Support Income (5.. C3.. 92
Federal college=related financial aid
(loan, grant, etc.) 36..18.. 46

Scholarship from college 10.. 14.. 76
Scholarship from outside agency,
organizanon ( 5.. 12.. 84

Other (Mark appropriate column) (.6.. L_7.. 87

94
38. What is your current annual income from all sources?

(Mark one)
a0No income
53$4,999 or below

$9,999
12s10,000-s19,999
(5S20,000 or above

39. Which of the following life patterns would you prefer
ten to fifteen years from now? (Please indicate one
answer in each group)

(a)
single

87, married
(.6 living with a person of opposite sex but not married
a other
(b)

1,6, no children
1.0. one child
4a two children
2,0, three or more children
(6) adopt one or more children
(c)

7,1 full-time career
la part-time career
(2) not employed

40. How would you characterize your political views?
(Mark one)

@ Far left
24 Liberal
49 Middle-ot-the-road
24:Conservative

Far right

41. How long did it take you to answer this questionnaire?
(Mark one)

44 Less than 1/2 hour
48 1/2 hour to 1 hour
(6 1 hoerto 11/2 hours
4, 1 1/2 hours to 2 hours
(1, More than 2 hours

42. Did you need help to answer this survey?
(Mark all that apply')

95 No
t3 Yes, reading
(2. Yes, marking or writing answers

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR HELP.
PLEASE ADD COMMENTS ON A SEPARATE SHEET OF PAPER.

,..
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